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Abstract 
This thesis is a comparative study of the unit nonresponse problem. Simulation based on 
the summary report of the 1997 Thailand Industrial Survey is used to investigate efficient 
survey designs. Research questions are (1) Which design is best for conducting large-
scale surveys such as the Thailand Establishment Survey with nonresponse problems? (2) 
Which compensation method can reduce the effects from nonresponse problems? 
This study begins with an extensive review which brings together the theory of the meth-
ods for compensating nonresponse. The simulation compares across all combination of 
survey designs and compensation methods, thus extending the work of other researchers. 
In the simulation study there are various sampling designs and compensation methods. 
Other factors that are considered are sample size, response rates, and types of response 
(dependent and independent). Nonrespondent subsampling is used to compensate unit 
nonresponse during the data collection phase. Nonrespondent subsampling methods used 
in this thesis are one- and two-subsampling schemes. Weighting adjustment procedures 
and imputation methods are used in the estimation phase. The response mechanisms for 
weighting adjustment procedures and imputation methods are a naive model and a ran-
dom homogeneity (RHG) model. In addition a new weighting adjustment method called 
the bias-removal adjustment method is proposed. Methods for dealing with nonresponse 
are compared by using bias, variance and design effect. 
The main conclusion were, whenever possible, a complex survey design should be used, 
e.g. stratified or post-stratified sampling with unequal probability of selection. The best 
method to compensate for nonresponse is nonrespondent subsampling. If subsampling is 
too costly RHG model with weighting adjustment or with imputation is recommended. For 
example in weighting adjustment method, the population-based should be used in equal 
probability sampling with or without replacement. For unequal probability sampling, the 
sample-based methods should be used in sampling without replacement and the bias-
removal method should be used in sampling without replacement. In imputation method, 
multiple imputation with regression or methods related with regression should be used 
combined with weighting adjustment procedures described above for each survey design. 
An algorithm for dealing with nonresponse is presented. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this chapter, I review the history and background of the Thailand establishment 
surveys in section 1.1. Research objectives are presented in section 1.2. Outline of 
thesis are presented in section 1.3. 
1.1 History and Background 
In 1963 the National Statistical Office of Thailand (NSO) was officially established 
(National Statistical Office, 1990) as a department under the Office of the Prime 
Minister. The N SO is responsible for the statistical system of the country. Accord-
ing to legislation, the N SO is solely in charge of the statistical projects and activities 
of the country. However, at present, various government agencies and enterprises 
also conduct a number of statistical projects. These projects are primarily focussed 
on data collection to serve the management and administrative works of their own 
organisations. The present statistical system of Thailand is a decentralised system. 
Nonetheless, the NSO still plays a leading role in compiling fundamental statis-
tics which are directly related to the social and economic situation of the country 
through a number of significant censuses, and various large scale sample surveys. 
1 
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The NSO has conducted many statistical projects with the purpose of collecting 
and compiling information on industry, business trade and services, labour force 
and migration in order to serve the needs of both government and private sectors. 
The information obtained from these censuses and surveys are used in formulating 
social and economic development plans, constructing the National Accounts and 
constructing the Input and Output table. This table is a summary of the national 
economic activities which are systematically grouped into industrial activities such 
as agriculture, mining, manufacturing and so on. The private sector also uses such 
data in making investment decisions. 
The Industrial Surveyor Census has been conducted periodically by the NSO 
since 1964 (National Statistical Office, 1995). The main objective is to collect basic 
industrial information on the following: number of establishments, number of people 
engaged, number of employees, compensations, value of raw materials, parts and 
components purchased, sales values of goods produced for resale, inventory and 
value of fixed assets. 
In the first industrial census in 1964, the United Nation recommendations re-
garding the concepts, definitions, methods of enumeration, processing and tabula-
tion plans and quality control were adopted, though with some minor modifications. 
All industrial establishments and household economic units were under the coverage 
of this census. In municipal areas1 , the complete listing, called the listing frame, 
was used and complete enumeration was employed. In the non-municipal areas only 
villages which were occupied by at least two industrial factories (except small rice-
mills) were completely enumerated. Data on the type of industry, form of the legal 
and economic organisation, number of persons engaged and their compensation of 
employees, cost of production, sales and fixed assets were asked in the census ques-
tionnaires. The census data were useful for policy-makers in both the public and 
1 See appendix A 
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private sector. The data obtained from the census are used as bench-mark data for 
subsequent surveys. The industrial census was planned to be carried out every 10 
years, but because of some limitations such as budget constraint, and insufficient 
facilities and personnel, the second census was only carried out in 1997. 
In addition to the census project the N SO has conducted industrial business 
trade and services surveys more frequently. The annual Industry Survey has been 
carried out since 1968. It is designed to compile basic data on each type of industry 
such as number of establishments, employees, value and cost of production and 
value of sales. The collected data serves the need of policy-makers, researchers and 
decision-makers in the public and private sectors. 
Major surveys of establishments e.g., the Industry Survey and the Survey of 
Business Trade and Services, originally used a mail questionnaire approach in col-
lecting the data. Questionnaires were sent to the sample establishments according 
to the address in the listing frame with a request to send them back to the NSO 
within 15 days after receipt. If questionnaires were not sent back a follow-up would 
be undertaken by telephone or direct visit to the establishment by an enumerator 
who was a permanent staff working in a provincial office2 . However, because of the 
poor response rate, the N SO decided from the year 1992 onward to substitute the 
mail questionnaire approach with a face-to-face interview. For large-scale estab-
lishments, as decided by the provincial officer, the survey questionnaires are sent 
by mail and followed up by personal visits of the enumerator. For the small-scale 
establishments, enumerators are sent to the sample establishments to conduct the 
interviews. 
The sampling frame for the survey and census of industry is the listing of estab-
lishments (United Nations, 1994). The interval of the establishment censuses was 
rather wide and it was necessary to conduct a census of the listing of establishments 
2See appendix A 
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in order to provide a sampling frame for establishment surveys during the inter-
censal period. The latest establishment listings were carried out in 1984 and 1986. 
The listing in 1984 covered all establishments in the municipal and sanitary district 
areas3 while the listing in 1986 covered those establishments outside the municipal 
and sanitary district areas. The listings have been used as a sampling frame for al-
most every subsequent establishment survey. Each year registration data compiled 
from many sources e.g., the Ministry of Industry, the Ministry of Commerce, the 
Board of Investment etc, as well as data obtained from the field operation of the 
other establishment survey projects are used in updating the sampling frame. 
Generally, establishment surveys select all listed establishments in the munic-
ipal and sanitary district areas, whereas those in the villages are enumerated on 
a sample basis. The sample design commonly used in the establishment survey is 
stratified sampling (National Statistical Office, 1995). The total area ofthe country 
is stratified into two strata by groups of provinces i.e. stratum I comprises the 
Bangkok Metropolis Area and the other five surrounding provinces and stratum I I 
comprises the remaining 69 provinces. The Bangkok Metropolitan Area and vicinity 
has been the centre of the economic activities and other activities of Thailand. A 
large number of industrial and business trade establishments are located in these 
areas and the pattern and characteristics of such activities are quite distinctive from 
those located elsewhere in the country. 
Data obtained from these surveys are processed by the electronic data processing 
at the central office. The data are processed according to a data processing package 
of programs which are designed in advance. The package consists of the preparation 
of raw data, manual editing and coding, data entry, machine editing and updating, 
weighting and tabulations. In past surveys it has taken 6 months to conduct all of 
the processing steps. This is mainly because questionnaires were sent back from the 
3See appendix A 
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establishments very late although every attempt had been made to accelerate the 
return of the questionnaires. 
Reports of the survey results are published in two sets, one for the Bangkok 
Metropolis and vicinity and the other for the whole kingdom. Important character-
istics are classified by industry (5-digit code of industry according to the Thailand 
Standardisation Industrial Code) and establishment size (large and small). 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The nonresponse rate in the Thailand Establishment Survey is quite high, approxi-
mately 70%. The objective of this research was to find optimal methods to reduce 
errors due to this problem. 
There are many articles and textbooks that present methods for dealing with 
nonresponse. Some examples where methods for dealing with nonresponse are re-
viewed include Madow et al (1983, chapter 4) where 11 case studies using weighting 
adjustment procedures and imputation methods are presented. Lessler & Kalsbeek 
(1992, pp. 232) summaries 15 case studies that also use weighting adjustment pro-
cedures and imputation methods. Holt & Elliot (1991) review weighting adjustment 
procedures. A range of imputation methods are reviewed by linn et al (1989). Other 
examples where imputation methods are compared are Nordholt (1998), Schenker 
& Taylor (1996). Sarndal et al (1992) give the theorem with the nonrespondent 
subsampling method and with the sample-based adjustment in unequal probability 
sampling without replacement but not with replacement. However, almost all these 
compensation methods are considered with equal probability sampling. Moreover 
there are no comparisons across all these methods. Further there is little guidance 
for survey planners. 
In this thesis I present a case study that compares methods for compensating unit 
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nonresponse. In addition, the study also compared different survey designs to inves-
tigate the interaction between survey designs and compensation methods for dealing 
with nonresponse. I conclude with an algorithm for dealing with nonresponse. 
Methods to reduce error due to nonresponse either involve using a suitable sample 
design to collect data to get more precise estimates within some constraints or 
compensating the problem with special statistical techniques. The two main research 
questions in this study were: 
1. Which design is best for conducting large-scale surveys such as the Thailand 
Establishment Survey with nonresponse problems? 
2. Which compensation method can reduce the effects from nonresponse prob-
lems? 
Given these research questions, the main aims were to compare: 
1. Unequal probability sampling designs and equal probability sampling designs 
both when there is full response and when there is nonresponse. 
2. Stratified random sampling, simple random sampling and post-stratified ran-
dom sampling both when there is full response and when there is nonresponse. 
3. Nonrespondent subsampling, weighting adjustment and imputation methods 
when there is nonresponse. 
4. The efficiency among the three above compensation methods in unequal 
probability sampling design when there are different correlation coefficients between 
an auxiliary variable and the characteristic of interests. 
Another aim was to collect and bring together the range of methods for com-
pensating nonresponse and to present these with their relevant theorems. Proofs for 
theorems are given where these are not explicitly presented in the literature. 
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis is divided into 7 chapters. Chapter 1 is the general introduction of 
the thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the sampling process. Three compensation methods 
for the unit nonresponse problems such as nonrespondent subsampling, weighting 
adjustment procedures and imputation methods which are described in chapter 3,4 
and 5 respectively. Chapter 6 presents the simulation methods and results of these 
three compensation methods. Conclusions are presented in chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Review of the Sampling Process 
In this chapter I introduce some concepts of sampling techniques which will be 
used and referred to in the following chapters. In section 2.1, I discuss collection 
methods for census and sample surveys. Section 2.2 reviews two main categories 
of surveys: descriptive and analytical surveys. Section 2.3 presents sample designs 
including sampling plans, estimation procedures and basic sampling designs. Section 
2.4 reviews two inference approaches: frequentist and Bayesian approach. Section 
2.5 presents sampling and non-sampling errors. Section 2.6 reviews nonresponse 
problems, methods for controlling and compensating for this problem, mechanisms 
of nonresponse and inference approaches to non-responded samples. In section 2.7, 
the design effect and misspecification effect, used to compare efficiency between 
surveys, is defined. 
2.1 Census and Survey 
In general, information on the population can be collected in two ways. The first way 
is to enumerate every unit in the population. This complete enumeration is called 
a census. In many countries, a national statistical agency such as US Bureau of the 
8 
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census, Australian Bureau of Statistics and Statistics New Zealand, has authorisa-
tion to conduct censuses to provide relevant information, e.g., census of population 
and housing, industrial census, etc. The second way to collect information is by us-
ing a sample survey where the survey itself and possibly the enumeration is limited 
to a subset of the population. Government organisations and non-government organ-
isations frequently conduct repeated sample surveys to estimate current monthly or 
quarterly statistics. One-time sample surveys are often conducted to draw inference 
about a current issue. 
There are some relationships between census and sample survey. For example 
(i) sampling is often used to evaluate the census process. The post enumeration 
survey (PES) (US Bureau of the census, 1970) is a special sampling technique to 
assess the coverage and content errors of the census; (ii) a census can provide some 
information to make a frame from which sample units can be drawn (United Nation, 
1982); (iii) information obtained from a census, even if out of date, can be used to 
provide supplementary information for improving the efficiency of sample designs 
(Som 1996); and (iv) sampling can be used as an integral part of a census as in 
a partial enumeration census (National Statistical Office, 1990). Thus, census and 
sample survey are complementary and not competitive. 
An example of complementary nature of census and sample surveys is the 1990 
census of population and housing in Thailand. The census had two forms for inter-
views of individuals. The first form was used for every unit in the population. The 
second form, which had more extended questions, was used only for units selected 
using a systematic scheme. General information was taken from the first and second 
forms to summarise fundamental issues. The extended questions in the second form 
were taken to be a survey and used for analysis. The N SO also planned to use 
PES to evaluate the coverage and content of error in the 1990 census of population 
and housing. In some cases, when non-sampling errors occur, the results from PES 
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can be used for adjusting or revising the final results before they are released to 
the public. As another example, a Labour Force Survey (National Statistical Office, 
1996) can use information from the census of population and housing as a frame to 
make decisions about sampling design and estimation procedures. 
By comparison with a census, a sample survey is based on collecting data from a 
small number of units from a population. A sample survey generally requires differ-
ent resource schedules for designing and executing. A sample survey will usually be 
less costly in total than a census but the cost per unit of observation may be higher. 
Surveys may also permit collection of a wider range of data and allow more choice 
of data collection methods. Furthermore, sampling can generally provide more ac-
curacy than a census with perhaps the exception of small populations. Except in 
small populations, non-sampling errors in a sample survey are more easily controlled 
than in a census. However, occasionally it is necessary to take a census in order to 
get information relevant to maintaining a sampling frame. 
2.2 Descriptive and Analytic Surveys 
Sample survey can be divided into two board categories based on the aim of the 
study: descriptive surveys and analytic surveys. 
In descriptive surveys, summary measures of the population, such as means and 
totals, need to be precisely and efficiently estimated. For example, in industrial 
surveys, the parameter often estimated is the average number of persons engaged in 
different occupational groups. 
In analytic surveys, the main purpose is the comparison among subgroups of the 
population. For instance, in Labour Force Surveys, the interest is not only in the 
average number of hours worked per day and the wages paid but also in whether 
men work longer hours than women and whether men receive higher wages than 
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women for the same type of work. 
Efficiency of the sample survey is important. Stratification and auxiliary in-
formation, e.g., business sizes and types, can be beneficial in sample estimation in 
order to increase the efficiency of the estimates both in descriptive and in analytic 
surveys. 
Inference in descriptive surveys is concerned exclusively with a fixed population, 
although super-population and other models are often used in the estimation. In 
descriptive surveys, target parameters are objectives determined before the data are 
collected or analysed while for analytic surveys the parameters of interest are not 
fixed in advance but evolve through an adaptive process as the analysis progresses 
(Skinner et al , 1989). 
2.3 Sample Design 
In the planning stage of the survey, survey objectives must be clearly defined as 
commensurate with available resources in terms of money, manpower and the time 
limit specified for the survey. If survey objectives are not well defined, there can be 
bias or non-sampling errors in the estimates. Survey objectives should specify the 
survey variables, methods of observation, methods of analysis, utilisation of survey 
results and desired precision of survey results. However, practical realities of sample 
design often influence and change the survey objectives. The sample design and 
survey objectives are thus related. 
The sample design consists of the defined sampling plan and estimation proce-
dure. Different sample designs would result in different errors, and choosing the 
design with the smallest error is the principal aim of sample design. 
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2.3.1 Sampling Plan 
The sampling plan refers to what a sample consists of and how the sample is to 
be obtained. It is a set of specifications which describe the population and the 
parameters of interests, the sample and statistics, the frame, the sampling units, 
the sample size and the sample selection methods. 
2.3.1.1 Population and Parameters 
One major task of a sampling plan is to identify the population to be studied con-
sistent with the survey objectives. The population is the aggregate or collection of 
elementary units, sometimes just called units, for which information is sought. 
The population may be defined in terms of (i) content, (ii) units, (iii) extent 
and (iv) time. For example, in the design of an establishment survey a researcher 
may specify: (i) the content as all establishments; (ii) the units as in industrial 
establishment units; (iii) the extent as in Thailand; and (iv) the time as 1999. This 
defined population is what ideally is to be studied and is called the target population. 
However, often the population actually used must be refined to obtain a practicable 
survey population or coverage. For example, the above might be refined as: (i) all 
establishment with 10 or more persons engaged; (ii) in industrial establishment units; 
(iii) in Thailand; and (iv) during the period January 1 to December 31, 1999. The 
researcher should be aware of any gaps between the target and survey population 
and understand that the conclusions only apply to the survey population. 
Survey objectives can often lead to the population being subdivided into groups, 
called sub-populations, in the planning stage of the survey. Sometimes the popula-
tion cannot be subdivided at this stage but can be subdivided after collecting data 
into groups called domains of study. These groups can then be used for separate 
estimates in the analysis phase. Since the results are obtained separately for each 
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domain of study, any error in the specification of the domain may lead to difficulties 
in the interpretation of the survey results. Depending on the question of interest, 
the domain of study may also be the target population. 
Consider a finite survey population U = {UI' ... , Uk, ... , UN} of N elements la-
belled from 1 to N. Let Y denote the characteristics of interest called the study 
variable, with unknown population value YI, ... , Yk, ... , YN. In some case an auxiliary 
variable X and an indicator variable, 1= h, ... , h, ... , IN, are also used. The popula-
tion values of X, which is usually assumed known for all the N population elements, 
are denoted by Xl, ... , Xk, ... , XN. The indicators h equals 1 if the kth unit is chosen 
in a sample, otherwise it is O. 
The ultimate objective of any sample survey is to make inferences about a pop-
ulation of interest. Such inferences are based on information contained in a sample 
selected from that population. The researcher usually aims at the estimation of cer-
tain unknown features of the population. These population characteristics are called 
population parameters or simply parameters. Any real valued function of YI, ... , YN 
is known as a parameter. 
Typical parameters are the total, the mean and the variance. They are defined 
as follows: 
Total T 
Mean M 
Variance (J2 
N 
I: Yk = YI + ... + Yk + ... + YN, 
k=l 
TIN, 
1 N 
- - I:(Yk - M)2, 
N k=l 
1 N 
N - 1 I:(Yk - M? 
k=l 
2.3.1.2 Sample and Statistics 
A subset of the population selected for data collection is called a sample. Let 
S = {Sl, ... , Sk, ... , Sn} or {i selected in the sample} denote a sample and the values 
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of the variable in the sample are denoted by Yl, ... , Yk, ... , Yn. Since a sample cannot 
give the true parameter value unless n = N and sampling is without replacement, 
the parameter have to approximated by using an estimator. An estimator of the 
population parameter is a specific computational formula or algorithm which is used 
to calculate an approximation called a statistic to the desired parameter from the 
selected sample. 
The following three estimators are often used for equal probability sampling (de-
fined later in sample selection method subsection): 
Mean p, 
1 n 
- - ~Yk' 
n k=l 
Total T - NfL, 
1 n 
- - ~(Yk - fl?, 
n -1 k=l 
Variance 3 2 
where n is the sample size and Yk = Yi if the kth sample chooses the ith element. 
2.3.1.3 Frame 
To facilitate a sample to be drawn from the population the units are organised into 
what is called a sampling frame. The sampling frame, or often simply called the 
frame, is the set of all sampling units organised in the form of either a list of single 
elementary units or a group of elementary units. 
The frame may lead to single-stage or multi-stage survey designs (Som, 1996 
or Foreman, 1991). If each elementary unit can be sampled directly, it is called a 
single-stage survey design and the corresponding frame is called as a listing frame. 
When it is not possible to sample elementary units directly, elementary units are 
grouped with known common properties and the resulting frame is called an enu-
meration frame and this leads to a multi-stage survey design. At each stage of a 
multi-stage survey design, each of the groups of units chosen has a sub-frame con-
structed and at the final stage the sub-frame is a listing frame. For example, in the 
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yearly Labour Force Survey in Thailand, a household listing was not available at the 
planning stage of this survey and to construct a complete listing frame within a short 
period would have been expensive. A stratified two-stage sampling was adopted for 
use in a certain province. In the first stage, the frame consisted of groups of house-
holds such as a village in a rural area or a block on a map in an urban area. At the 
second stage a listing frame was constructed from the blocks or villages that were 
sampled (National Statistical Office, 1996). 
2.3.1.4 Sampling Units 
The sampling frame divides the population into a finite number of distinct, non-
overlapping and identifiable units called sampling or survey units, so that each mem-
ber of the population belongs to only one sampling unit. The type of sampling unit 
depends on the nature of the study. For instance, a business establishment may be 
considered the sampling unit in an industrial survey; a farm or a group of farms 
owned or operated by a household in a crop survey. The sampling unit, whether 
elementary units themselves or groups of elementary units, should be well defined. 
Sampling units mayor may not correspond to the units of analysis. An example 
where the sampling unit may be different from the unit of analysis is the case of a 
household survey. The unit selected may be a dwelling, whereas the units of analysis 
may be individuals or families within the dwelling. 
2.3.1.5 Sample Size 
One of the first consideration in the planning of a sample survey is the size of the 
sample. The sample size is the number of distinct elementary units in a sample S. 
In any decision related to the precision expected of the sample survey, a number 
of factors must be taken into account. Generally, the factors which decide the scale 
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of the survey operations are cost, time, operational constraints and the desired pre-
cision of the results. Such properties as population size, variability of characteristics 
in the population and sample plan will all affect the precision of the estimates. Con-
sequently, all these factors have to be considered in the statistical formulae which 
ultimately relate sample size to the. desired level of precision. 
An increase in sample size will lead to an increase in the precision of estimates of 
the parameters of interest. However, the sampling cost will also typically increase. 
Thus, there has to be a trade off between cost and precision in desired sample size. 
2.3.1.6 Sample Selection Methods 
The method which is used to select the sample from a population is known as 
sample selection method or sampling procedure. Its aim is to obtain the estimates of 
the population characteristics of interest and their precision. The procedure can be 
distinguished by choices from (i) probability or non-probability sampling, (ii) equal 
or unequal probability sampling and (iii) sampling with or without replacement. 
i) Probability and Non-probability Sampling 
There are two types of sampling methods based on the probability of selection 
of the elements: probability sampling and non-probability sampling. 
Probability sampling method is a method whereby every element in the popula-
tion has a known nonzero probability of being included in the sample, i.e. p(S) > 0 
for all S. It is desirable because it eliminates bias in estimation of the parame-
ter. A good sample will be as free from selection bias as possible. Selection bias 
occurs when some part of the target population is not in the sampled population. 
A random sample is sometimes also called a probability sample. Random samples 
can produce valid estimates and measures of reliability of estimates called sampling 
errors. It also enables the theoretical values of the variance estimates of parameter 
to be computed. 
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Probability sampling is often a time consuming and expensive procedure and 
may not be feasible in many situations, such as in remote areas or hill tribes, and it 
may be necessary to choose a sample by using non-probability sampling also called 
non-random sampling methods. Non-probability sampling is quite frequently used 
especially in market research and public opinion surveys. In this sampling method, 
the degree of reliability of the sample results cannot be measured. An example of 
non-probability sampling is where inexpensive information is collected by asking 
persons known to be experts in the subject. This is called judgement sampling. Al-
ternatively a fixed numbers of individual from certain demographic subpopulations 
as sex or race are interviewed. The specific selection is often left in the hands of 
the interviewers. This method is called quota sampling and tends to be highly bi-
ased. Another type of non-probability sampling is convenience sampling also often 
called haphazard sampling. These arise when samples are made up of individuals 
causally or conveniently available, e.g., the customers passing through a checkout or 
passengers at a door gate. 
ii) Equal and Unequal Probability Sampling 
Probability sampling methods are general divided into two types: equal proba-
bility sampling and unequal probability sampling. 
If every elementary unit in the population has the same chance of being chosen 
in the sample, this sampling method is called equal probability sampling (EPSEl\!!). 
Equal probability sampling provides schemes that are simple to design and to anal-
yse. Such schemes are therefore popular and their range of applicability is wide and 
varied (Satin & Shastry, 1993). 
On occasions, however, the sampling frame can provide some useful quantitative 
information. If the value of this information is closely related to the study variable 
and known for all the population units, it could be utilised in selecting the sample 
to increase the efficiency of estimators. This procedure for selecting units into the 
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sample is known as unequal probability sampling or varying probability sampling. 
There are many schemes that use unequal probability sampling. The most common 
type of unequal probability sampling is sampling with probability proportional to 
size related to the value of the auxiliary variable (Sarndal et al, 1992). 
iii) Sampling with and without Replacement 
If a unit can occur only once in a sample, it is called sampling without replace-
ment; otherwise it is called sampling with replacement. In both cases if a sample of 
size n is drawn from a population of size N in such a way that every possible sample 
of size n has the same chance of being selected, i.e. chosen with equal probability, 
it is called simple random sampling (SRS). 
III Simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR): If a sample of size 
n is drawn from a population of size N in such a way that (~) possible samples 
of n elements has the same probability of selection, 1/ (~). The probability 
of anyone element being selected is equal to ~. The selection of subsequent 
elements is dependent on previous selection. 
III Simple random sampling with replacement (SRSWR): If a sample of size n is 
drawn from a population of size N in such a way that Nn possible samples 
of n elements has the same probability of selection, (~)n. The probability of 
anyone element being selected is equal to -h. All selections are independent 
since the selected unit is restored to the population before making the next 
selection. 
Generally, sampling with replacement is wasteful and does not serve a useful 
purpose. Moreover, for a given sample size n, sampling without replacement has 
less variance than sampling with replacement. However, sampling with replacement 
is an attractive method to use with more complex sampling design such as unequal 
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probability sampling because of the simplicity with which its exact variance can be 
estimated. 
In general the sample selection is dependent with the previous sampling unit 
chosen in SRSWOR. However, if the sample size is very small compared to the 
population size (i.e. N» n), the sample selection mechanism is often assumed 
independent. Thus, the estimation procedure for sampling without replacement 
approximates closely that under the independent identically distributed (I I D) ap-
proach for sampling with replacement, simplifying the analysis. Nowadays many 
statisticians use S RSW R as a standard for comparing other designs (K ish, 1995). 
2.3.2 Estimation Procedure 
The basis of estimation procedures is the sampling weight given to the unit. The 
sampling weight for the unit tends to be the inverse of the probability of selection 
of the unit in the sample. It indicates the number of units in the population that 
are represented by a unit in the sample. For example, in simple random sampling 
design, the estimated total of a study variable Y is 
h N ,\"n 
Isrs = n L."k=l Yk, 
where VV = If: is the sampling weight since the probability of selection of each unit 
The use of sampling weights to produce estimates of population characteristics 
will be affected by some techniques for handling the problem of information which 
may be completely or partially unavailable for some units in the sample. For in-
stance, if complete nonresponse had occurred in the sampling design example above, 
two factors must be taken into account in calculating weights for units selected: (i) 
the basic selection probability for each unit selected; (ii) the nonresponse factor ap-
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plied to each responding unit to compensate for units for which there was a complete 
nonresponse to the survey. The combination of these two factors is then 
vV* = (~) ( ;;) = ~, 
where m is the number of responding units, giving the estimated total of Y as 
A N "m T srs = ;:;: wk=l Yk· 
However, the most common question researchers ask themselves is how to ensure 
good estimates from data. The researcher has to decide on the type of estimator 
based on the properties of estimators. 
2.3.2.1 Types of Estimator 
In general, there are two broad categories of estimators for the population char-
acteristics. A simple estimator is a procedure which uses only the study variable. 
The estimators in the section above are examples of simple estimators. A composite 
estimator uses a combination of the study variable and the auxiliary variable to 
increase the precision of the estimate. 
Composite estimators can be divided into two different types: ratio estimator and 
regression estimator. In ratio estimators, the weights of the units of the population 
are adjusted by a multiplying factor. This factor is the ratio of the external data 
value (an auxiliary variable obtained not from the sample) and the sample estimate. 
It is important that the external data source pertain to the same population and be 
based upon comparable concepts, definitions, reference periods, etc. as that of the 
survey. For example, in S RS design, if an auxiliary variable X has been used to 
increase the efficiency, then, a ratio estimator of the total estimate of Y is given by 
, "n 
:;.srs _ /-ty,.,.. _ Wk-l Yk,.,.. 
'T -" 'X - ""Ti lX, 
/-tx wk=l xk 
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where Tx is the total population amount of the auxiliary variable X. 
In some sampling situations, there may be an auxiliary variable X which is lin-
early related to the study variable Y, at least approximately and without a zero 
intercept. In this situation, a linear regression estimator, rather than a ratio esti-
mator, might be appropriate. For instance, in SRS scheme a regression estimator 
of the population total Ty is 
In a special case of regression estimation, b is taken to be 1, and in this case, the 
estimated total of Ty is Nity + N(f-Lx - itx) and this is called a difference estimator. 
2.3.2.2 Properties of Estimator 
The challenge in estimation is finding "good" estimates of the population param-
eters. For example, from elementary statistics, the sample mean, it, is used to 
estimate the population mean, f-L. Alternatively the sample median, y could be used 
to estimate f-L. The question is which of these better? To determine the answer, 
some criteria must be used to find out what is meant by "good". 
A good estimator is generally considered to have the properties of: (i) unbiased-
ness, (ii) consistency, and (iii) efficiency 
i) Unbiasedness: An estimator 8 of e is said to be an unbiased estimator of e if 
and only if E (8) = e. If 8 is not an unbiased estimator for e, the bias of 8 is given 
by 
Bias(8) = E(8) - e. 
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ii) Consistency: An estimator IJ is said to be a consistent estimator of e if the 
probability of the estimator exceeding e in absolute value by any given small amount, 
c, tends to zero as the sample sizes n tends to population size 
lim P(IIJ - el < c) --+ O. 
n-+N 
A consistent estimator is not necessarily unbiased. If, however, it is biased, the 
bias will tend to zero in the limit as the sample size tends to population size. 
The value of IJ obtained from a given sample will generally be different from e. 
The difference, (IJ-e), is the error in the estimation of e. Let L(IJ, e) be the loss that 
will be incurred through an error in the estimation of e. The expected value of the 
loss function is called the expected loss or the risk function. The most commonly 
used loss function is the squared error, namely, 
For this loss function, the expected loss is known as the mean square error and 
given by 
MSE(IJ) 
A A 2 
var(e) + Bias(e) . 
If an estimator IJ is an unbiased estimator, then !vISE is equal to the variance. 
iii) Efficiency: Let IJ1 and IJ2 be two estimators of a parameter e. Then, IJ1 is 
said to be more efficient than IJ2 if and only if !vISE(IJ1 ) < !vISE(IJ2 ). 
In addition to the above, a "good" estimator should also have the properties of 
reliability, validity and accuracy. 
The reliability of an estimator refers to how close the estimator is to its expected 
value over repetitions of the sampling process. If there is no measurement error in 
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the survey, then the reliability of an estimator is related to the standard error. The 
smaller the standard error of an estimator, the greater its reliability. 
The validity of an estimated population characteristic refers to how the mean of 
the estimator differs from the true value of the parameter being estimated. If there 
is no measurement error, the validity of an estimator is related to the bias of the 
estimator. The smaller the bias, the greater its validity. 
The accuracy of an estimator refers to how far away a particular value of the 
estimate is, on average, from the true value of the parameter being measured. The 
accuracy of an estimator is generally evaluated on the basis of its NISE, or on the 
basis of the square root of its NI S E (RNI S E). The smaller the NI S E of an estimate, 
the greater its accuracy. 
2.3.3 Basic Sampling Design 
The aim of a sample survey is to find an estimator (mentioned above in section 
2.3.2) with a desired precision within a budget by making an inference about the 
population from information contained in a sample. There are two factors that affect 
the quantity of information contained in the sample and hence the precision of any 
inference-making procedure: variation in population and sample size. 
The first factor is the amount of variation in population. This variation can 
frequently be controlled by sample selection. Thus the procedure for selecting the 
sample is called the sampling design or sample survey design. 
The second factor is the size of the sample. Surveys can be expensive and it 
is a matter of finding a survey design that minimises the sampling cost subject to 
achieving the desired precision. Cost per observation can vary according to the 
sampling design. As this cost per observation depends on individuals circumstances 
cost is assumed to be dependent on the sample size and fixed cost, C = Co + nCp ) 
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where Cp is cost per unit sampled and may depend on the unit and on the design 
chosen and Co is a fixed cost. For a given budget that fixes the sample size n, the 
design must be sought with the most precise estimators for this n. 
There are eleven basic sampling designs presented in this section. The definition 
of the sample variance, 3 2 , the population variance, S2 or (J"2 as given in section 2.3.1 
is used in theorems 2.1-2.6. For convenience, when discussing equal probability 
sampling, the estimator of the mean is considered and when unequal probability 
sampling is discussed, the estimator of the total will be considered. The following 
theorems (2.1 to 2.11) are stated without proof. Proofs can be found in standard 
sampling textbooks and journals such as Cochran (1963, 1977), Deming (1950), 
Hansen et al (1953), Kish (1965), Murthy (1953), Raj (1968), Sukhatme et al (1984), 
Koijin (1986), Yates (1981), Thompson (1992), Sarndal et al (1992), Cassel et al 
(1977), Chaudhuri et al (1988, 1992), Jessen (1978), Scheaffer et al (1996), Smith 
(1976), Rao & Bellhouse (1990), Sedransk & Smith (1988), Thomsen & Tesfu (1988) 
and Rao (1985). 
Three cases of equal probability sampling are considered: (a) Simple random 
sampling(SRS) with and without replacement, (b) Stratified random sampling (ST) 
and Post-stratified random sampling (PT) with and without replacement. Unequal 
probability sampling is also considered under two cases of: (c) RS with and without 
replacement and ST with and without replacement as well as (d) an approximation 
for unequal probability selection in without replacement schemes. 
a) SRS with/without replacement 
The most common sampling method is S RS with and without replacement as 
discussed in subsection (iii) in 2.3.1.6. 
Theorem 2.1 Simple Random Sampling with Replacement (SRSWR) 
In simple random sampling with replacement, an unbiased estimator of f-L is 
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A 1 "n 
Msrs = :;: 6k=1 Yk, 
with a variance of 
v ( A ) = (N -1 ) 3 2 = ,,2 Msrs N n n . 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample mean is 
(A) S2 V Msrs =-;;. 
III 
Theorem 2.2 Simple Random Sampling without Replacement (SRSWOR) 
In simple random sampling without replacement, an unbiased estimator of Mis 
A 1 "n 
Msrs = :;: 6k=1 Yk, 
with a variance of 
V( A )' _ (N-n) 32 Msrs - N n' 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample mean is 
(A) (N-n) s2 V Msrs = -r:r- -;;. 
b) ST and PT with and without replacement 
Stratified random sampling is a way of maximising the amount of information 
for a given cost. If qualitative information is provided within a sampling frame, 
stratified random sampling may increase the precision of the estimator over simple 
random sampling for a given sample size. However, if the sampling frame cannot 
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give information about a key variable to differentiate sample units into strata but 
units can be classified after data collected, simple random sampling can be used in 
the planning stage. In the analysis phase stratified random sampling, with a minor 
modification, is used and this procedure is called post-stratified sampling. 
The following notations will be used in Stratified Random Sampling and Post-
stratified Random Sampling: 
Population mean in stratum h fLh 
Sample mean in stratum h {th 
Population variance in stratum h (J'~ 
or S~ 
Sample variance in stratum h s~ = 
where Nh and nh are the population and sample sizes in stratum h respectively. 
4'9 ST with/without replacement 
A stratified random sample is one obtained by separating the population ele-
ments into non-overlapping groups, called strata, and then selecting a simple 
random sample from each stratum. This may be done with or without replace-
ment. 
Theorem 2.3 Stratified Random Sampling with Replacement (STWR) 
In stratified random sampling with replacement, an unbiased estimator of fL is 
with a variance of 
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An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample mean is 
II 
Theorem 2.4 Stratified Random Sampling without Replacement (STWOR) 
In stratified random sampling without replacement, an unbiased estimator of f-L 
is 
with a variance of 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample mean is 
II 
The above two theorems show how the variance is affected by the sample size 
in each stratum, nh. The objective of a sample design is to provide an estimator 
with an acceptable variance at the lowest possible cost. Given a total sample of size 
n, there are many ways to divide the n sample units into non-overlapping stratum 
with size nl, n2, ... , nH. Each division may result in a different sample variance and 
different costs. The best allocation scheme is affected by three factors: (i) the total 
number of elements in each stratum; (ii) the variability of observations within each 
stratum; and (iii) the cost of obtaining an observation from each stratum. Given a 
total sample size n, a researcher has to choose a number of stratum (H) and how 
to allocate it among the H strata. 
First assume the same population size in each stratum, the same cost per sample 
unit and the same population variance for all strata. In this case, an equal sample 
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size might reasonably be assigned for every stratum, i.e. assuming (i), (ii) and (iii) 
are the same for all strata, the sample size for stratum h would be 
If Nh are known and differ from stratum to stratum, then proportional allocation 
could be used to maintain a constant sampling fraction throughout the population, 
i.e. when (i) is known and (ii) and (iii) are assumed the same for all strata, the 
sample size allocated to stratum h would be 
If the population size and variance vary from stratum to stratum and assuming 
the same cost for all strata, the allocation scheme which estimates the population to-
tal (or mean) with the lowest variance for a fixed total sample size n under stratified 
random sampling is Neyman allocation, given by 
If the population standard deviation (l'h (or Sh) in a stratum h is not available, 
the estimate of the sample standard deviation, for example from the past surveys, 
is often used. 
Although this thesis does not consider costs, we briefly look at how nh would 
be affected if costs are considered. If the cost of sampling, which is measured in 
term of time or money, differs from stratum to stratum and the total cost C can be 
described by the linear relationship 
where C is the total cost of the survey, Co is a fixed cost, and Ch is the cost per 
unit for observing in stratum h, then for a fixed total cost C, the lowest variance is 
achieved when 
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~ PT with/without replacement 
Occasionally, sampling problems arise in which a researcher would like to strat-
ify on a key variable which is only available after the sample is observed. Sup-
pose a simple random sample of size n is selected and then divided into nh 
for h = 1, ... , Hs after the sample is collected based on an auxiliary inform a-
tion in the sample units. In this situation the nh and Hs are random since 
they can change from sample to sample even though n is fixed. This method 
of stratification is called post-stratification or stratification after the selection 
of a sample. Thus, post-stratification is more relevant at the analysis phase. 
However analysis is only possible when Nh are known or can be approximated. 
More discussions with post-stratification are in Little (1993), Holt & Smith 
(1979), Jagers et al (1985), Jagers (1986) and Valliant (1993). 
Since the nh are random, a general expression for V({tst) can be approximated 
by replacing -.L by its expected value. The expected value of the reciprocal of 
nh 
a random variable usually has to be approximated and a good approximation 
as given by Hansen, Hurwitz & 1\1£ adow(1953), is 
where liVh = 1ft and f = N· 
Using this approximation we have the following two theorems for PT. 
Theorem 2.5 Post-stratified Random Sampling with Replacement (PTWR) 
In post-stratified random sampling with replacement, an unbiased estimator of 
f-L is 
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with a variance of 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample mean is 
• 
Theorem 2.6 Post-stratified Random Sampling without Replacement (PTWOR) 
In post-stratified random sampling without replacement, an unbiased estimator 
of J-L is 
with a variance of 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample mean is 
• 
In those cases when !ft is known and nh :::: 20 for each stratum, Cochran (1977) 
has shown that post-stratification is nearly as accurate as stratified random sampling 
with proportional allocation. 
c) RS and ST with and without replacement in unequal probability selection 
Unequal probability sampling is an alternative choice to maximise the amount 
of information for a given cost. If quantitative information is provided within a 
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sampling frame, unequal probability sampling may increase the precision of the 
estimator as compared with equal probability sampling for a given sample size. 
With unequal probability selection, different units in the population have different 
probabilities of being included in the sample. Thus, a unit which has a higher 
probability of selection is expected to contribute more to the population total than 
one with a lower probability selection. Often units with the value of the auxiliary 
information is high are assigned a high probability of selection. This would lead to 
a bias in, e.g., the estimator of the total as given by theorem 2.7 to 2.10. In order to 
overcome the bias, the sample observations are weighted. More details with unequal 
probability sampling are in Wolter (1985), Sunter (1986), Godambe & Thompson 
(1988), Basu (1971), Horvitz & Thompson (1952), Sarndal (1980, 1996), Sarndal et 
al (1989) and Kish (1992). 
~ Random sampling with/without replacement in unequal probability selection 
The most common way to select a sample with unequal probability selection 
is random sampling. 
Theorem 2.7 Random Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement 
In random sampling with replacement and unequal probability selection, an un-
biased estimator of T is 
~srs _ ~ ~ Yk 
Tpps - 6 ' 
n k=l Pk 
where Pk = Xk/ 2:7=1 Xi and Xk is a value of X in unit k highly related with Yk> with 
a variance of 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
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Theorem 2.8 Random Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement 
In random sampling without replacement and unequal probability selection, an 
unbiased estimator of T is 
with a variance of 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
where 1fk = npk and 7rki is the joint inclusion probability of the unit k and i. 
III 
«I Stratified sampling with/without replacement in unequal probability selection 
If quantitative and qualitative information are provided within a sampling 
frame, stratified random sampling with unequal probability selection may im-
prove the efficiency of the estimator compared with S RS for a given sample 
size. 
Theorem 2.9 Stratified Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement 
In stratified sampling with replacement and unequal probability selection, an 
unbiased estimator of T is 
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with a variance of 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
where Th,pps is the estimated total in stratum h. 
IIIlI 
Theorem 2.10 Stratified Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement 
In stratified sampling without replacement and unequal probability selection, an 
unbiased estimator of T is 
with a variance of 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
nhXhk 
where 7Thk = Nh and 7Thki is the joint inclusion probability of the unit k and i 
Li=l Xhi 
in the stratum h. 
IIIlI 
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d) an approximation for unequal probability selection m without replacement 
scheme 
Since the joint inclusion probability in theorem 2.8 and 2.10 is complicated and 
difficult to compute, there are many strategies to ease computation. In this thesis, 
the ordered estimates as suggested by Raj (1956) is used. 
Raj uses Yates & Grundy draw by draw procedure to select a sample to get or-
dered estimates as in the following procedure: (i) select the first unit in the sample 
with probability proportional to size Zk; (ii) select the second unit, without replace-
ment, again with probability proportional to size; and (iii) draw until the sample 
size equals n. Ordered estimates are given in theorem 2.11 by Raj. 
For more general discussion of Yates & Grundy draw by draw procedure and 
Raj's ordered estimates see Brewer & H anif (1983) and Govindarajulu (1999). 
Theorem 2.11 Rafs approximation for unequal probability selection in without re-
placement sampling design 
In random sampling without replacement and unequal probability selection, an 
unbiased estimator of f-l is 
~ 1 ,\""n t t-f-lD = -; L..k=l k = , 
where tk = k{Yl + ... + Yk-l + ~(1 - Zl - Z2 - ... - Zk-l)} and Zk is an initial 
probability in the order of the kth selection, with an unbiased variance estimate of 
II1II 
In summary, estimation methods are used to draw conclusions about the popu-
lation based on the information which has been gathered from the sample. There is 
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a direct association between probability sampling methods (2.3.1.6) and estimation 
procedures (2.3.2) in that the sampling design (2.3.3) itself determines the weights 
or expansion factors which are used to produce the estimates. Thus, the way to 
prove the properties of estimators such as unbiasedness depends on an inference 
approach about estimator. 
2.4 Inference in Sample Surveys 
In statistical inference a sample is used to draw inference about some aspect of the 
population from which the data are taken. Often the inference concerns the value of 
one or more unknown parameters, which describes some attribute of the population 
such as mean and its variance. This inference involves essentially three steps: 
III Choice of a sampling plan. 
III Choice of an estimator. 
III Choice of a variance estimator and hence a confidence interval. 
For example, if SRSWOR is planned to conduct a survey, a simple estimator or a 
composite estimator is chosen to estimate a population mean. The variance of the 
estimator of the mean is automatically given by this sampling plan. However, if 
unequal probability sampling is used in SRSvVOR, one of several approximations 
for the variance of the estimator of the mean must be chosen. There are two different 
types of inference based on different philosophies: (i) Frequentist approach and (ii) 
Bayesian approach. 
i) Frequentist approach: The freqtlentist, classical or sampling theory approach 
is the most widely used approach. The theory makes the assumption that repeated 
samples of data from the population can be randomly taken under the same con-
ditions as for our observed samples. Properties of point estimators and interval 
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estimators are all derived under this repeated sampling assumption. Frequentist in-
ference works reasonably well in many circumstances, but in complicated situations 
it can break down and produce unreasonable results (Garthwaite et al, 1995). 
In frequentist approach, there are three general inference approaches: (i.l) design-
based approach also called randomisation approach, (i.2) model-based approach also 
called prediction approach and (i.3) model-assisted approach. 
i.l) The design-based approach: Inference is based on the actual not the modelled 
or assumed sampling distribution. Repeated samples S are generated by the 
sampling design p(S) with the values Yl, ... , YN held fixed. An essential prop-
erty of this approach is that the sampling design determines how sampling 
variability is estimated. For example, any of the complexity due to the sam-
pling scheme, such as multi-stage sampling, double sampling and so on, can be 
properly accounted for in estimation. This approach also is a nonparametric 
approach to inference since no assumptions about the distribution of random 
variables are assumed in making this inference. This is discussed more fully 
in section 2.4.1. 
i.2) The model-based approach: Inference is based on the sampling distribution of 
estimator over repeated realisations Yl, ... , YN generated by the model, C;, of 
the distribution of the Y1, ... , YN with the selected sample S held fixed. An 
essential property of this approach is the model determines how variability is 
estimated and the sampling design is irrelevant as long as the model holds. 
The accuracy of the inference depends on the validity of the model. If the 
model is wrong, the model-based estimate of the variance will underestimate 
the NISE since the model-based estimator is a biased estimator. In addition, 
there is no concept equivalent to complex sampling designs for the model-based 
approach and this approach is generally not appropriate for estimation. More 
details are in Sarndal (1978) and discussed further in section 2.4.2. 
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In this thesis, this approach cannot be used for proofs under nonresponse 
problem because it is more difficult to estimate the variance as well as the 
reason mentioned above. An alternative approach can then be used which is 
a combination between the assumed model step in the model-based approach 
and the inference step in the design-based approach. This leads to the model-
assisted design-based approach or simply called model-assisted approach. 
i.3) The model-assisted approach: To construct an estimator with good design-
based properties, consistent with a plausible model for the variable of interest, 
Y, a model-assisted approach can be used. In this approach the finite popu-
lation is assumed to be a realisation from some hypothetical superpopulation. 
Auxiliary information, X, can then be used by postulating models for the 
estimation of parameters of the finite population under consideration. The 
sampling weights are used to estimate the parameters and the sample design 
are used to estimate variances of the estimate. This inference is called a model-
assisted approach since the model is used to specify the parameters of interest 
as in (i.2) and all inference is based on the survey design as in (i.I). More 
details are in section 2.4.3. 
ii) Bayesian approach: In Bayesian inference, the parameter of interest, 8, is 
treated as a random variable rather than a constant as is generally the case in 
classical inference. This inference is based on Bayes) Theorem and consists of the 
following principal steps: 
ii.I) Obtain the likelihood, f(YI8), describing the process giving rise to the data 
Y in terms of the unknown parameters 8. 
ii. 2) Obtain the prior distribution, f (8), expressing what is known about 8, prior 
to observing the data. 
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ii.3) Apply Bayes' theorem to derive the posterior distribution f(BIY) expressing 
what is known about B after observing the data. 
ii.4) Derive appropriate inference statements from the posterior distribution. These 
may include specific inferences such as point estimates, interval estimates or 
probabilities of hypotheses. If interest centres on particular components of B, 
its posterior distributions is formed by integrating out the other parameters. 
This form of inference differs from the classical form of frequentist inference in 
several respects, particularly the use of a prior distribution which is absent from 
classical inference. It represents the investigator's knowledge about the parameters 
before seeing the data. Classical statistics use only the likelihood. Consequently, 
in the Bayesian inference every problem is unique and is characterised by the in-
vestigator's beliefs about the parameters expressed in the prior distribution for the 
specific investigation. Thus, Bayesian inference may remove many of the mathe-
matical and logical problems suffered from the frequentist approach. However, it 
suffers from practical difficulties, in particular how to choose the prior distribution 
of the parameters. Moreover, there is no need to invoke the possibility of repeating 
sampling. More details are in sections 2.4.4. 
2.4.1 Design-Based Approach with Complete Data 
Let Y be the variable of interest and I be the indicator as defined in section 2.3.1.1. 
In design-based approach, sample units are selected by probability sampling which 
is characterised by the following two properties: 
• The sampling distribution, denoted by f(IIY) (see below for example), is 
determined by the sampling designer before any y values are known . 
• Every unit has a positive known probability of selection, i.e. 
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Trk = P(h = 11Y) > 0 for all k = 1, ... , N 
For example, in S RSW 0 R with sample size n, the sample selection process is 
characterised by the conditional distribution of I given Y, 
{ 
1/ (N) if ,£N I = n ](IIY) = ](I) . n k=l k 
o otherwise, 
so that every possible of n distinct units in the population has the same probability 
of being selected as the sample, 1/ (~). As a consequence of these properties, 
the probability that any given unit appears in the sample, Trk, is n/ N. Thus, for 
example, as stated in theorem 2.2, Psrs = ~ '£k=l Yk, can be proven to be an unbiased 
estimator under design-based approach as follow: 
1 N 
E(- 'L hYk) 
n k=l 
1 N 
- 'L YkE(h) 
n k=l 
1 n N 
-- 'LYk 
nN k=l 
- fJ,. 
In addition when a qualitative auxiliary information, X, is available in the sam-
pling frame and STWOR is adopted for use, sample selection process is then char-
acterised by 
f(1IY, Xl = f(1, Xl = { ~/ (~~) 
otherwise. 
In this case an unbiased estimator of the mean estimate is 
since sampling is done independently in each strata. 
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2.4.2 Model-Based Approach with Complete Data 
Let Y1, ... , YN be realisations of the random variables Y1, ... , YN generated from a 
model, (, of the distribution of the relevant Yi, ... , YN . This joint probability dis-
tribution of Y1, ... , YN supplies the link between units in the sample and units not 
in the sample in the model-based approach. The samples Yk, k E S are used to 
predict the unobserved values Yk tj. S. Problems in finite population sampling may 
be thought of as a prediction problem. If a different model is chosen to explain the 
variable of interest, Y, the variance of the estimator may differ because it depends 
on the model used. 
For example, in SRSvVOR with a sample size n, an unbiased total estimator 
and its variance, f srs = ~ L,kES Yk and V (fsrs ), are different under the model-based 
approach, with two different assumed models for the distribution of Y1 , ... , YN . This 
point is illustrated as follows: 
i) Assume that the model Yi, ... , YN are independent identically distributed with 
EE(Yk) = f-L and ~(Yk) = 0'2, where f-L and 0'2 are unknown population pa-
rameters. Under this model, the estimator of the population total is f srs = 
~ L,k=l Yk with a variance 
(2.1) 
In practice, if the model described above were used, the population variance 
0'2 can be estimated by the sample variance S2. Thus, with this model the 
design-based approach and the model-based approach lead to the same vari-
ance estimate. 
ii) Assume that the model Y is explained by a simple linear regression model, 
Yk = (30 + (31 X k + Ck, where (30 and (31 are unknown constant, X k are known 
auxiliary information for each unit k, and Ck are independent random variable 
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with zeros mean and variance (]"2. The estimator of the total estimate is Tsrs = 
(2.2) 
Thus, the total estimator, Tsrs , is N times the predicted value of Y at /-Lx under 
the model. From the regression theory (Sen & Srivestava, 1990), the variance 
of f30 + f31/-Lx is 
Thus, the variance of the total estimate is N 2 times V(,8o + ,81/-Lx) as shown in 
2.2 . Again, in practice a sample variance S2 is used for (]"2. 
2.4.3 Model-Assisted Approach with Complete Data 
To illustrate the model-assisted approach, the regression model as in section 2.4.2 is 
considered. An auxiliary information, X may improve on the estimator of the total 
estimate Y, Ty = If; 2:k=l Yk, through the regression model. Assume that the true 
population total Tx is known and thus can be used to adjust the estimate Ty as 
Tygreg = Ty + (Tx - Tx),81' 
which is called the generalised regression estimator of the population total, where 
,81 = 2:k=l(Yk - P,y)(Xk - P,x)/ 2:k=l(Xk - P,x)2 and Tx = If; 2:k=l Xk· 
However, the variance of the estimator of the total is computed by using design-
based inference as (Cochran, 1977): 
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where a residual unit k, ek = Yk - /30 - /31xk, /30 = {.ty - /31{.tx and p is the population 
correlation between Y and X. 
If the model is a good one, the variability in the residuals is expected to be 
smaller than the variability in the original observations. The generalised regression 
estimator, Tygreg, will be more efficient than the simple estimator Ty . For example, 
in an SRS, 
but 
v:~ ( ~ ) - N2 (1 n ) ",n e~ srs Tygreg - -:;:;: - N LJk=l n-l' 
If the residuals tend to be smaller than the deviation of Yk about the sample 
mean, then the estimated variance is smaller for the generalised regression estimator. 
Note however that generalised regression (GREG) estimation may lead to negative 
weights. 
2.4.4 Bayesian Approach with Complete Data 
The Bayesian modelling approach to sampling with complete data is to treat I 
and Y in the population as realisations of random variables with joint distribution 
f(Y, I, eIX). Here, as before, I, X and Yare the sample indicator, auxiliary infor-
mation and study variable respectively and e is a vector of parameters of interest. 
A finite population Y1 , ... , YN is considered as a random sample of N independent 
observations on a random variable Y whose distribution is f(YIX, e). Write yT = 
(Yine , Yexef, where Vine is the set of Y values included in the sample, and Y exe 
is the set of Y values excluded from the sample. The data observed in the absence 
of nonresponse are then Vine, I and X. 
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Inference for a population quantity, e.g., the population mean My = il{n!linc + 
(N - n)!lexc} where !line and !lexe are the sample mean and non-sample mean re-
spectively, is obtained by: 
i) Finding the marginal posterior distribution for the unobserved finite popula-
tion units Y exe given the sample Vine, I and X: 
(2.3) 
where the sampling mechanism is assumed ignorable. This is more for conve-
nience and ease in deriving results. More details are in Little (1982) and Rubin 
(1976, 1987). 
ii) Under the ignorable sampling mechanism mentioned above in (i), finding the 
conditional posterior distribution expectation and variance for My given Vine 
and X by using the marginal predictive distribution from equation 2.3 and the 
posterior of 0 given Vine and X, which is assumed known, !(OIYine , X): 
where 
1 
N :L E(YkIYine , X), 
- n k~S 
S {k:h=l}, 
J ... J Yk!(YexeIYine, X)dYexe , 
and 
For example, in S RS-VV 0 R with sample size n, let Y be the study variable 
measured for units in the sample. If the ignorable mechanism is assumed and the 
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superpopulation is assumed normal with J.L and variance 172 and 'diffuse' priors on J.L 
and 172 are used, it is shown by Palit & Gutman (1972) that the posterior expectation 
of the finite population mean is the sample mean, 
and that the posterior variance of the finite population mean is 
if 172 is known, and 
where u2 = n~3 I:k=l (Yk - flinc)2 when 172 is unknown. 
In this thesis the ignorable sampling mechanism is assumed. Furthermore, it 
should be noted that even with ignorable sampling mechanisms the sampling design 
does affect the impact of specification errors and thus influence the choice of model 
indirectly but these aspects are not considered here. For more details see Rubin 
(1987). However, not all sampling mechanisms may be ignorable. In these cases 
inference based on equation 2.3 may be subject to bias and also the full marginal 
predictive model is generally hard to specify unless exclusion from the sampling is 
determined by a known mechanism, such as censoring with known censoring points. 
2.5 Sampling and Non-sampling Errors 
The typical survey objective is to estimate a descriptive population quantity called 
a parameter. This leads to consideration of how inference can be made about the 
population using information contained in a sample. In this step, the probability 
distribution of the sample, called the sampling distribution, is used. Knowledge of 
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this distribution allows choice of proper inference-making procedures and to attach 
measures of goodness to such inference. In order to get a valid inference, ideally: 
i) The population from which the sample is selected is the population of interest, 
and that all selected units can be measured. 
ii) These measurements give the true value of any variable or category of any 
attribute of interest. 
However, these assumptions are frequently violated in practice. This leads to 
errors. The amount by which the estimate differs from the true value of the popu-
lation parameter is called total survey errors. These errors can be divided into two 
basic types of errors which arise: (i) sampling errors and (ii) non-sampling errors. 
i) Sampling errors (SE) are the errors attributed to studying only a subset of 
the represented population. These errors, at least in the case of variance or standard 
error, can be measured theoretically in probability sampling. They can be estimated 
from the sample data when probability sampling is used and in general this tends 
to decrease as 1/ Vii. 
In principle, sampling errors can be made small by the choice of a sufficiently large 
and well-deployed sample, such as stratified random sample or unequal probability 
sample. 
ii) Non-sampling errors (NSE) are any errors that cannot be attributed to the 
sample-to-sample variability. These errors are present both in sample surveys and 
in censuses and can occur at every stage of planning and execution of the census or 
survey. 
Non-sampling errors may be broadly classified into three areas that correspond 
roughly to the types of activities in a survey (Lessler & K alsbeek, 1992): (i) con-
structing a sampling frame; (ii) locating sample members and soliciting their partici-
pation in the survey; and (iii) collecting data and converting it into machine-readable 
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form. The survey errors associated with these three basic activities are called frame 
errors, nonresponse errors and measurement errors respectively. Another classifica-
tion for non-sampling errors are to divide them into three categories corresponding 
to the three stages of census or survey work (iV!urthy, 1967): (i) planning stage 
leading to specification errors, (ii) field work stage leading to ascertainment errors 
and (iii) tabulation stage leading to tabulation errors. Thompson (1997), on the 
other hand, divides non-sampling errors into coverage errors, nonresponse errors, 
and response or measurement errors, and write NSE as coverage errors+nonresponse 
errors+measurement errors. 
In general, if a randomisation procedure is used in selecting the sample, the extent 
of sampling errors is much easier to estimate than the extent of non-sampling errors. 
Moreover, non-sampling errors are often left underestimated or unacknowledged in 
reports of surveys because it is very hard to examine errors in every step of the 
survey. The only way to control non-sampling errors is to exercise great care in the 
planning and execution stage of the survey. 
If non-sampling errors can be assumed to be random with zero mean, they do 
not cause bias or other complications in the estimation. These type of non-sampling 
errors are called ignorable non-sampling errors. When non-sampling errors are not 
random with zero mean, they can be harmful as they are likely to cause bias in the 
estimation and they are called nonignorable non-sampling errors. More details with 
non-sampling errors are in Biemer (1991) and Groves (1984). 
In the practice non-sampling errors may occurs with nonresponse errors, frame 
errors and measurement errors but the theory in this thesis, nonresponse errors are 
assumed to be the only non-sampling errors and this study focuses on ways to reduce 
the effect of nonresponse. 
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2.6 Nonresponse 
Once the sample is selected, field work begins and an attempt is made to collect 
the desired data from all enumeration units selected in the sample. Unfortunately, 
it is rarely possible to achieve the complete data set from all units sampled. For 
some units, the sample survey may have obtained no information at all, and for 
other units, the survey may have obtained information on some, but not all of the 
items in the units. The former type of nonresponse is called unit nonresponse, while 
the latter is called item nonresponse. Unit nonresponse arises because the unit is 
unwilling to answer, unable to participate, not available, or not traceable. Item 
nonresponse arises because one or more items in the unit are not answered, without 
a clear answer, or not acceptably answered (Kviz, 1998). 
Both unit nonresponse and item nonresponse are a major cause of inaccuracy in 
sample surveys. Both types of nonresponse are very difficult to avoid in sampling. 
The increase over the years in the use of sample surveys to provide information for 
purposes of decision making, and the increasing difficulty of obtaining high response 
rates in sample surveys, has resulted in considerable attention being paid to non-
response problems. Thus a wide variety of techniques for dealing with nonresponse 
in sample surveys have been developed. The impact of nonresponse on the bias of 
estimates obtained from sample surveys is discussed below in section 2.6.1. Some 
methods that have been used to reduce errors due to nonresponse are discussed in 
section 2.6.2. Mechanisms of nonresponse are described in section 2.6.3. Finally, 
section 2.6.4 presents on inference approach to nonresponse. 
2.6.1 Bias due to Nonresponse 
The main problem caused by nonresponse is potential bias of population estimates. 
Suppose a population is divided into two artificial "strata" of respondents and non-
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respondents. Let N R be population respondent units that would respond if they 
were chosen to be in the sample and let /-LR be the responding population mean. 
Similarly, the NNR population nonrespondents are the units that would not respond 
and /-LNR is the nonrespondent population mean. The following notation is used to 
prove the bias. 
Let WR = NR/N and WNR = NNR/N, so that WNR is the proportion of nonre-
sponse in the population. When the field work is completed, data from respondent 
phase are collected but no data from the nonrespondent phase. Cochran (1977) 
shows the amount of bias in the sample mean is: 
Thus, the amount of bias is the product of the proportion of nonresponse and 
the difference between the mean in the two phases. Since the sample provides 
no information about /-LNR, the size of the bias is unknown unless bounds can be 
placed on /-LNR from some sources other than the sample data. The bias cannot be 
measured exactly. Even though it is hard to get objective measure of the bias, it is 
relatively simple to quantify the extent of the nonresponse. Different measures of the 
nonresponse are usually found in the quality declarations that statistical agencies 
and survey institutes often publish together with the results. For example, the 
guideline for reporting response rates in Hidiroglou & Drew (1993) and Lessler & 
Kalsbeck (1992) provide a sensible solution for reporting response rates and relative 
measures of nonresponse such as nonresponse rate, completion rate, refusal rate, etc. 
The end user should take this information into account when judging the credibility 
of the results. 
The bias due to nonresponse tends to small if either (i) the mean for the nonre-
spondents is close to the mean for the respondents or (ii) there is little nonresponse 
(WNR is small). However, it is no assurance of (i) since there is no data for the 
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nonresponse. Minimising the nonresponse rate should be the first point of effort in 
controlling nonresponse. More details for minimising nonrespondents are in Rossi 
et al (1983), Rubin et al (1995) Hidiroglou et al (1993) and Sudman (1998). 
2.6.2 Dealing with N onresponse 
There are generally three ways of dealing with unit nonresponse: (i) by planning 
of the survey before data collection, (ii) by using special techniques during data 
collection and (iii) by making model assumptions about the response mechanism 
after data collection. 
In this thesis, ways of dealing with nonresponse by (ii), special techniques during 
data collection and (iii) special techniques with response model assumption after 
data collection are considered. These methods are discussed in depth in chapter 3, 4 
and 5. For completeness this section briefly describes (i) planning of the survey that 
can be taken before data collection and the special efforts during data collection. 
2.6.2.1 Planning of the Survey 
The ideal survey has no nonresponse. To come close to this ideal requires careful 
planning and often considerable expense. The nonresponse is affected by a number 
of the operations that define the survey. Special effort must be made at the planning 
stage to foresee how alternative survey operations may influence the response. 
The selection, training and supervision of interviewers are factors of great impor-
tance. The choice of data collection method such as personal interview, telephone 
interview, mail inquiry, and so on, is important, as is the length and content of 
the questionnaire or schedule. In a repeated survey, the frequency with which re-
spondents are asked to participate must be considered. Response rates are often 
adversely affected by a heavy response burden. 
Effective measures should be taken to reduce the nonresponse to insignificant 
levels so that any remaining nonresponse cause little or no harm to the validity of 
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the inference. 
2.6.2.2 Special Efforts 
In surveys with personal interviews, the first contact with a potential respondent 
may be unsuccessful for a variety of reasons. For example, no one may be available, 
the person selected may be sick, or the interview may be broken off before comple-
tion. If the first attempted contact results in too many unsuccessful interviews, it 
is common to make one or more callbacks at more convenient times, perhaps using 
interviewers with special skills and experience. The nonresponse can thereby be 
considerably reduced if not eliminated. Callbacks can also give valuable informa-
tion about the selective effects of nonresponse. For example, Rao (1983) shows that 
adult members of households with young children are more likely to be at home 
when the interviewer calls, so that if efforts to elicit a response were stopped after 
a single call, the response set would tend to over represent households with small 
children. Thus if the target population is all households, the estimates for variables 
correlated with number of children will tend to be biased. 
In mail surveys, follow-up letters in combination with telephone interviews and 
personal interviews are often used as a callback technique. Often two or three re-
minders are mailed to obtain as many responses as possible from the mail phase. 
As with personal interviews, the propensity to answer at different stages of callback 
is often correlated with the study variable. Rao (1983) gives as an example the 
1950 survey of North Carolina Fruit Growers where late respondents and nonre-
spondents differed considerably from those responding at the first mailing with a 
strong association between propensity to respond early and large size of farm. 
In practice, callbacks or follow-ups have to stop after a few attempts. Further-
more, the reduction in the mean square error of the survey estimates will often be 
small compared to the cost of further callbacks. To counter this, Deming (1953) 
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and Thomsen & Siring (1983) developed a model for the study for different number 
of callback strategies. As an alternative, Rao (1983) also suggests the methods, pro-
posed by Politz & Simmons (1949), which a procedure is based on weighting the 
responses with estimated response probabilities to deal with the problem "not-at-
home". For some surveys, this is more cost efficient than repeated callbacks. More 
details with callbacks and follow-ups are in Dillman (1998). 
2.6.3 Mechanisms of Nonresponse 
Most surveys have some residual nonresponse even after careful design and follow-
up of nonresponse. Nearly all methods for reducing the impact of nonresponse are 
model-based. Population members can be divided into two fi'{ed strata of would-be 
respondents and would-be nonrespondents. To adjust for nonresponse that remains 
after all other measures have been taken, the response or nonresponse of unit k can 
be assumed to be a random variable. Let the random variable R equal one if unit 
k responds, otherwise zero. The probability that a unit selected for the sample will 
respond, rPk = P(Rk = 1), is unknown but assumed non-zero. After sampling, the 
values of Rk are known for units selected in the sample. A value for Yk is recorded 
if rk, the realisation of Rk , is l. 
There are generally three types of missing data proposed by Little & Rubin 
(1987) as: (i) missing completely at random, (ii) missing at random given covariates 
and (iii) nonignorable nonresponse. More details are in little (1998) and Rubin (1977, 
1983). 
i) Missing Completely at Random: The missing data are called missing com-
pletely at random (MCAR) if the response probability, rPk, does not depend 
on Xk, Yh or the survey design. Then, the respondents are representative of the 
selected sample and the nonrespondents are assumed to be selected at random 
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from the sample. For example, if a simple random sample of size n were taken 
and the response probabilities ¢k are all equal with the events, {Rk = I}, 
being conditionally independent of each other and of the sample selection pro-
cess, then the data are MCAR. In this case the sample mean of respondents, 
jlR, is approximately an unbiased estimator of the population mean. In gen-
eral when ¢k are equal the !vICAR mechanism is implicitly adopted and the 
nonrespondents are ignored. 
MCAR is discussed with nonresponse for some sampling designs in chapter 3, 
4 and 5 and with a naive model in chapter 4 and 5. 
ii) !vIissing at Random Given Covariates or Ignorable Nonresponse: If ¢k does not 
depend on Yk but is determined by Xk, the data are called missing at random 
(MAR) or sometimes ignorable nonresponse. Since the values of X k are known 
for all sample units, a model can be used to estimate Yk for the nonresponse 
units. Thus the nonresponse can be ignored since the model compensates for 
it. 
MAR is discussed with a RHG model in chapter 4 and 5. 
iii) Nonignorable Nonresponse: If the probabilities of nonresponse depends on the 
value of a response variable and cannot be completely explained by values 
of XiS, the nonresponse is called nonignorable. Models may help with the 
nonresponse situation since the nonresponse probability may be approximated 
by using Xk. However, the adjustment for the nonresponse will be approximate. 
Nonignorable nonresponse is discussed with multiple imputations in chapter 
5. 
Lohr (1999) summarises how to distinguish the nonresponsemechanism as: 
The way to think about the type of nonresponse is that the probabilities of 
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responding, Bi , are useful for checking about nonresponse mechanism. Un-
fortunately, they are unknown, so we do not know for sure which type of 
nonresponse is present. iVI C AR and iVI AR can be sometimes distinguished 
between them by fitting a model that attempts to predict the observed prob-
abilities of response for subgroups from known covariates. If the coefficients 
in a logistic regression model are significantly different from zero, the missing 
data are likely not iVI CAR. Distinguishing between iVI AR and nonignorable 
nonresponse is more difficult. 
2.6.4 Inference Approach with Nonresponse 
Inference discussed in section 2.4 is concerned with a complete sample. In this 
section inference is based on nonresponse as well as information from the responses 
in the sample. vVhen a sample is not complete, the inference described in section 2.4 
cannot be used properly. There are generally three ways of dealing with nonresponse 
in inference: (i) Quasi-randomisation approach, (ii) Model-Assisted approach and 
(iii) Bayesian approach. These approaches are studied in this thesis. 
2.6.4.1 Quasi-Randomisation Approach with Nonresponse 
The key ingredient of the randomisation approach in section 2.4.1 is the known 
probability distribution, f(IIY, X) governing which sample units are selected. How-
ever, when some of the data are missing, using this distribution which assumes full 
response will lead to a biased estimate of a parameter. For example, suppose that n 
sample units are selected by S RS and let hand Rk be the sampling and response 
indicators as defined in section 2.3.1.1 and 2.6.3 respectively. Then, the value of 
Yk is recorded if and only if Rk = Ik = 1. Section 2.6.1 shows that the estimator 
based on randomisation inference approach with nonresponse for the mean estimate 
is biased. Thus, it is difficult to define an unbiased estimator which is a function 
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of the recorded values of Y with respect to the distribution of I and these does not 
appear to be in any part of sampling textbooks or journals. An approximation was 
given by Oh & Scheuren (1983) is used here. They proposed a quasi-randomisation 
approach which formulates a distribution for R. Thus, the quasi-randomisation 
assumes: (i) a known distribution f(IIY, X) of a sample selection as for complete 
survey data as before and (ii) an assumed distribution for the response indicator R 
given I, Y and X. More details are fully discussed in Little & Rubin (1987). 
However, the strong assumption underlying f(RII, Y, X) is that R is indepen-
dent of I, Y and X. This assumption is often unrealistic in practice. The quasi-
randomisation inference is used for weighting adjustment procedures in chapter 4 
and random imputation in chapter 5. 
2.6.4.2 Model-Assisted Approach with Nonresponse 
When sample data is missing, the problem of estimating the population total will 
differ from predictive inference with complete data. Since the total population can 
be expressed as 
where Sl denotes the m response sampled unit labels for which y is available; So 
denotes the n - m nonresponse sampled unit labels for which y is not available; and 
§ denotes the N - n non-sampled unit labels. The problem of estimating the total 
is that of estimating the sum of the sample values not observed and the sum of the 
non-sampled values. However, this problem can be reduced into one of estimating 
the sum of the sample values not observed in the sample as: 
f = N ( L Yk + L Yk). 
n kESl kESo 
In the model-assisted approach, a regression model is one of methods that is used 
to impute the missing data, e.g., a simple case is considered as follow and in chapter 
5.4: 
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where r30 and r31 are sample regression coefficients based on the m responded samples. 
f is an unbiased estimator of the population total T only if the regression model 
is true. For variance estimation, a randomisation approach is used to infer the 
variance of the estimator of the total. More details of a linear regression model used 
for dealing with nonresponse are discussed in section 5.2.3. 
2.6.4.3 Bayesian Approach with Nonresponse 
The Bayesian modelling approach to sampling with nonresponse is to treat I, R, Y 
and e in the population as realisations of random variables with joint distribution 
f(Y, I, R, eIX). Here, as before, I, R, X and Yare the sample indicator, response 
indicator, auxiliary information and variable of study respectively and e is a vector 
of parameter of interest. 
A finite population Y1 , ... , YN is considered as a random sample of N independent 
observations on a random variable Y whose distribution is f(YIX, B). Inference for a 
population quantity, e.g., the population mean /-Ly = il{m/lobs+(N -m)/lnobs} where 
/lobs and /lnobs are the response sample mean and non-observed mean respectively, is 
obtained by: 
i) Finding the marginal posterior distribution for the unobserved finite popula-
tion units Y nobs given the response sample Y obs , I, R and X: 
f(Y nobslYobs, I, R, X) = f(YexcIYinc, X), (2.4) 
where the sampling mechanism is assumed ignorable. More details are in Little 
(1982) and Rubin (1976, 1987). 
ii) Under the jointly ignorable nonresponse and sampling mechanisms (see section 
2.6.3 and 2.4.1 respectively), finding the conditional posterior expectation and 
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variance for /-ly given Y obs and X by using the marginal predictive distribution 
from equation 2.4 and the posterior distribution of e given Y obs and X, which 
is assumed known, f(eIYobs , X): 
where 
E(Pnobs IY obs, X) 
and 
More details are in Little & Rubin (1987). 
Nearly all analytic procedures for handling nonresponse in sample survey practice 
effectively assume ignorable nonresponse because of its convenience. Even putting 
aside this aspect, many technical adjustments for nonresponse require ignorability of 
the nonresponse mechanism. !vICAR and !vI AR while mathematically tractable are 
difficult to check in practice. To check nonresponse mechanism logistic regression is 
rquired. See more details in Lohr (1999). However, not all nonresponse and sampling 
mechanisms are ignorable. In cases where they are not inference based on equation 
2.4 may be subject to bias. The full marginal predictive model is also generally hard 
to specify. For more details see Rubin (1987). Bayesian inference approach is used 
with multiple imputation in chapter 5. 
2.7 Comparing the Sampling Designs 
When a sampling designer makes a decision about a sampling design, the search for 
the best design is made easier if, as has been done in some cases, the comparison 
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of sampling designs can be given a precise mathematical formulation. For example, 
what is the best sampling design in a specified class of designs if the objective is 
to minimise variance or to minimise variance for a given cost of sampling? The 
sampling designer has to choose not only the type of sampling techniques but also 
the estimators to find the best sampling design. 
To compare different sampling designs in terms of efficiency, a measure of the 
efficiency of a sampling design is often obtained by using the ratio between the 
variance or mean square error of two survey designs and usually, simple random 
sampling with or without replacement is chosen as a reference. Cornfield (1951) 
suggested measuring the efficiency of a sampling design by using the ratio of the 
variance that would be obtained from simple random sampling design to the variance 
obtained from other designs with the same size. Two variations on this idea are 
commonly used (i) design effect and (ii) misspecification effect. 
2.7.1 Design Effect 
The design effect or deff, suggested by Kish (1965), is the reciprocal of Cornfield's 
ratio. It is used to summarise the effect of the sampling design on the variance of 
the estimate as: 
deff(B*) = Vtrue(~*) 
vsTs(B) , 
where vsrs(B) is a sample variance of a simple estimator e (as defined in section 
2.3.2.1) in SRS and Vtrue(B*) is the sample variance of the estimator B* used in the 
survey design. 
For example, if the regression estimator of the total estimate is used in stratified 
random sampling, then design effect is defined as 
d ffi( A ) _ VstCrreg) 
e Treg - vsrs(Nfl) , 
where N j), and Treg are the estimated population total on the simple estimate and 
the regression estimate respectively. 
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Thus, for example, a deff of less than one means a sampling design that is more 
efficient than S RS. 
2.7.2 Misspecification Effect 
The misspecijication effect or meff, suggested by Skinner et al (1989), is an alterna-
tive method of comparing the efficiency of sampling designs. Let Va = VIID(e) be an 
estimator of the variance of e derived under the model assumption that observations 
are identical and independently distributed (IID) , or equivalently under the design 
assumption that the sample is selected by SRS. The misspecification effect for the 
variance estimator of ()* is given by 
For example, if the regression estimator of the total estimate is used to compare 
the efficiency between stratified random sampling and simple random sampling, B* 
and e are both Treg , then the estimated misspecification effect is 
~ff( A ) _ VST(+reg) 
me Treg - (')' VSRS Treg 
Thus, for example, a meff of less than one means a sampling design that is more 
efficient than S RS. 
However, if Va is assumed with design-based on SRS, then Etrue(va) equal 
VsRs(B) and e equals Nfl. Then by the above example (Skinner et al, 1989), 
~ff (A ) VST(+reg) d :ffi( A ) 
me Treg = vSRs(Nfl) = e Treg · 
In general, however, meff does not equal to deff. Because of above result, deff is 
used in thesis to compare sampling designs. 
Chapter 3 
N onrespondent Subsampling 
Nonresponse is almost inevitable in most surveys. Callbacks or follow-ups are of-
ten used to compensate for this problem by eliminating or at least greatly reducing 
nonresponse. In theory, these techniques work well, but in practice there are still 
problems. A long series of callbacks and follow-ups may be costly and time con-
suming. Nonresponse may still be unacceptably high after the final call or follow-up 
letter especially in mail survey. Several authors have suggested methods for solving 
these problems. One of these methods is to take subsamples of the nonrespondents. 
Effort is made to obtain responses from all elements in the final subsample. This 
technique is called nonrespondent subsampling. In this chapter nonrespondent sub-
sampling for unit nonresponse is investigated. Section 3.1 reviews the processes of 
nonrespondent subsampling. Section 3.2 presents notations used in this chapter. 
Section 3.3 states and proves, where necessary, various theorems used in chapter 6 
in computing the parameters and their variances in nonrespondent subsampling. 
3.1 Overview 
When nonresponse occurs, the conventional method is to take a random subsample 
of the individuals who have not responded and obtain a response from everyone 
in this subsample. This approach was irlt90duced by Hansen & Hurwitz (1946) for 
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the survey in which mail survey was used for the first attempt and at the second 
stage personal interviews nonrespondents of the first stages were conducted. Their 
procedure is applicable to other types of interviews, e.g., telephone followed by 
personal interviews. In the Hansen & Hurwitz approach, the population of size N 
is assumed to be composed of two artificial strata of sizes Nl and N2 = N - N l , of 
"respondents" and "nonrespondents". The initial simple random sample of size n 
results in nn respondents and n12 nonrespondents. A subsample of size n~2 = T, 
where k is a constant predetermined by the experience of the survey designer, is 
drawn from the n12 nonrespondents. Response is assumed to be obtained from all 
of the n~2 units. In practice, it may not be possible to obtain information from all 
of the n~2 units and some adjustments to the estimates have to be made, accounting 
for the "hard-core" nonrespondents. 
Hansen & Hurwitz (1946) also give optimum values for nand k which minimise 
the expected cost C where G = GOn+Glnl1 +G2n~2' Co is the initial cost of "setting 
up" the survey, Gl is the cost per unit of obtaining the responses from the nl1 units 
and processing them, and C2 is the cost per unit of contacting the subsampled units 
and of obtaining and processing responses from them. Usually C2 is much larger 
than Gl , since additional effort is needed for contacting the nonrespondents and 
eliciting response from them. Optimum values k and n for minimising the expected 
cost for a prescribed variance V = (ljy:n )S2 + (k-l):12 SJ2 = c:2 are given by 
and 
where vVn and VV12 are the population proportion for response and nonresponse 
stratum respectively, Sf2 and S2 are the population variance for response stratum 
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and for the whole population, and no = N~~~2 is the sample size required to achieve 
a variance V if there is no nonresponse. 
Srinath (1971) suggests a refinement to the above: the size of subs ample is 
2 2 ' k 
*' n 12 ~ n 12 W12 h k*' d t . d b tl . f n I2 = k*n+n12 = k*+W12 = k*+W12 ' were IS pre e ermIne y 1e experIence 0 
the survey designer. Under Srinath)s alternative rule, optimum values of k* and 
n* which minimise the expected cost C = Can + CInn + C2n~~ for the same fixed 
variance V = E2 as for the Hansen & Hurwitz method, are given by 
k* = (kopt - 1)WI2' 
and 
* - (1 k*~) n opt - no + opt S2 . 
Solution for both k and k* require a knowledge of nonresponse population proportion 
VVI2 . This is often estimated from experience. Srinath (1971) shows that if W I2 is 
known, then his rule gives the same expected cost for a desired precision as Hansen 
& Hurwitz)s . However, if VVI2 is not known accurately, then the subsampling rule 
suggested by Srinath will adjust the sample size in order to maintain the predeter-
mined variance at a slightly increased cost. Moreover note that Srinath (1971) uses 
less nonrespondent sampling and hence comparisons should be done cautiously. 
There are several extensions that broaden the applicability of nonrespondent 
subsampling and some of these are briefly outline below. 
El-Badry (1956) extended the Hansen & Hurwitz procedure to more than two 
attempts. These attempts are made through follow-up letters or calls before a 
nonrespondent subsample for personal interviews is chosen. Complete response 
is assumed in the personal interviews. Data obtained from each attempt and 
the personal interviews are combined to produce the final estimate. 
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Rao (1968) considers one subsampling scheme but where the list from which 
the sample is drawn contains an unknown number of duplicated units. 
Rao (1973) shows how to apply post-stratification theory as a special case 
of Hansen & Hurwitz nonresponse method. This technique leads to a simple 
situation for the optimal design of analytical surveys involving comparison of 
group means when the groups are not identifiable in advance. 
Rao & Hughes (1983) extend the above theory to give an optimised solution 
for nonrespondent subsampling applied to mail surveys when the object is to 
estimate the difference in means between two domains that may not be defined 
by strata used for sampling. Two alternative sampling schemes are considered 
and in each case, nonrespondents are subsampled twice. 
Singh & Sedransk (1978) apply Bayesian nonrespondent subsampling as a spe-
cial case of estimation of finite population parameters when there is nonre-
sponse. 
Singh (1983) presents an alternative model for Bayesian nonrespondent sub-
sampling for population mean, proportion and regression coefficients. 
Rao & Ghangurde (1972) consider a finite Bayesian population mean in two 
schemes of two-phase sample design with nonresponse problem. 
Ericson (1967) presents the results pertaining to estimation of the population 
mean, which assumes that strata variances are known, when there is nonre-
sponse. 
For a general nonrespondent subsampling scheme, the subsampling can be carried 
to several stages. The procedure can be described as follow: 
In simple random sampling with or without replacement, an initial sample of 
size n is chosen from a population N. Let nn and n12 be the respondents size 
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and nonrespondents size respectively. If a subs ample of size n~2 = ~, where 
kl is a predetermined value, is chosen from the nonresponse group in the initial 
sample, and if there is no nonresponse in this stage, this scheme is called a 
one-subsampling scheme. However, if there are still some nonrespondents and 
a second subsampling of size n~2 = ~~2, where k2 is determined in advance, 
is conducted and at this stage if there is no nonresponse, this is called a two-
subsampling scheme. If there are some nonrespondents in the second stage, 
nonrespondent subsampling will continue until the Vh stage assume that there 
is no nonresponse, which is called a L-subsampling scheme. 
In this thesis, non-Bayesian nonrespondent subsampling is studied for one-subsa-
mpling or two-subsampling schemes. The relevant theorems follow and see chapter 
6 for final results. 
3.2 Notation 
The following notation used through this chapter is 
n is an initial random sample size. 
nij is a size for initial sample (i = 1), first subsampling (i = 2), response (j = 1) 
and nonresponse (j = 2), where n = nn + n12. 
n;2 = n~i2 is the size of ith nonrespondent subsampling, for i = 1,2. 
Y is a sum of characteristics of interest in sample size n. 
Yij is a sum of characteristics of interest for initial sample (i = 1), first subs am-
pling (i = 2), response (j = 1) and nonresponse (j = 2), where Y = Yn + Y12· 
Y;j is a sum of characteristics of interest of ith nonrespondent subsampling, for 
i = 1,2, with response group (j = 1) and nonresponse group (j = 2), and Y~2 = 
Y21 + Y22· 
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(lij is a mean of characteristics of interest for initial sample (i = 1), first subsam-
pling (i = 2), response (j = 1) and nonresponse (j = 2). 
(l~j is a mean of characteristics of interest of ith nonrespondent subsampling, for 
i = 1,2, with response group (j = 1) and nonresponse group (j = 2). 
ki is a predetermined value to get a size for ith nonrespondent subsampling, for 
i = 1,2. 
8 2 or cr2 is a population variance. 
8;2 or cr;2 is a population variance for a first nonrespondent subsampling (i = 1) 
and a second nonrespondent subs amp ling (i = 2). 
8~ is a sample response variance where m = nll + n21 + n~2' 
8;2 is a sample response variance in a first nonrespondent subsampling (i = 1) 
and a second nonrespondent subsampling (i = 2). 
3.3 Nonrespondent Subsampling Theory 
This section proves theorems relating to nonrespondent subsampling. Theorems 3.1-
3.S discuss nonrespondent subsampling in equal probability sampling for estimator 
of the population mean. Theorems 3.9-3.12 discuss nonrespondent subsampling in 
unequal probability sampling when estimating the population total. These theorems 
will be proved for two-subsampling schemes. For one-subsampling schemes, proofs 
follow in a similar way. These theorems parallel the basic sampling theorems 2.1-2.10 
in section 2.3.3. 
These theorems about the estimated variance in this chapter for simple random 
sampling replace cr2 in the case of sampling with replacement or 8 2 in the case 
of sampling without replacement by using response sample variance in lemma 3.1 
defined below. This is also the case in stratified and post-stratified random sampling. 
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Before theorems with nonrespondent subsampling are introduced, the following 
two lemmas, which are helpful to prove theorem 3.1-3.12, are stated without proof. 
These two lemmas are from Cochran (1977). 
Lemma 3.1 Sample Variance 
1) s~ is an estimator of a population variance S2 (or 0"2), where m is the response 
size of combination with the initial plan, first subsampling and second subsampling. 
2) SI2 is an unbiased estimator of a population variance in a first nonresponse 
stratum Sr2 (or O"r2)' 
3) S~2 is an unbiased estimator of a population variance in a second nonresponse 
stratum Si2 (or 0"~2)' 
III 
Lemma 3.2 Expectation and Variance in Three-Phase Sampling 
A expectation of estimator e in three-phase sampling is given by 
where E l , E2 and E3 are the expectation of parameter e for the initial attempt, first 
and second nonrespondent subsampling respectively. 
A variance of estimator e in three-phase sampling is given by 
where the variances are of the estimator of theta, Vi,1I2 and \13, are the variance 
of parameter e for the initial attempt, first and second nonrespondent subsampling 
respectively. 
III 
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Hansen & Hurwitz (1946), Srinath (1971) and Cochran (1977) give results with-
out proof for one-subsampling scheme in simple random sampling without replace-
ment. Rao (1983) gives results with proof for an estimator of a population mean 
with one-subsampling scheme in simple random sampling without replacement. El-
Badry (1956) and Srinath (1971) give results without proof for multi-subsampling 
scheme in simple random sampling without replacement. Theorem 3.1 is proven 
for nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme in simple random sampling without re-
placement. I extend this procedure into simple random sampling with replacement 
as shown in theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.1 Simple Random Sampling without Replacement 
In simple random sampling of size n with nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme, 
an unbiased estimator of j1 is 
(3.1) 
with a variance of 
(3.2) 
Proof: With kj = ¥ for j = 1,2 are constants greater than 1, 
n j2 
The expectation of mean estimator is given by 
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The results that E3 [Yil] = Yil for i = 1,2 and E3 [Y;2] = Y22 and similarly E2[Yl1] = 
Yn and EdY~21 = Y12 and also Y21 + n22Y22 = Y~2 and similarly Yn + n12Y12 = L Y 
above have been used. 
To prove equation 3.2 note that 
and 
V1(P) 
N -nS2 
nN ' 
El (n12 )2V2(Y~2) 
n 
I 
_ El (n12 )2 n 12, - n12 S~2 
n n12n12 
El[W~2 (k1 - 1)S~2] 
~(kl - 1)VV12S~2' 
n 
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The results that W12 = ~) E1 ( W12) = W12 and E2 (n22) = n~2 ffi; above have 
been used. 
Equation 3.2 follows by lemma 3.2. 
II 
Simple random sampling with replacement can be applied as Srinath (1971) 
suggested for SRSWOR. An unbiased population mean estimator under this sam-
pling plan is the same as SRSWOR but its variance is a little different depending 
on the sampling procedure. 
Theorem 3.2 Simple Random Sampling with Replacement 
In simple random sampling of size n with nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme, 
an unbiased estimator of /-L is 
with a variance of 
A 1 I 
/-Lsrs = -(Yll + k1Y21 + k1k2Y22)' 
n 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proof: An unbiased estimator of the population mean is proved as in theorem 3.1. 
To prove equation 3.4 note that 
and 
V1(P) 
0"2 
n 
E1(n12)2V2(Y~2) 
n 
2 
_ E 1(n 12 )20";2 
n n12 
2 0" 12 kl - 2 E 1(n12) n 
k1 2 
-W12 0"12) 
n 
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Equation 3.4 follows by lemma 3.2. 
II1II 
Let us assume that the population consists of H strata of sizes Nh for h=l,,,.,H 
In the h th stratum, let Nhl be the size of the respondents and Nh2 = Nh - Nhl is the 
size of the nonrespondents. The initial simple random sample of size nh from the h th 
stratum results in nhll respondents and nh12 nonrespondents. The first subsampling 
with size n~12 = l!:.hl2.k ,where khl is fixed in advance, is drawn randomly. If there is 
hl 
no nonresponse in this stage, this scheme is called nonrespondent one-subsampling. 
Rao (1983) gives the mean estimator results with proof for nonrespondent one-
subsampling in stratified random sampling without replacement. I extend this idea. 
Assume that if the response is obtained on part of subsample, nh21 units, the second 
subsampling with size n~22 = ~k ,where nh22 are the nonrespondents from the first 
h2 
subsampling and kh2 is fixed in advance, is drawn randomly and response is assumed 
completely. This idea leads to theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.3 Stratified Random Sampling without Replacement 
In stratified random sampling of size nh with 'EJ:=l nh = nand nonrespondent 
two-subsampling scheme, an unbiased estimator of J.t is 
H VII: H 
Mst = I: _h (Yhll + k h1Yh21 + khlkh2Y~22) = I: WhMh,srs, (3.5) 
h=l nh h=l 
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where Wh = lj;, with a variance of 
Froof: By theorem 3.1, for each stratum E(fi,h,s'T's) = Mh. Hence 
H 
L vVhE(fi,h,s'T's) 
h=l 
HN L -.!:..Mh 
h=l N 
M· 
Since the selections in different strata are independent, 
Equation 3.6 follows from theorem 3.1. 
70 
• 
Stratified random sampling with replacement can be applied as Rao (1983) sug-
gested for STWOR. An unbiased population mean estimator under this sampling 
plan is the same as STWOR but its variance can be different depending on the 
sampling procedure. 
Theorem 3.4 Stratified Random Sampling with Replacement 
In stratified random sampling of size nh with 'L};=1 nh = nand nonrespondent 
two-subsampling scheme, an unbiased estimator of M is 
where vVh = !ft, with a variance of 
(3.8) 
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Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 3.3. 
II 
I extend the idea of nonrespondent two-subsampling into post-stratified random 
sampling design with and without replacement schemes. This leads to theorems 
3.5-3.8. 
In complex large-scale survey, post-stratification is a common technique used for 
improving the efficiency of estimators. It should improve efficiency when the auxil-
iary variable is chosen correctly. Values of the auxiliary variables for establishments 
(e.g., business size, type of establishment, form of legal organisation, and other eco-
nomic factors) are sometimes unavailable for sample design at individual level. A 
census of industry may, however, provide aggregate information on such variables 
that can be used at the estimation stage. After sample selection, sampled auxiliary 
variables are used to stratify the sample (post-stratification) and the known number 
of units in the hth post-stratum from the aggregate information, Nh , is used as a 
weight to estimate the h th post-stratum total. The nonresponse units are subs am-
pled to collect data and two scenarios, SCENARIO:A and SCENARIO:B, will be 
considered. The SCENARIO:A is the scheme when auxiliary variables about nonre-
spondents are available for post-stratification. When there is no auxiliary variable 
about nonrespondents for post-stratification it is called SCENARIO:B. 
For SCENARIO:A, simple random sample of n units is selected from the entire 
population. After conducting a survey, nl1 respondents can be classified into Hs 
post-strata with nhl1 respondents and I:;;~1 nh11 = n11. The n12 = n - nl1 non-
respondents also have enough information to be classified into Hs post-strata with 
size nh12 units in post-stratum h. In each post-stratum, subsampling on nonrespon-
dents are conducted with size n~12 = :::..auk· ,where khl > 0 is fixed in advance and 
hI 
nh21 units are assumed respond. The nonrespondents at this stage are then sub-
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jected to a second subsampling of size n~22 = nkh22 , kh2 > 0 is predetermined and h2 
nh22 = n~12 - nh21· A total response is assumed from this stage. The mean and 
variance of mean estimator under this scenario are given below in theorem 3.5 and 
3.6. 
Theorem 3.5 Post-stratified Random Sampling without Replacement 
In post-stratified random sampling with nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme: 
scenario A, an unbiased estimator of J1 is 
where vVh = 1jJ, with a variance of 
(3.10) 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator is similar to that for theorem 
3.3. 
To prove equation 3.10 note that the variance of [lpt in the initial sample phase 
follows as in theorem 2.6: 
Hs 
VI (2:= Wh[lh) 
h=l 
N - n Hs N - n Hs 
nN E VVhS~ + n2N E(l- VVh)S~. 
The variance of [lpt in the first and second subsampling phase can be used as in 
theorem 3.3 for stratified random sampling scheme: 
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Equation 3.10 follows by lemma 3.2. 
II1II 
Theorem 3.6 Post-stratified Random Sampling with Replacement 
In post-stratified random sampling with nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme: 
scenario A, an unbiased estimator of f-l is 
(3.11) 
where W h = lj,J., with a variance of 
(3.12) 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator is similar to that for theorem 
3.3. 
To prove equation 3.12 note that the variance of [lpt in the initial sample phase 
follows as in theorem 2.5: 
Hs 
V1CZ= Wh[lh) 
h=l 
1 Hs 1 - f Hs ~ - :LVVh(}~ + -2- :L(1- VVh)(}~' 
n h=l n h=l 
where f = N' 
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The variance of (lpt in the first and second subsampling phase can be used as in 
theorem 3.4 for stratified random sampling scheme: 
and 
Hs vVh I 
El ~E3((lpt) El V2 I: -[Yhll + nh12:ihd 
h=l nh 
Hs vV2 
- I: _h khl VVh12(}~12' 
h=l nh 
Equation 3.12 follows by lemma 3.2. 
II 
For SCENARIO:B, simple random sample of n units is selected from the entire 
population. After conducting a survey, nl1 respondents can be classified into Hs 
post-strata with nhl1 respondents and L:~l nhl1 = nl1. There is no information for 
n12 = n - nll nonrespondents. Subsampling on nonrespondents will be conducted 
with size n~2 = :~1 units, where kl > 0 is predetermined, and nh21 units are assumed 
respond in the post-stratum h. The nonrespondents at this stage are then subjected 
to a second subsampling of size n~2 = :~2 units, where k2 > 0 is predetermined and 
n22 = n~2 - n21, and a total response is assumed in this stage. These response units 
can be classified into Hs post-strata with n~22 respondents and L:~l n~22 = n22· 
The mean and variance of mean estimator under this scenario are given below in 
theorem 3.7 and 3.8. 
Theorem 3.7 Post-stratified Random Sampling without Replacement 
In post-stratified random sampling with nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme: 
scenario B, an unbiased estimator of I-l is 
Hs vv Hs 
(lpt = I: ---.!::.(Yhl1 + k h1Yh21 + khlkh2Y~22) = I: Wh(lh,srs, 
h=l nh h=l 
(3.13) 
where Wh = !ft, with a variance of 
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Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator is similar to that for theorem 
3.3. 
To prove equation 3.14 note that the variance of flpt in the initial sample phase 
follows as in theorem 2.6: 
Hs 
VI(L~ Whflh) 
h=l 
N - n Hs N - n Hs 
nN {; VVhS~ + n2N {;(1- VVh)S~, 
Similarly for the variance of flpt in the first and second subsampling phase, the 
variance of flpt follows as in theorem 2.6: 
Hs W 
El V2 L _h [Yhll + nh12y~d 
h=l nh 
Hs r;v2 
,\,Vh 2 I El ~ -2 [V2(Yhl) + nh12 V2(Yh12)] 
h=l nh 
Hs r;v2 I 
E '\' _v _h [ 2 (nh12 - nh12 )S2 ] 
- 1 ~ 2 nh12 I h12 h=l nh nh12n h12 
Hs vV2 
E L -f-S~12(khl - 1)Es(nh12IS) 
h=l nh 
Hs vV2 
E L _h S~12(khl - 1)VVh12 
h=l nh 
H s 2 2 1 (1 - 1) (1 - vVh) ~ .L VVhSh12(khl - 1)VVh12 [-W + 2VV2 ] 
h=l n h n h 
1 Hs N - n Hs 
- .L Wh VVh12(khl - 1)S~12 + 2 N L (1 - VVh)VVh12(khl - 1)S~12' 
n h=l n h=l 
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Equation 3.14 follows by lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.8 Post-stratified Random Sampling with Replacement 
In post-stratified random sampling with nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme: 
scenario B, an unbiased estimator of f.L is 
(3.15) 
where W h = ~., with a variance of 
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(3.16) 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator is similar to that for theorem 
3.3. 
To prove equation 3.16 note that the variance of flpt in the initial sample phase 
follows as in theorem 2.5: 
Hs 
V1E2E3(flpt) V1(z.:= Whflh) 
h=l 
1 Hs N - n Hs 
~ - L Wh(J"~ + 2N 2.:=(1- VVh)(J"~. 
n h=l n h=l 
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Equation 3.16 follows by lemma 3.2. 
Nonrespondent subsampling can be applied to unequal probability sampling as 
well as to simple random sampling or stratified random sampling. Sarndal & Swens-
son (1987) shows how to use two-phase sampling with applications to nonresponse. 
Sarndal et al (1992) give the results without prooffor nonrespondent one-subsamp-
ling in unequal probability selection on simple random sampling without replacement 
but in this thesis nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme for unequal probability se-
lection is modified in theorem 3.9. I also extend nonrespondent two-subsampling 
into sampling with replacement scheme and stratified random sampling design as 
shown in theorems 3.10-3.12. 
An initial simple random sample of size n is drawn without replacement with 
positive inclusion probabilities trk and 7rkl. The survey results in nll respondents and 
n12 nonrespondents. The first subs amp ling with size n~2 = 7;;, where kl is fixed in 
advance, is drawn randomly with positive conditional inclusion probabilities given 
partitioning into respondents and nonrespondents at the first phase. These proba-
bilities are denoted by 7rklal and 7rkllal' There are only n21 responses in this phase. 
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Second subsampling of size n~2 = ~ is similarly drawn, where k2 > 0 is predeter-
mined and n22 = n~2 - n21· The inclusion probability are here denoted by 7rkla2 and 
7rk11a2 and is conditional on partitioning into respondents and nonrespondents at the 
second phase. This leads to theorem 3.9. 
Theorem 3.9 Random Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement 
In a random sample of size n with nonrespondent two-subsampling, an unbiased 
estimator of T is 
(3.17) 
if k E nll, 
with a variance of 
V( ~srs) _ "N "N 'lrkZ-'lrk'lrZ + T'lrps - L..,k=l L..,1=1 'lrk'lrZ YkYI 
n12 n12 YkYI n22 n22 YkYI 
E1 L L (7rkllal - 7rklal 7rlla1) (1) (1) + E1E2 L L (7rklla2 - 7rkla2 7rlla2) (2) (2)' (3.18) 
k=l 1=1 7r k trl k=l 1=1 7r k 7rl 
where 7rk1) = 7rk7rklal and 7rk2) = 7rk7rklal7rkla2' 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
I I 
n21 n21 6 n 22 n 22 6 L L ~Yk(l)iJl(l) + L L ~Yk(2)iJl(2), 
k=ll=l 7rkllal k=ll=l 7rklla2 
(3.19) 
where 6 k1 = 7rkl-7rk 7rl, 6 k ll a1 = 7rkllal -7rkla1 7rlla1, 6klla2 = 7rk11a2 -7rkla2 7rlla2, ilk = -;;:;, 
Y-k(l) -...1!.k.... Y-k(2) -...1!.k.... and - (1), - (2), 
'Irk 'Irk 
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1fkl ifk, lEn11, 
1fkl1fklal if k E n21, l E n11, 
* 
1fkl1fkZlal if k, l E n21, 
1fkl = 
1fkl1fklai 1fkla2 if k E n;2, l E nu, 
1fkl1fllal1fkla2 if k E n;2, l E n21, 
1fkl1fkllal1fklla2 if k, l E n;2, 
Proof: f:;~ is unbiased estimator if E(f) = T. It is noted that 
1 if Yk E n;2 
be a Bernoulli random variable, then E (f) can be rewrit-
o otherwise 
I 
nll Yk n 12 Yk 
E1E2[I: - + I: (1)'], 
k=l 1fk k=l 1f k 
where E(Ck) = 1fkla2' 1fk1) = 1fk1fklal and n~2 = n21 + n22· 
{ 0
1 
Let bk = 
otherwise 
rewritten as 
be a Bernoulli random variable, then E(f) can be 
E 1E 2[I: Yk + I: bkYk J 
k=l 1fk k=l 1fk 1fklal 
nll n12 
- EdI: Yk + I: Yk J 
k=l 1fk k=l 1fk 
n 
EdI: Yk], 
k=l 1fk 
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{ 0
1 
Let ak = 
if Yk En 
be a Bernoulli random variable, then E(f) can be 
otherwise 
rewritten as 
T, 
To prove equation 3.18 note that the variance of f:;~ in the initial sample phase 
is 
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and 
Equation 3.18 follows by lemma 3.2. To prove the unbiased variance estimator, 
a Bernoulli random variable will be used to show the unbiased estimates in each 
{ 
1 if Yk, Yl E 8' 
component of this estimator. For the first component, let akl = 
o otherwise 
be a Bernoulli random variable with inclusion probability 7rkl and 
then 
since E(akl) = 7rkl' Similar, the two last components can be proved for unbiased 
estimator. Then an unbiased estimator of the population total is given in equation 
3.19. 
II1II 
In sampling with replacement, a simple random sample of size n is drawn ac-
cording to the design with probabilities Pk. As with the previous case for sampling 
without replacement, despite efforts to obtain response Yk from all elements in n, 
some nonresponse occurs. Sampling units can be classified into two categories. The 
first category is a response group with size nl1 while the other is a nonresponse 
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group with size n12. First nonrespondent subsampling with size n~2 = ~,kl > 0 
is predetermined, is subsampled with probabilities denoted Pklal' There are only 
n21 responses in this phase. Second subsampling of size n~2 = :~2 units with prob-
abilities denoted Pkla2' k2 > 0 is predetermined and n22 = n~2 - n21, will be then 
conducted and response is assumed completely. 
Theorem 3.10 Random Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement 
In a simple random sample of size n with nonrespondent subsampling, an unbi-
ased estimator of 7 is 
(3.20) 
with a variance of 
2 V(fsrs) = l['\'N_ Yk - 7 2]+ 
pps n L."k-1 Pk 
1 n12 2 1 n22 2 E ["\' Yk (1)2] E E ["\' Yk (2)2] 1-2 -,- ~ (1) - 7 + 1 2 2 '2 ' ~ (2) - 7 . 
n n12 k=l Pk n n12n 22 k=l Pk 
(3.21) 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
, , 
1 n12 2 1 n 22 2 ["\' Yk ' ~ (1)2] ["\' Yk I ~ (2)2] 
----::-2 -;,--:-( -;"'--1--"-) ~ ('i'j2 - n 127 + 2 '2 ' (' 1) ~ (2)2 - n 227 , 
n n12 n12 - k=l Pk n n12n 22 n22 - k=l Pk 
(3.22) 
where +(1) and +(2) are the total population estimate in the first and second subsam-
. . (1) (2) , , 
plmg respectlVely, Pk = PkPklal and Pk = PkPkla1Pkla2' and S = nn + n21 + n 22 · 
Proof: +;;: is unbiased estimator if E(f) = 7. It is noted that 
, 
E(fsrs) = E E E l['\'nl1 Yk + _1 ('\'n21 _Y_k _ + _1_ ,\,n22 Yk )] 
pps 1 2 3 n L."k=l Pk n~2 L."k=l PkPklal n;2 L..k=l PkPklal Pk la2 ' 
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let Ck be a Binomial random variable with probability Pkla2) then E(f) can be rewrit-
ten as 
Let bk be a Binomial random variable with probability Pklal' then E(f) can be 
rewritten as 
Let ak be a Binomial random variable with probability Ph then E(f) can be 
rewritten as 
- El ~[t akYk J 
n k=l Pk 
N 
LYk 
k=l 
T) 
where E1(ak) = npk. To prove equation 3.21 note that 
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I 
E1 V2~[~ Yk + -*- ~ Yk J 
n k=l Pk n12 k=l PkPklal 
where p~l) = PkPklal and T(l) is the total population in the first subsampling and 
where T(2) is the total population in the second subsampling. 
By lemma 3.2 the variance of total estimator is equation 3.21. 
Then unbiased estimator of the total estimate is given in equation 3.22, where 
8' = nl1 + n21 + n~2' 
In sampling without replacement, a stratified random sample with varying prob-
abilities of selection can be considered a survey plan in which a population is divided 
into H mutually exclusive and exhaustive strata and a simple random sample of nh 
elements is taken within each stratum h with probability 7rhk, k = 1, ... , nh. Unfortu-
nately, it is rarely possible to achieve total success in obtaining complete data from 
all of the unit selected. For nhl1 units the sample survey has obtained full or some 
information, and for the other nh12 units, the survey has obtained no information 
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at all. A first subs ample of size n~12 = nkh12 with a positive inclusion probability hI 
1Thklal and 1Thk1Ial' where khl > 0 is predetermined, is conducted but there are only 
nh21 responses. A second subs ample of size n~22 =!!:h.2.2.k with a positive inclusion h2 
probability 1Thkla2 and 1Thklla2' with kh2 > 0 fixed in advance and nh22 = n~12 - nh21, 
is conducted and the full response is required in this phase. 
Theorem 3.11 Stratified Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement 
In a stratified random sample of size n with nonrespondent subsampling, an 
unbiased estimator of T is 
I 
H Sh 
A st = ""' ""' Yhk T7rps L.... L.... * , 
h=l k=l 1Thk 
(3.23) 
where S~ = nhll + nh21 + n~22 and 
with a variance of 
where 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
(3.25) 
where 
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6.hkl = 7rhkl - 7rhk 7rhl, 6.hklla1 = 7rhklla1 - 7rhkla1 7rhlla1 , 6.hklla2 = 
- _ Jl.hl:. -(1) _ Jl.JJJ;.. -(2) _ Jl.JJJ;.. 
7rhklla2 - 7rhkla2 7rhlJa2' Yhk - IThk' Yhk - (1)) Yhk - (2) 
IT hk IT hk 
and 
7rhkl if k, l E nhl1, 
7rhkl7rhkla1 if k E nh21, l E nhll, 
* 
7rhkl7rhklla1 if k, l E nh21, 
7rhkl = 
7rhkl7rhklal7rhkla2 if k E n~22' l E nhl1, 
7rhkl7rhllal7rhkla2 if k E n~22' l E nh21, 
7rhkl7rhkllal7rhklla2 if k, l E n~22' 
Proof: A stratified random sample is taken in the same way as a simple random 
sample, but the sampling is done separately and independently within each stratum. 
By the results in theorem 3.9 and the reason above, an unbiased estimator for 
a population total and its variance can be done by adding the estimator in each 
stratum together as 
II 
For a stratified random sample with varying probabilities of selection and sam-
pling with replacement the population is divided into H mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive strata and a simple random sample of nh elements is taken within each 
stratum h with probability Phk, k = 1, ... , nh. Again, it is rarely possible to achieve 
total success in obtaining complete data from all of the unit selected. For nhll units 
the sample survey has obtained full or some information, and for other nh12 units, 
the survey has obtained no information at all. A first subsample of size n~12 = I!:.lill.k h1 
with a probability Phkla1' with kh1 > 0 is predetermined, is conducted but there 
are only nh21 responses. A second subsample of size n~22 = nkh22 with a probability h2 
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Phkla2' with kh2 > 0 fixed in advance and nh22 = n~12 - nh21, is conducted and the 
full response is required in this phase. 
Theorem 3.12 Stratified Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement 
In a stratified random sample of size n with nonrespondent subsampling, an 
unbiased estimator of T is 
1 
H 1 nhll 1 nh21 1 n h22 
+;:s = 2: -[2: Yhk + -1-(2: Yhk + ,---(2: Yhk ))], 
h=l nh k=l Phk nh12 k=l PhkPhklal nh22 k=l PhkPhklalPhk la2 
(3.26) 
with a variance of 
V(fst ) = ""H .l.[""Nh Y1s. - T2]+ pps L..,h=l nh L..,k=l Phk h 
H 1 nh12 y2 H 1 nh22 y2 ~ [~hk (1)2] ~ E E [~hk (2)2] L.. E1 2 1 L.. (1) - Th + L.. 1 2 2 12 1 L.. (2) - Th , 
h=l nhn h12 k=l Phk h=l nhn h12 n h22 k=l Phk 
(3.27) 
where TP) and T~2) are the total population in the first and second subsampling of 
stratum h respectively. 
An unbiased estimator for the variance of the sample total is 
(3.28) 
where +~1) and +~2) are the total population estimate in the first and second sub-
sampling of stratum h respectively, p~~ = PhkPhklal and p~2~ = PhkPhkla1Phkla2' 
Proof: A stratified random sample is taken in the same way as a simple random 
sample, but the sampling is done separately and independently within each stratum. 
By the results in theorem 3.10 and the reason above, an unbiased estimator for a 
population total and its variance can be done by adding the estimator in each 
stratum together as 
• 
Chapter 4 
Weighting Adjustments 
Strategies for dealing with unit nonresponse described in the previous chapter are 
those used at the planning stage or during the period of data collection. Nonre-
spondence can be dealt with as a preliminary step in data analysis or as part of 
an evaluation of the study protocol after analysis has been done. Weighting ad-
justment methods described in this chapter and imputation methods in chapter 5 
are those used for data analysis in the process of formulating and producing survey 
estimates. Section 4.1 gives an overview of weighing adjustment procedures. Section 
4.2 presents the notation used in this chapter. Section 4.3 presents some theorems 
on weighting adjustment procedures. 
4.1 Overview 
Weighting adjustments are primarily used to compensate for unit nonresponse. The 
essence of all weighting adjustment procedures is to increase the weights of specified 
respondents so that they represent the nonrespondents. The procedures require 
auxiliary information on either the nonrespondents or the total population. 
For example, in SRSWOR with full response, the sampling weights are the re-
89 
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ciprocals of the probabilities of selection, e.g. an estimator of the population total 
as shown below: 
If nonresponse occurs, then weights might be _( 1.) 
7rkcPk 
Let h be an indicator variable equal to one if the unit k is selected, and zero 
otherwise. The probability that unit h is selected, P(h = 1) is 7rk. If the response 
indicator random variable Rk is assumed to be independent of h then the probability 
that unit k will be measured is P(unit k selected in sample and responds) = 7rkcPk 
where cPk = P(Rk = 1). The cPk is estimated by ¢k for each unit in the sample, using 
auxiliary information that is assumed known for all units in the selected sample. 
The final weight for a respondent is then (7rkJk)' 
The above weighting method assumes that the response probabilities can be es-
timated from variables known for all units. These type of methods are said to have a 
missing at random (.AifAR) mechanism. Most survey methods for compensating non-
response assume MAR mechanism for nonresponse. However, the MAR mechanism 
can often cause bias. Oh & Scheuren (1983), Little (1986), Kalton & Kasprzyk 
(1986), Holt & Elliot (1991) and Lehtonen & Pahkinen (1995) propose various 
methods of weighting which are used to reduce nonresponse bias. The methods may 
be categorised as those i) using auxiliary population information, ii) using auxiliary 
information for the intended respondents, and iii) using no auxiliary information. 
These weighting adjustment methods are based on response distribution modelling. 
A response model, which is a set of assumptions about the true unknown re-
sponse distribution, is a tool used to construct an estimator. Such an estima-
tor will have commendable properties, such as unbiasedness or approximate un-
biasedness provided the response model coincides with the actual response distribu-
tion, but not necessarily otherwise (Oh & Scheuren, 1983). Two response models 
are commonly used: naive models and response homogeneity group (RH G) mod-
els. Naive response models can be described as models for data missing at ran-
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dom throughout the population in such a way that P(Rk = liS) = ¢k = ¢ and 
P(Rk = 1, Ri = liS) = ¢k¢i = ¢2 for all k and i E S and every sample Sand ¢ is a 
unknown constant (¢ > 0) . Suppose now that the mean estimator that would have 
been used in the case of full response is 
where 7rk is the probability that the sampling unit k is selected. If the naive model 
is adopted, an appropriate modification of fl is 
where m is the response size. The only difference between flm and fl is the summation 
over the response size m instead of over the entire sample S. The nonresponse is 
simply ignored. Thus for equal probability sampling the mean estimator for the full 
response and for the response data are 
A 1 ,\,n /-l = ;;: L.-k=l Yk, 
and 
A 1 ,\,m /-lm = m L.-k=l Yk· 
For a more realistic response model, the realized sample S is partitioned into a 
contingency table with Hs x Ls cells, ShZ, h = 1, ... , Hs and l = 1, ... , Ls. Given 
S, a response probability is assumed that is the same within the cell ShZ but may 
be different among cells. Elements are assumed to respond independently of each 
other. Thus the following assumptions are made: 
For every S and for h, h' = 1, ... , Hs , l, z' = 1, ... , Ls. P(k E ShIIS) = ¢hl > 0 for 
all k E ShZ and P(k E Shl, i E Sh'I,IS) = ¢hl¢h'l' for all k E Shl and i E ShIll. 
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This simple assumption leads to a powerful family of response models called 
random homogeneity group or RHG models. RHG models are sub-classed into 
four different types of methods: (i) weighting cell methods or sample-based ad-
justment methods where the sample proportion is used for weighting factor, (ii) 
post-stratification methods or population-based adjustment methods where the pop-
ulation proportion is used for weighting factor, (iii) raking ratio methods which the 
raked number is used for weighting factor (more details discussed below) and (iv) 
general-based adjustment methods where the response proportion is used for weight-
ing factor. 
If SRSWOR were used and there were some nonrespondents, then RHG models 
are applied with the four methods above. This would give the following estimators: 
i) Sample-based adjustment method: Here 7rhlk = -Nn and :Phi = mhl so that 
nhl 
its 
where ithlm = m~l L~;i Yhlk is the response mean, mhl and nhl are the response 
size and sample size respectively in cell hl. 
ii) Population-based adjustment method: If the population proportions ~ in 
each cell are known, an alternative to its is the post-stratified mean, 
A '\"' H s '\"' L s .t!..hl A 
/-Lp = L.,h=l L.,l=l N /-Lhlm, 
where n~l in (i) is replaced by ~l. 
iii) Raking ratio method: This method can be applied when the population count 
in cell hl is unknown but the marginal counts for Xl and X 2 , where Xl and 
X 2 are auxiliary variables corresponding to the two-way classification (contin-
gency) table, N h . = Lf~l Nhl and Nl = L;;;:l N hl , are known for all hand l, 
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from published census data. The N hZ can be estimated by using the raking 
ratio method suggested by Deming & Stephan (1940) who used it in census to 
ensure a complete census data set. Brackston & Rao (1976) further developed 
the theory. Oh & Scheuren (1983), Little & Rubin (1987), Deville, Sarndal 
& Sautory (1993) also describe raking ratio estimates for nonresponse. 
In the raking ratio method raked cell counts N hZ are used to replace N hZ in 
the calculation of (lp. The raked cell counts can be calculated by an iterative 
proportional fitting procedure, where current estimates are scaled by row or 
column factors to match the marginal total Nh. or Nz, respectively. Little 
& Rubin (1987) give the following raking ratio procedures. The first step 
computes 
is computed so that N.~2) = Nz. Then 
is computed so that N~~) = N h .. The procedures in steps (2) and (3) are 
repeated until N~l convergence. Convergence and statistical properties of this 
procedure are discussed by Ireland & Kullback (1968), who show, in particu-
lar, that the raking ratio estimates Nhz/ N of the cell proportions are optimal 
asymptotically normal estimates under a multinomial assumption for the cell 
counts nhZ, and as such are asymptotically equivalent to the maximum likeli-
hood estimate under the multinomial model. The raking ratio estimator of f-L 
is 
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which might be expected to have variance properties somewhere between fJ,p 
and fJ,s. If the sample sizes in each cell are large enough, the raking ratio 
estimator is approximately unbiased. However, this estimator is not defined 
for any cell hl when mhl = 0 and nhl =1= o. In this situation some other estimator 
of the mean for that cell is required (Little & Rubin) 1981). 
iv) General-based adjustment method: Sometimes both the population cell counts 
and the marginal population cell counts are unknown. An alternative es-
timator is the general-based adjustment method proposed by Lehtonen & 
Pahkinen (1995). They suggest using sample response proportions ~ as an 
alternative for RHG models giving 
vVith each of these models it is possible to use various sampling design. In this 
thesis, naive models for weighting adjustments are considered in conjunction with 
simple random sampling, stratified random sampling and post-stratified random 
sampling designs. RHG models are considered in conjunction with simple random 
sampling only since stratified and post-stratified random sampling design need more 
auxiliary information for sub-classification in each cell and this adds to the compli-
cation. The bias-removal method is one I propose for RHG models under unequal 
probability sampling with replacement to compensate for bias in the usual estimates 
(see section 4.3.2 for more details). 
4.2 Notation 
The following notations are used in this chapter: 
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1. fl'fn is an estimated mean of a characteristic of interest of the sampling design 
"d" and model "m". The design "d" can be "srs", "st" or "pt" for simple random 
sampling, stratified random sampling and post-stratified random sampling respec-
tively. The model "m" can be "na", "s", "p", "r", "g" or "u" for naive model, 
sample-based adjustment, population-based adjustment, raking ratio adjustment, 
general-based adjustment and bias-removal respectively. 
2. (J2 = ~ Zf:=l (Yk - fL)2 and 52 = N~l Zf:=l (Yk - fLj2 are the population variance 
of the study variable Y for sampling with and without replacement respectively. 
3. s~ = m~l Zk=l (Yk - fl'fn)2 is the sample variance of the study variable Yunder 
design "d" and model "m". 
4. f;;;sel is a total estimate of a study variable Y for design "d" and model "m" 
in the sampling plan where "d" and "m" are the same symbols as in (1) and "sel" 
can be nps or pps for unequal probability sampling without and with replacement 
respectively. 
5. 5 and 5hl are the set Yk drawn in a sample and in a sample of stratum hl 
respectively, usually nand nhl of them. We assume nhl < n and Zf~l Zf~l nhl = n. 
6. Rand Rhl are the set of respondents in a sample and in a sample of stratum hl 
respectively, usually m and mhl of them. We assume mhl < m and Zf~l Zf~l mhl = 
m. 
4.3 Weighting Adjustment Procedure Theory 
In this section, theorems about mean estimators are proved for equal probability 
sampling while total estimators are proved for unequal probability sampling. These 
theorems parallel the basic sampling theorems in section 2.3.3. All theorems in 
simple random sampling are assumed to use naive and RHG models but stratified 
random sampling and post-stratified random sampling use only the naive model. 
Notations used in these theorems are given in section 4.2. 
In all these theorems we estimate the mean fL = ~ Zk=1 Yk, or the total 7 
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fl = ~ r:,f:=1 hYk , 
where h is the kth sample indicator. For the mean estimator with nonresponse this 
can be written as 
fl = ~ r:,f:=1 h Rk Yk, 
where Rk is the kth response indicator. In all cases if B is denoted to be the estimator 
fl, f, jJ, or T, we see that e is a function of Y, I and R. In every cases I is dependent 
of the auxiliary variable X, i.e., unequal probability sampling. But in all cases the 
distribution of the estimator combined here is that of I and R given Y, X and n 
and sometimes m. In stratified and post-stratified random sampling, nand m may 
be a vector. 
Section 2.6.4.1 presents quasi-randomisation approach for inference with nonre-
sponse. Lemma 4.1 shows the procedure of expectation and variance of the estimator 
in this inference approach. 
Before the theorems for weighting adjustment methods are introduced, the fol-
lowing six lemmas are proved as these are used in the proof of theorems 4.1-4.27. 
In these lemmas and following theorems, 
fr(.) is the marginal distribution of I given Y, X, n. 
fR(.) is the marginal distribution of R given I, Y, X, n, m. 
frR(') is the joint distribution of I and R given Y, X, n, m. 
E I ( B) is the expectation of B with respect to the distribution of I given Y, X, n. 
ER(B) is the expectation of B with respect to the distribution of R given 
I,Y,X,n,m. 
Vj-( B) is the variance of B with respect to the distribution of I given Y, X, n. 
VR (B) is the variance of B with respect to the distribution of R given I, Y, X, n, m. 
n, ill is a vector of sample size and response size in post-stratified random 
sample with n = (nI, ... , nH) and ill = (mI' ... , mH) respectively. 
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fr(.ln, m) is the marginal distribution of I given Y, X, n in post-stratum h for 
h = I, ... , H. 
fR(.ln, m) is the marginal distribution of R given I, Y, X, n, m in post-stratum 
hforh=l, ... ,H. 
fIR ( ·In, m) is the joint distribution ofI and R given Y, X, n, m in post-stratum 
h for h = 1, ... , H. 
E1 ( 81n, m) is the expectation of 8 with respect to the distribution of I given 
Y, X, n in post-stratum h for h = I, ... , H. 
ER(8In, m) is the expectation of 8 with respect to the distribution of R given 
I, Y, X, n, m in post-stratum h for h = I, ... , H. 
V1(81n, m) is the variance of 8 with respect to the distribution of I given 
Y, X, n in post-stratum h for h = I, ... , H. 
VR(8In, m) is the variance of 8 with respect to the distribution of R given 
I, Y, X, n, m in post-stratum h for h = I, ... , H. 
Lemma 4.1 Expectation and Variance in Quasi-randomisation 
The expectation of an unbiased estimator 8 given Y, X, nand m in quasi-
randomisation theory is 
The variance of an estimator 8 given Y, X, nand m in quasi-randomisation 
theory is 
Proof: Let 8 be a function of the variable (Y, n, m). 8 can be written as a func-
tion of the sample indicator I, the response indicator R, variable Y, nand m, 
8(1, R, Y, n, m). 
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Now Yk is a fixed value in the population. I and R are assumed conditionally 
independent. The expectation of an unbiased estimator e is then 
The variance of e is 
E( e) "E. "E.B f(I,R) (i, r) 
I R 
- "E. fr( i) "E. e fR (r Ii) 
I R 
"E. fr(i)ER(elI) 
I 
EIER(e). 
A2 A 2 E1ER[e - 2ee + e ] 
E1[ERe2 - 2eERe + e2] 
EJ[{ER(e)}2 + vR(e) - 2eER(e) + e2] 
E1[ER(e) - ep + E1VR(e) 
V1ER(e) + EIVR(e). 
More details in general are in Mood} Graybill and Boes (1983). 
Lemma 4.2 Expectation for Response Units 
II1II 
In sampling with or without replacement for a sample of size n with m respon-
dents, ER(p'm) = p" where P,m = ~ L,kER Yk and p, = ~ L,k=l Yk· 
Proof: Let Rk , k = 1, ... , n, be the response indicator when I, nand m are given. 
Assume that exchangeability, i.e. 111 AR, is used within selected sample. In this case 
Yk, nand m are determined and 
fR(1II, n, m) = P(Rk = III, n, m) = ~. 
Thus, 
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1 n 
- E R - LRkYk 
m k=l 
1 n m 
-L-Yk 
m k=l n 
1 n 
-
- LYk 
n k=l 
f-L. 
• 
Lemma 4.3 Expectation for Sample Units 
In sampling with or without replacement for a sample of size n, EI(P) = /1, where 
~ 1 "n d 1 "N Yz f-L = ;; .LJk=l Yk an f-L = N .LJk=l k· 
Proof: i) Sampling with replacement case: Let tk be the number of times Yk appears 
in the sample. P[tk = i] rv B(n, liN) and EI(tk) = ~. Then, 
ii) Sampling without replacement case: Let h, k = 1, ... , N, be the sample indicator 
with h = 1 if Yk is chosen in a sample, then 
- f-L, 
See for example Haslett (1985) for this proof in a more general context. 
THE LIBRARY 
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Lemma 4.4 Expectation and Variance for Post-stratified Sample in Quasi-randomi-
sation 
The expectation of an unbiased estimator e for post-stratified sample in quasi-
randomisation theory is, for fixed nand m, 
The variance of an estimator fj for post-stratified sample in quasi-randomisation 
theory is 
Proof: Proof for the expectation and variance of the estimator for post-stratified 
random sampling is similar to that for lemma 4.1. II 
Lemma 4.5 Expectation for Response Units in Post-stratum h 
In sampling with or without replacement for a sample of size n with m re-
spondents, nh and mh are classified in post-stratum h, ER(Phmln, m) = Ph, where 
~ 1 '\""" d A 1 ,\"""nh Mhm = mh L.,kERh Yhk an Mh = nh L.,k=l Yhk· 
Proof: Proof for the expectation of response units in post-stratum h is similar to 
that for lemma 4.2 
II 
Lemma 4.6 Expectation for Sample Units in Post-stratum h 
In sampling with or without replacement for a sample of size n, nh are classified in 
post-stratum h, E1(Phl n , m) = Mh, where Ph = n: I:~~1 Yhk and Mh = J
h 
I:f:'l Yhk · 
Proof: Proof for the expectation of sample units in post-stratum h is similar to 
that for lemma 4.3. 
II 
Theorems for the naive model and the RHG models are presented separately in 
section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. 
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To obtain the estimated variance for equal probability sampling design in theo-
rems 4.1-4.2 replace 0'2 or 52 with s~ = m~l Lk=l(Yk - /lm)2, where /lm = ~ L~l Yk 
and m is the response size in the sample. The estimated variance in theorem 4.3-
4.6 can be replaced O'~ or 5~ with s~m = mh1_ 1 Lk=l (Yhk - f1hm?' where f1hm = 
~h L;';l Yhk and mh is the response size in the sample of stratum h. The estimated 
variances are similarly found in theorems 4.11,4.12,4.15,4,16,4.19,4.20,4.23 and 4.24. 
For remaining theorems, estimates of variance are made as in theorem 2.7 or 2.8. 
Note that theorems (below) concerning with equal probability sampling with 
replacement, when weighting adjustment procedure is applied, are given the variance 
of mean estimator as high as approximately two times of the variance when there are 
no nonrespondents, V(f1m) = 2~2. This could be one of the reasons that sampling 
with replacement is not useful to conduct the survey and, in this case, ignored 
nonrespondents is better than using weighting adjustment method when sampling 
with replacement is applied, V(/lm) = ~, where m < n. 
4.3.1 Weighting Adjustment Methods with the Naive Model 
Simple random sampling is the method of selecting the units from the population 
in such a way that all possible samples have the same chance of being selected. 
Usually, units from the population are drawn one by one. If the unit selected at any 
particular draw is replaced back in the population before the next units is drawn, 
the procedure is called with replacement (vVR) sampling. However, if the sampling is 
done in such a way that each population units can only be selected once in a sample, 
the procedure is called simple random sampling without replacement or SRSWOR. 
Under the naive model, Oh & Scheuren (1983) give the result of theorem 4.1 
without proof. I supply a proof and also in theorems 4.2-4.10. I extend these 
results for weighting adjustment procedure under the naive model using the basic 
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survey designs described in section 2.3.3. A sample of size n is assumed there are 
m respondents. 
Theorem 4.1 Simple Random Sampling without Replacement under the naive model 
In Simple random sampling without replacement under the naive model, an 
unbiased estimator of the mean p is 
Asrs 1 "\"' Pna = - .L.. Yk, 
m kER 
with a variance of 
Proof: By lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, 
1 
EJER[- LYk] 
m kER 
EJ[ER(Pm)] 
EJ(P) 
p. 
To prove equation 4.2, note that by lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and theorem 2.2 
and 
Equation 4.2 follows by lemma 4.1. 
VrER[Pm] 
Vr[P] 
N-n S2 
nN 
(~- ~)S2, 
EJVR[Pm] 
_ EJ[n - m]s2 
mn 
(~_ ~)S2. 
m n 
( 4.1) 
( 4.2) 
III 
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Theorem 4.2 Simple Random Sampling with Replacement under the naive model 
In simple random sampling with replacement under the naive model, an unbiased 
estimator of the mean J..L is 
with a variance of 
Asrs 1" J..Lna = - L- Yk, 
m kER 
V(jLsrs) = (J"2(~ + ~). 
na n m 
( 4.3) 
( 4.4) 
Proof: An unbiased estimator of the population mean is proved as in theorem 4.1. 
Equation 4.4 also follows the proof of theorem 4.1 with the use theorem 2.1 
rather than 2.2 giving VIER(fl~:S) = :2 and EIVR(fl~:S) = ~ 
The procedure of partitioning the population into groups, called strata, and then 
drawing a sample independently from each stratum, is known as stratified sampling. 
Since the samples from different strata are selected independently, each stratum can 
be treated as a separate population. For more details and notation used see section 
2.3.3. The following two theorems deal with sampling selection with and without 
replacement in stratified random sampling with a naive model. 
Theorem 4.3 Stratified Random Sampling without Replacement under the nazve 
model 
In stratified random sampling without replacement under the naive model, an 
unbiased estimator of the mean J..L is 
( 4.5) 
with a variance of 
( 4.6) 
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Proof: By theorem 4.1, for each stratum E(Phlm) = rihl L:t':;;i Y h1k , where Phlm = 
m~l L:kERhl Yhlk· Hence 
H L N 
L L ~l E(Phlm) 
h=ll=l 
1 H L Nhl 
NLLLYhlk 
h=ll=l k=l 
f-L. 
Since the selections in different strata are independent and the variance in each 
stratum is bv theorem 4.1, (_1 - N1 )S~l' Equation 4.6 follows. 
v nhl hI 
Theorem 4.4 Stratified Random Sampling with Replacement under the naive model 
In stratified random sampling with replacement under the naive model, an un-
biased estimator of the mean f-L is 
(4.7) 
with a variance of 
( 4.8) 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 4.3. 
III 
Stratified random sampling as above assumes that the strata sizes and the sam-
piing frame for each stratum are available. However, situations do exist where the 
latter is difficult to obtain. In this situation it may be desirable to classify the units 
of a sample into strata after the sample is taken and to use a stratified estimate, 
even though the sample was selected by simple random sampling. This procedure 
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is termed post-stratification. This technique is useful where the published reports 
may provide clear indication of strata size, but the non-availability of strata frames 
makes sampling the units from different strata impractical. Mean estimation and 
its variance for sampling selection with and without replacement in post-stratified 
random sampling with a naive model are in the following two theorems. 
Theorem 4.5 Post-stratified Random Sampling without Replacement under the naive 
model 
In post-stratified random sampling without replacement under the naive model, 
a conditional unbiased estimator of the mean f-L is 
Hs Ls N ~ pt _ '" '" _h_l '" f-Lna - L.. L.. N L.. Yhlk, 
h=l 1=1 mhl kERhl 
(4.9) 
with a conditional variance of 
(4.10) 
Proof: Suppose that sample size and response size are post-stratified as n 
(nu, ... , nHsLs) and m = (mll' ... , mHsLs) respectively. By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
E(ft~~ln, m) 
To prove equation 4.10, note that by using lemma 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.2 
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and 
Equation 4.10 follows by lemma 4.4. 
III 
Theorem 4.6 Post-stratified Random Sampling with Replacement under the naive 
model 
In post-stratified random sampling with replacement under the naive model, a 
conditional unbiased estimator of the mean M is 
Hs Ls N 
Apt _ """ """ _h_l """ Mna - L..- L..- N L..- Yhlk, 
h=11=1 mhl kERhl 
(4.11) 
with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls NIl 
Apt I ) - """ """(~)2(_ _) 2 V(Mna il, m - L..- L..- N + CJhl' 
h=11=1 mhl nhl 
( 4.12) 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator and for its conditional variance 
is similar to that for theorem 4.5 but use the result of theorem 2.1. 
III 
Equal probability sampling is the procedure whereby each unit in the population 
has an equal chance of being included in the sample. However, when the units vary 
considerably in size of sampling units, equal probability sampling does not seem 
to be an appropriate procedure, since it does not take into account the possible 
importance of the size of the unit. Under such circumstances, selection of units with 
unequal probabilities may provide more efficient estimators than equal probability 
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sampling. In this scheme, the units are selected with probability proportional to a 
given measure of size. The size measure is the value of an auxiliary variable X, which 
is closely associated with the study variable Y This type of sampling is known as 
varying probability sampling or probability proportional to size (P PS) sampling. For 
more details and notation used see section 2.3.3. The following four theorems deal 
with unequal probability sampling in simple and stratified random sampling both 
with and without replacement. 
Theorem 4.7 Random Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement under the 
naive model 
In random sampling with varying probabilities without replacement under the 
naive model, an unbiased estimator of the total T is 
(4.13) 
with a variance of 
( ~srs ) 0 1- 7rk 2 0 0(7rki - 7rk7ri) E [2( f )s~mJ V Tna 1fpS = L., Yk + L., L., YkYi + I n 1 - 1 - , 
, k=l 7rk k=l i=# 7rk7ri m 
(4.14) 
where Sy~ is the response sample variance of 1!J:;" and fr = !!3:. 
m ~ n 
Proof: Using lemma 4.1 and theorem 2.8, 
T. 
To prove equation 4.14, note that by using lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and theorem 2.8 
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and 
1 - Yk f m 2 1 ,\,m ( - -) 2 d - 1 ,\,m - d . w lere Yk = 'Irk' 1 = -;:;, SYm = m-l L-k=l Yk - 7 m an 7 m = :;; L-k=l Yk an equatlOn 
4.14 follows by the use of lemma 4.1. 
II 
Theorem 4.8 Random Equal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
naive model 
In random sampling with varying probabilities with replacement under the naive 
model, an unbiased estimator of the total 7 is 
with a variance of 
Asrs 1 '\"' Yk 
7 na,pps = m L-, p-, 
kER k 
V( ASrS) 1 [~ y~ 2] + E (s~m) 7 na pps = - L-, - - 7 I - , 
, n k=lPk m 
where sY~ is the response sample variance of 1Lk.. 
'Irk 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
Proof: An unbiased estimator of the population total is proved as in theorem 4.7 
by using theorem 2.7 rather than 2.8. 
To prove equation 4.16 note that by using lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and theorem 2.7 
1 N 2 
_ -[l: Yk - 7 2], 
n k=l Pk 
and 
II 
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Theorem 4.9 Stratified Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement under the 
naive model 
In stratified sampling with varying probabilities without replacement under the 
naive model, an unbiased estimator of the total T is 
H L mhl 
Ast = "" ""( nhl ) "" Yhlk Tna,7rps ~ ~ m ~ , 
h=ll=l hi k=l 7rhlk 
( 4.17) 
with a variance of 
Nhl Nhl H L 2 
L L( 7rhlki - 7rhlk7rhli )YhlkYhli] + E1[L L n~l(l - fhll) SYhlm], 
k=l i#k 7rhlk 7rhli h=l 1=1 mhl 
( 4.18) 
where fhll = !!!:.M. nhl 
Proof: By the results from theorem 4.7, for each stratum, E(fhl,~a,7rpJ = Thl. Hence 
H L 
LLE(fh1m ) 
h=11=1 
H L 
- LLThl 
h=11=1 
T. 
Since the selections in different strata are independent and the vanance in 
h . b h 4 7 ",Nhl ~ 2 eac stratum IS y t eorem . , L..k=l 7rhlk Yhlk 
s~ 
+ EI[n~l(l - fhll) Y~m]. Equation 4.18 follows. 
II 
Theorem 4.10 Stratified Equal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
naive model 
In stratified sampling with varying probabilities with replacement under the 
naive model, an unbiased estimator of the total T is 
H L 1 mhl 
Ast = "" ""(_) "" Yhlk ~~WS ~~ ~ , h=l 1=1 mhl k=l Phlk 
( 4.19) 
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with a variance of 
H L 1 Nhl 2 H L 2 V(f~~,pps) = 2:::: 2:::: -[2:::: Yhlk - T~ll + Er[2:::: 2:::: ~hll. 
h=l 1=1 nhl k=l Phlk h=l 1=1 hi 
(4.20) 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 4.9. 
• 
4.3.2 Weighting Adjustment Methods with the RHG Models 
In simple random sampling with or without replacement scheme, a sample of size n 
is drawn from a population of size N in such a way that every possible sample of 
size n has the same chance of being selected. Suppose there are only m responses 
during data collection. Under RHG models, there are the four alternative meth-
ods of weighting class adjustment: sample-based, population-based, raking-ratio 
adjustment and general-based. For unequal probability sampling with replacement 
a bias-removal method is an alternative choice to use. This is a new adjustment 
method that I have developed. Oh & Scheuren (1983) give results of theorems for 
sample-based, population-based and raking ratio method in equal probability sim-
pIe random sampling without replacement without proof. Sarndal et al (1992) give 
results of theorem for a sample-based adjustment method for unequal probability 
sampling without replacement without proof. I supply a proof for these cases and 
also for weighting adjustment in the RHG models with different sampling designs. 
The five RHG methods are presented separately in section 4.3.2.1-4.3.2.5. In sec-
tion 4.3.2.1-4.3.2.4 theorem with equal probability simple random sampling without 
replacement is presented first followed by theorems with equal probability simple 
random sampling with replacement, unequal probability simple random sampling 
without and with replacement respectively. Theorems 4.14, 4.18, 4.22 and 4.26 for 
unequal probability sampling with replacement parallel Theorems 4.13, 4.17, 4.21 
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and 4.25 for sampling without replacement. However they are all under-estimate. 
These total estimators can be rescaled by using _1_ to get a conditional unbiased 
mhl 
estimator. These leads to the bias-removal method for unequal probability sampling 
with replacement that I have proposed. Section 4.3.2.5 presents the proof for this 
method. 
4.3.2.1 Sample-based Adjustment Methods 
Theorem 4.11 Simple Random Sampling without Replacement under the sample-
based adjustment method 
In simple random sampling without replacement, the sample-based weighting 
adjustment estimator of the mean /-l, 
(4.21) 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
( 4.22) 
where n = (nu, ... , nHsLs) and m = (mu, ... , mHsLs)' 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
To prove equation 4.22, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.2 
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and 
Equation 4.22 follows by lemma 4.4. 
III 
Theorem 4.12 Simple Random Sampling with Replacement under the sample-based 
adjustment method 
In simple random sampling with replacement, the sample-based weighting ad-
justment estimator of the mean fJ, 
Hs Ls 
A ST'S _ '" '" nhl A fJs - 6 6 fJhlm, 
h=11=1 n 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls nIl V(j1~T'Sln, m) = L L( ~)2(}~1(- + -). 
h=11=1 n nhl mhl 
Proof: The conditional biased estimator j1~T'S is proved as in theorem 4.11. 
To prove equation 4.24 note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.1 
Hs Ls 2 
_ L L( nhl)2 (}hl , 
h=11=1 n nhl 
and 
Equation 4.24 follows by lemma 4.4. 
( 4.23) 
(4.24) 
III 
Theorem 4.13 Random Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement under 
the sample-based adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities without replacement, the sample-
based weighting adjustment estimator of the total T, 
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is a conditional unbiased estimator with a conditional variance of 
V( Asrs I ) - ""Hs ""Ls [""Nh1 (l-7rhlk) 2 TS ,7rps il, m - L...h=l L...l=l L...k=l ~ Yhlk + 
where f -!!!:h1. s~ hll - nhl' Yhlrn 1 ""mhl (- -)2 mhl-1 L...k=l Yhlk - Thlm , Thlm 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
Hs Ls nhl R 
- E1ER[L L nhl L hlkYhlk 1 
h=ll=l mhl k=l 1fhlk 
Hs Ls 
EILLThl 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls 
LLThl 
h=ll=l 
T. 
To prove equation 4.26, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.8 
and 
Hs Ls mhl 
E1VR[L L nhl I: Yhlk 1 
h=ll=l mhl k=l 1fhlk 
Hs Ls 
- E1[L L n~IVR(7\lm)1 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls S~ 
- E1[L Ln~I(1- fhll)~l· 
h=ll=l mhl 
Equation 4.26 follows by lemma 4.4. 
113 
( 4.25) 
( 4.26) 
I11III 
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Theorem 4.14 Random Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
sample-based adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities with replacement, the sample-
based weighting adjustment estimator of the total I, 
Hs Ls 
f STS = ~ ~ ~ ~ Yhlk 
s~s ~~nm ~ p , 
h=ll=l hi kERhl hlk 
is a conditional biased estimator w.ith a conditional variance of 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
Hs Ls nhl R 
E1ER[L L ~ L hlkYhlkj 
h=ll=l nmhl k=l Phlk 
Hs Ls 
E ~~nhIA I~~-Thl 
h=ll=l n 
Hs Ls n 
- LL~/hl 
h=ll=l n 
Hs Ls 
< LLlhl 
h=ll=l 
< I. 
To prove equation 4.28, note that by lemmas 4.5,4.6 and theorem 2.7 
and 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
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Hs Ls 1 mhl 
EJ L I) nhl )2VR(- LYhlk) 
h=ll=l n mhl k=l 
Hs Ls 
- EJ L L(nhl?V(Thlm) 
h=ll=l n 
Hs Ls 2 
EJ L L(nhl )2 SYhl. 
h=ll=l n mhl 
Equation 4.28 follows by lemma 4.4. 
4.3.2.2 Population-based Adjustment Methods 
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II 
Theorem 4.15 Simple Random Sampling without Replacement under the population-
based adjustment method 
In simple random sampling without replacement, the population-based weighting 
adjustment estimator of the mean fJ" 
Asrs ~ ~ Nhl A fJ,p = L.- L.- N fJ,hlm, 
h=ll=l 
( 4.29) 
is a conditional unbiased estimator with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls IV 1 1 
V(P;rSl n , m) = L L( ~)2(_ - -)S~l' 
h=ll=l N mhl Nhl 
( 4.30) 
where n = (nu, ... , nHsLs) and m = (mu, ... , mHsLs)' 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
To prove equation 4.30, note that by using lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.2 
Hs Ls IV 
VJER(p;rSln, m) - VJ[L L ~l Phd 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls IV 1 1 LL(~)2(- - -)S~l' 
h=ll=l N nhl Nhl 
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and 
Equation 4.30 follows by lemma 4.4. 
II 
Theorem 4.16 Simple Random Sampling with Replacement under the population-
based adjustment method 
In simple random sampling with replacement, the population-based weighting 
adjustment estimator of the mean /-L, 
(4.31) 
is a conditional unbiased estimator with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls NIl v( ~srsl ) "''''( hl)22( ) /-Lp il, m = L.....t L.....t N O'hl - + -, . 
h=l 1=1 nhl mhl 
(4.32) 
Proof: The conditional unbiased estimator p;rs is proved as in theorem 4.15. 
To prove equation 4.32, note that by using lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.1 
and 
Equation 4.32 follows by lemma 4.4. 
II 
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Theorem 4.17 Random Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement under 
the population-based adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities without replacement, the population-
based weighting adjustment estimator of the total T, 
Hs Ls N 
fsrs = '" '" ----..!!!!!:... '" Yhlk 
p,1rpS L.. L.. m N L.. 7r ' 
h=l 1=1 hi kERhl hlk 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
V(fsrs In m) = ",Hs 2:Ls (nNhl )2 [2:Nhl (~) 2 + 
p,1rPS' L...h=l 1=1 Nnhl k=l 1rhlk Yhlk 
Nhl Nhl Hs Ls N 82 
L L(Trhlki - 7rhlk7rhli)YhlkYhli] + E1[L L(1- fhll)( ~)2 YhITn], 
k=l i=/=k 7rhlk7rhli h=ll=l N mhl 
( 4.33) 
( 4.34) 
where fhl1 = ~, 8~h1Tn = mh~-l 2:";;::"'i(Yhlk - Thlm)2, Thlm = m1hl 2:";;::"'i Yhlk, n = 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
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and 
Equation 4.34 follows by lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 4.18 Random Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
population-based adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities with replacement, the population-
based weighting adjustment estimator of the total T, 
Hs Ls N 
Asrs = "\' "\' _h_l "\' Yhlk 
Tp,pps L... L... N m L... ' 
h=ll=l hi kERhl Phlk 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
Hs Ls N nhl R 
E1ER[L L _h_l L hlkYhlkj 
h=l 1=1 N mhl k=1 . Phlk 
Hs Ls N 
- ElL: L ~lfhzl 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls N LI) ~IThl) 
h=11=1 
Hs Ls 
< LLThl 
h=11=1 
< T. 
( 4.35) 
( 4.36) 
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To prove equation 4.36, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.7 
VIlI= I: Nhl ~ Yhlkj 
h=11=1 N nhl k=1 Phlk 
_ I= I:(Nhl?VI[~ ~ Yhlk j 
h=1 1=1 N nhl k=1 Phlk 
Hs Ls N 1 Nhl 2 
- I: I:( ~?-[I: Yhlk - T~zl, 
h=1b1 N nhl k=1 Phlk 
and 
Equation 4.36 follows by lemma 4.4. 
II1II 
4.3.2.3 Raking Ratio Adjustment Methods 
Theorem 4.19 Simple Random Sampling without Replacement under the raking 
ratio adjustment method 
In simple random sampling without replacement, the raking ratio weighting ad-
justment estimator of the mean J-l, 
Hs Ls N* 
Asrs _ '\' '\' ~ A J-lr - ~ ~ N J-lhlm, 
h=11=1 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls N* 1 1 V(p~rSln, m) = I: I:( ~ )2(_ - -)S~l' 
h=11=1 N mhl Nhl 
where n = (nll' ... , nHsLs) and m = (mll' ... , mHsLs)' 
( 4.37) 
( 4.38) 
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Proof: By using lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 
Hs Ls N* 
EJ ER L L )Jl flhlm 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls N* 
L L j~l f-lhl 
h=ll=l 
. 1 Hs Ls 
- f-l- N L L(f-lhl - f-l)(Nhl - N~l)' 
h=ll=l 
To prove equation 4.38, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.2 
and 
Equation 4.38 follows by lemma 4.4. 
II1II 
Theorem 4.20 Simple Random Sampling with Replacement under the raking ratio 
adjustment method 
In simple random sampling with replacement, the raking ratio weighting adjust-
ment estimator of the mean f-l, 
(4.39) 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
( 4.40) 
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Proof: The conditional biased estimator fl~rs is proved as in theorem 4.19. 
To prove equation 4.40, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.1 
and 
Equation 4.40 then follows by lemma 4.4. 
I11III 
Theorem 4.21 Random Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement under 
the raking ratio adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities without replacement, the raking 
ratio weighting adjustment estimator of the total T, 
Asrs = ~ ~ Nh1n "'" Yhlk 
Tr ,7rpS .L. .L. m N .L. 7r ' 
h=11=1 hi kERhl hlk 
(4.41 ) 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
V(fsrs In m) = ",Hs L;Ls (nNhl )2 [",Nhl (~) 2 + 
r,7rps' L."h=l 1=1 Nnhl L."k=l 7rhlk Yhlk 
( 4.42) 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
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To prove equation 4.42, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.8 
and 
Equation 4.42 follows by lemma 4.4. 
II 
Theorem 4.22 Random Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
raking ratio adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities with replacement, the raking ratio 
weighting adjustment estimator of the total T, 
Hs Ls N* 
A sr s = '\'" '\'" _h_l '\'" Yhlk 
Tr,pps 00 Nm 0 ' 
h=l 1=1 hi kERhl Phlk 
( 4.43) 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
( 4.44) 
'Weighting Adjustment Procedures 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
Hs Ls N* nhl R 
- EI ER [2: 2: _h_l 2: hlkYhlk 1 
h=l 1=1 N mhl k=l Phlk 
Hs Ls N* 
EI [2: 2: JJ1fh1l 
h=11=1 
. Hs Ls N* 
- 2: 2:( JJ1Thl) 
h=11=1 
Hs Ls 
< 2: 2: Thl 
h=11=1 
< T. 
To prove equation 4.44, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.7 
and 
Equation 4.44 follows by lemma 4.4. 
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4.3.2.4 General-based Adjustment Methods 
Theorem 4.23 Simple Random Sampling without Replacement under the general-
based adjustment method 
In simple random sampling without replacement, the general-based weighting 
adjustment estimator of the mean /-L, 
Hs Ls ASTS _ ~ ~ mhl A 
/-Lg - 6 6 /-Lhlm, 
h=ll=l m 
( 4.45) 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls 1 1 V(ft~Tsln, m) = L LCmhl )2(_ - -)S~l' 
h=ll=l m mhl Nhl 
( 4.46) 
where n = (nll' ... , nHsLs) and m = (mll' ... , mHsLs)' 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 
Hs Ls 
E ~~mhIA EJ R 6 6 -/-Lhlm 
h=ll=l m 
Hs Ls m 
- EJLL~fthl 
h=ll=l m 
1 Hs Ls N 
- /-L - - L L(/-Lhl - /-L)(Nhl - -mhl). 
N h=ll=l m 
To prove equation 4.46, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.2 
and 
Equation 4.46 follows by lemma 4.4. 
III 
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Theorem 4.24 Simple Random Sampling with Replacement under the general-based 
adjustment method 
In simple random sampling with replacement, the general-based weighting ad-
justment estimator of the mean 1-", 
. Hs Ls ~srs_~~mhIA 
I-"g - L.. L.. I-"hlm, 
h=ll=l m 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
where n = (nu, ... , nHsLs) and m = (mu, ... , mHsLs)' 
Proof: The conditional biased estimator fl~rs is proved as in theorem 4.23. 
To prove equation 4.48, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.2 
and 
Equation 4.48 follows by lemma 4.4. 
( 4.47) 
( 4.48) 
• 
Theorem 4.25 Random Unequal Probability Sampling without Replacement under 
the general-based adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities without replacement, the general-
based weighting adjustment estimator of the total T, 
( 4.49) 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
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V(f STS In m) - ",Hs ",Ls (nmhl)2[",Nhl (1-71"hlk)y2 + g,71"PS' - L.th=l L.t1=1 mnhl L.tk=l 71"hlk hlk 
Nhl Nhl Hs Ls 2 
2: 2:(7Thlki -7Thlk7Thli)YhlkYhli] + Er[2: 2:(1- ihll)(nmhl?sYhlm], 
k=l i=# 7Thlk7Thli h=ll=l m mhl 
(4.50) 
h f -!!!:.h..L 2 - _1_ ",mhl (- _ - )2 - 1 ",mhl-
were hll - nhl' SYhim - mhl-1 L.tk=l Yhlk Thlm, Thlm = mhl L.tk=l Yhlk, n = 
(nu, ... , nHsLs) and m = (mu, ... , mHsLs)' 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
and 
Equation 4.50 follows by lemma 4.4. 
• 
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Theorem 4.26 Random Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
general-based adjustment method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities with replacement, the general-
based weighting adjustment estimator of the total T, 
. Hs Ls 1 
Asrs = '" '" _ '" Yhlk Tg,pps ~ ~ m ~ , 
h=11=1 kERhl Phlk 
is a conditional biased estimator with a conditional variance of 
Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
Hs Ls 1 nhl R 
E1ER[L L - L hlkYhlk j 
h=l 1=1 m k=l Phlk 
Hs Ls m EI[LL~fhzl 
h=11=1 m 
Hs Ls 
L L(mhIThl) 
h=11=1 m 
Hs Ls 
< LLThl 
h=11=1 
< T. 
To prove equation 4.52, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.7 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
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and 
Equation 4.52 follows by lemma 4.4. 
I11III 
Theorems 4.14, 4.18, 4.22 and 4.26 relate to RHG models under unequal prob-
ability random sampling with replacement. As shown these total estimators are all 
under-estimates. Theorem 4.27 below defines an estimator I call the bias-removal 
method which gives a conditional unbiased estimator in all these cases. 
4.3.2.5 Bias-removal Methods 
Theorem 4.27 Random Equal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
bias-removal method 
In random sampling with varying probabilities with replacement under the bias-
removal method, a conditional unbiased estimator of the total T is 
Asrs = ~ ~ _1_ "\' Yhlk 
Tu,pps ~ ~ m ~ , 
h=ll=l hi kERhl Phlk 
with a conditional variance of 
( 4.53) 
( 4.54) 
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Proof: By lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
Er ER[I: I: _1_ ~ RhlkYhlk 1 
h=l 1=1 mhl k=l Phlk 
Hs Ls 
ErLLThl 
h=11=1 
. Hs Ls 
LLThl 
h=11=1 
T 
To prove equation 4.54, note that by lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and theorem 2.7 
and 
Equation 4.54 follows by lemma 4.4. 
ErVR[I: I: _1_ ~ Yhlk l 
h=11=1 mhl k=l Phlk 
Hs Ls 1 mhl 
Er L LVR(- L Yhlk) 
h=11=1 mhl k=l 
Hs Ls 
Er L L VChlm) 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls s~ 
ErLL~' 
h=11=1 mhl 
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Chapter 5 
Imputation Methods 
This chapter focuses on imputation methods to deal with nonresponse problems 
after data have been collected. Weighting adjustment methods, the alternative 
way to deal these nonresponse problems after data have been collected, was pre-
sented in chapter 4. Imputation methods are introduced in section 5.1. Section 
5.2 introduces single imputation methods namely random, sequential and stochastic 
regression methods. Section 5.3 presents multiple imputation methods. 
5.1 Overview 
Weighting adjustment for nonresponse discussed in chapter 4 makes a strong as-
sumption; in each weighting cell, the respondents and nonrespondents are assumed 
to come from the same population. This assumption never exactly describes the true 
state of affairs because, generally, respondents and nonrespondents tend to behave 
differently and this leads to bias. 'Weights may improve many of the estimates, but 
they rarely eliminate all nonresponse bias. The extent of the bias depends on the 
type of response model used in the analysis. If weighting adjustments are made, 
statisticians should always state the assumed response model and give evidence to 
130 
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justify it. For more details on different response model mechanisms see Lohr (1999). 
Imputation is commonly used to assign values to the missing items due to non-
response. The replacement value is often from another sample unit in the survey 
which is similar to the item nonresponse. Imputation procedures are used not only 
to reduce the nonresponse bias but· to produce a complete rectangular data matrix, 
often called a clean data matrix, for standard complete-data methods of analysis 
(Lohr, 1999). 
Generally nonresponse can be one of two types: (i) item nonresponse where 
some items in a sample unit are missing or (ii) unit nonresponse where all items in 
a sample unit are missing. This leads to two principal types of imputation (Sarndal 
et al, 1992): 
i) Imputation for item nonresponse only: Imputed values provide missing values 
corresponding to element k in the item nonresponse set, ru - re. The ru is 
called the unit response set where there is response one or more items. The r e 
is called the complete response set which is composed of the elements having 
responded to all items. Weighting adjustment is then applied to compensate 
for the unit nonresponse and the unit nonresponse set s - r u is discarded. 
ii) Imputation for item nonresponse as well as for unit nonresponse: Imputed 
values provide missing values corresponding to missing elements in the partial 
response set s - re , where s is the sample set. No weighting adjustment is 
applied. Estimates are computed using genuine, as well as imputed, values. 
Thus a complete rectangular matrix is the result of imputation, in both cases (i) 
and (ii). The matrix is of dimension nru x q in case (i) and ns x q in case (ii) where 
q is the number of items in the sampling unit. 
Many researcher ignore nonresponse. The effect of this is to obtain a matrix 
that uses the observed y data from elements in r e only. By treating r e as a reduced 
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unit response set, a researcher would then apply the usual techniques for unit non-
response. However, this may bias the estimator and the estimated variance may be 
larger than the desired variance from the survey planning. 
A number of imputation techniques have been developed, as discussed by Sande 
(1982,1983), Bailar et al (1978), Ford (1983), Kalton & Kasprzyk (1986), Little 
& Rubin (1987), Little (1988) , Lohr (1999), Lessler & Kalsbeek (1992), Levy & 
lemeshow (1999), Armitage & Colton (1999), Govindarajulu (1999), linn et al (1989a, 
1989b). Eleven imputation procedures selected from these are briefly discussed be-
low. These are deductive, overall mean, cell mean imputation, stochastic regression, 
substitution, cold-deck and several hot-deck imputation methods. 
i) Deductive Imputation: This method refers to those instances, rare in practice, 
where a missing value can be filled with a good prediction Yki = Yki, attained by 
logical conclusion. Such deduction is sometimes used in longitudinal surveys. 
ii) OveralllVIean Imputation: This method assigns the overall respondent mean 
to all missing responses. Unless the nonresponse is negligible, or unless a 
modified variance estimator is used, the method may easily lead to seriously 
understated variance estimates and to invalid confidence intervals. 
iii) Cell Mean Imputation: Respondents are divided into classes based on known 
variables, as in weighting class adjustments. The average of the values for the 
responding units in cell hZ, {lhlm is substituted for each missing value in the 
cell. Cell mean imputation assumes that missing items are missing completely 
at random within cells. However this method also fail to reflect the variability 
of the nonrespondents. 
Improvement on the mean imputation methods is sought by creating a more 
authentic variability in the imputed values. Substitution, stochastic regression, cold-
deck or hot-deck methods are commonly used. 
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iv) Substitution: Sometimes interviewers are allowed to choose a substitute while 
in the field. In case a substitution is used, it should be reported. For example, 
if the household selected for the sample is not at home, the next household 
is used. Substitution may help reduce some nonresponse bias because the 
household next door may be. more similar to the nonresponding household 
than would be a household selected at random from the population. Effect 
on selection probabilities is however important in this case. Houses next to 
potential nonrespondents have a higher selection probability. 
v) Regression Imputation: This method predicts the missing value by using a re-
gression of the item of the interest based on all the observed cases. A variation 
is stochastic regression imputation, in which the missing value is replaced by 
the predicted value from the regression model with an added residual terms 
which is used to avoid underestimatation of variance. There are several ways 
in which the residual may be obtained, e.g., randomly generated error term 
from a normal population with zero mean and variance of the regression resid-
ual. For more details on adding residuals see Kalton (1983) or Govindarajuru 
(1999). 
vi) Cold-deck Imputation: This procedure uses imputations based on other sources 
than the current survey, for example, earlier surveys or historical data. 
Hot-deck Imputation: Missing responses are replaced by values selected from 
respondents in the current survey in various ways. Several of these hot-deck impu-
tation methods are given below: 
vii) Random Overall Imputation: A respondent is chosen at random from the total 
respondent sample, and the selected respondent's value is assigned to the non-
respondent. This method is the simplest form of hot-deck imputation. Usually, 
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to preserve any multivariate relationships, values from the same donor are used 
for all missing items of the nonrespondent. 
viii) Random Imputation Within Class: In this hot-deck method, a respondent is 
chosen at random within an imputation class, and the nonrespondent missing 
values are replaced by those of the selected respondent. 
ix) Sequential Imputation: When a missing value is spotted on a certain item, a 
donor is identified by backtracking through the data file to the nearest element 
that shows a response value for the item that is in the same imputation class 
as the recipient. The procedure starts with a cold-deck value if the first unit is 
missing in each imputation class. This method has the advantage that a single 
pass through the data file is sufficient to complete the imputation procedure. 
One draw-back of this nonrandom procedure is that it often leads to multiple 
uses of donors. The ways of avoiding this problem are the use of multiple cold-
deck values in registers that are rotated or the use of hierarchical sequential 
imputation. 
x) Hierarchical sequential Imputation: This procedure sorts respondents and non-
respondents into a large number of imputation classes from a detailed cate-
gorisation of a set of auxiliary variables. Nonrespondents are then matched 
with respondents on a hierarchical basis, in the sense that if a match cannot 
be made in the initial imputation class, classes are collapsed and the match is 
made at the lower level of detail. 
xi) Distance Function Matching or Nearest-Neighbour Imputation: In this method 
a distance measure between observations is defined in terms of known auxiliary 
variable values. The value of a respondent which is closest to the sample unit 
with the missing item is used to impute a missing data. Various forms of 
distance functions have been proposed (e.g. Sande, 1979; Vacek & Ashikago, 
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1980) and the function can be constructed to reduce the multiple use of donors 
by incorporating a penalty for each use (Colledge et al, 1978). 
The methods discussed above called single imputation methods involve replacing 
each missing value by a single imputed value. There are two major attractive features 
of this practice. Firstly, standard complete-data methods of analysis can be used 
in the resulting "clean data matrix". Secondly, in the context of public-use data 
bases, substantial effort is often required to create sensible imputations. vVith single 
imputation this need be carried out only once, by the data producer. 
However, there is a serious disadvantage of single imputation methods; the single 
value being imputed can reflect neither sampling variability about the actual value 
when one model for nonresponse is used nor additional uncertainty when more than 
one model is considered (Rubin, 1987). To correct for this disadvantage and retain 
the virtues of single imputation, multiple imputation has been developed by Rubin 
(1987). The idea behind multiple imputation is that for each missing value, !VI 2: 2 
different estimates are imputed. Typically, the same stochastic model is used for 
each imputation creating different clean data sets. Each of the !VI data sets is 
analysed as if no imputation had been done. The different results give the analyst a 
measure of the additional variance due to the imputation. When different models of 
nonresponse are used, multiple imputation can give an idea of the sensitivity of the 
results to particular nonresponse models. More details on implementing multiple 
imputation can be found in Rubin (1987,1996), Bernard et al (1998), Rao (1996) 
and Fay (1996). 
Imputation methods are discussed in the two sections. Section 5.2 describes 
single imputation theorems. Section 5.3 presents multiple imputation procedures 
without stating the theorem. 
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5.2 Single Imputation 
In this section, random imputation theorems are presented in section 5.2.1. Quasi-
randomisation (see section 2.6.4.1) is assumed. Theorems about sequential impu-
tation and stochastic regression imputation are presented in section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 
respectively. In these three sections the theorems on post-stratified random sampling 
under the naive model are not stated as these theorems are essential the same as 
those for simple random sampling under the RHG model. If nonresponse is greater 
than response then the theorems on random imputation on simple random sampling 
without replacement are not applicable. Sequential imputation theorems are only 
used for equal probability sampling with replacement. 
Before section 5.2.1-5.2.3 are presented the following three lemmas are proved as 
these are used in the proof of the theorems in the random, sequential and stochastic 
regression cases. 
In these lemmas and following theorems, notations for marginal distribution, 
joint distribution, expectation and variance in chapter 4 are used but where the 
additional H is sometimes used as subscript distribution and expectation where H 
is the number of times y is used as a substitute for a missing value of Y, e.g., fH(') 
is the marginal distribution of H given I, RY, X, n, m. 
Lemma 5.1 Expectation and Variance in Random Imputation with Quasi-random-
isation 
The expectation of an unbiased estimator e given Y, X, nand m in random 
imputation with quasi-randomisation theory is 
The variance of estimator e given Y, X, nand m in random imputation with 
quasi-randomisation theory is 
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Proof: Proof is similar to that of lemma 4.1 with an additional random imputation 
step. 
II1II 
Lemma 5.2 Expectation for Variance with Response in the Sample 
The expected variance with response in the sample is the sample variance for 
sampling with or without replacement: 
E( 2 ) 2 h 2 1" ( ~)2 2 1 "n ( ~)2 ~ 3 m = 3 , were 3 m = m-l ukER Yk - /-lm ,S = n-l uk=l Yk - /-l ,/-lm = 
~ I:k=l Yk where R is the response indicator in the sample and m is a response 
size. Proof: Assume that l\IICAR is used. Let Rk be the kth response indicator 
in the sample which has Bernoulli distribution with probability of response p(Rk = 
1II,n,m) = 7:. 
Thus, E(Rk) = 7:, E(R~) = 7: and E(RkRi) = :i:-=-N· 
3~ = m~l I:k=l (Yk - flm? can be rewritten as 
Then the expectation of 3~ is 
1 n 1 n 
E m _ 1 [,?; RkY~ - m (,?; RkYk)2] 
1 n 1 n n n 
--1 E[I:: RkY~ - -(I:: R~y~ + I:: I:: RkRiYkYi)] 
m - k=l m k=l k=l i¥k 
1 n m 21m n 2 m(m - 1) n n 
m - 1 [E -:;;Yk - m {-:;; ,?; Yk + n(n - 1) E ~ YkYi}] 
1 n 2 n 2 (m _ 1) n n 
( _l)[mI::Yk- I::Yk- ( -1) I::I::YkYi] 
n m k=l k=l n k=l i=j:k 
1 n 1 n n 
- [I:: y~ - - I:: I:: YkYi] 
n k=l n - 1 k=l i=j:k 
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IIIlI 
Lemma 5.3 Expectation and Variance for Post-stratified Sample in Random Im-
putation with Quasi-randomisation 
The expectation of an unbiased estimator e given Y, X, n, m for post-stratified 
sample in quasi-randomisation theory is 
The variance of an estimator e given Y, X, n, m for post-stratified sample in 
quasi-randomisation theory is 
V(Bln,m) = V(BIY,X,n,m) = 
V1EREH(Bln, m) + E1VREH(Bln, m) + E1ERVH(Bln, m). 
Proof: Proof for the expectation and variance of the estimator for post-stratified 
random sampling is similar to that of lemma 5.1. IIIlI 
Lemma 5.4 Expectation for Variance with Response in the Post-stratified Sample 
The expected variance with response in the post-stratified sample is the post-
stratified sample variance for sampling with or without replacement: 
E( s~m In, m) = S2, where s~m = mh1_ 1 'i.:,kERh (Yhk - flhm)2, s~ = nh~l 'i.:,k=l (Yhk -
flh)2, flhm = ~h 'i.:,;~l Yhk where Rh is the response indicator in the sample and m is 
the sample and response size. 
Proof: Proof is similar to that for lemma 5.2. This proof is assumed with IVI AR. 
IIIlI 
In this chapter for simplicity and convenience let us label the first n sampling 
units, k = 1, ... , n as sampled, and the first m < n sampling units as respondents. 
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5.2.1 Random Imputation 
In this section, I present random hot-deck imputation in two subsections. Section 
5.2.1.1 present theorems for the naive model. The RHG models are presented in 
section 5.2.1.2. 
5.2.1.1 Naive Models with Random Imputation 
A simple random sample of size n is selected from a population size Nand m out of 
the n sample units respond. Nonrespondent samples are randomly replaced by values 
from responding sample units. Under the naive model with random imputation 
method, Little & Rubin (1987) give the proof of theorems 5.1 and 5.2. I extend the 
idea and prove for the basic sampling design in theorems 5.3-5.8. 
To obtain the estimated variance for equal probability sampling design in the-
orems 5.1 and 5.2 replace 0'2 for sampling with replacement or 8 2 for sampling 
without replacement with s;' = m~l .L:~l (Yk - flm)2, where flm = ~ .L:k=l Yk and m 
is the response size in the sample. The estimated variances are similarly found in 
theorems 5.3 and 5.4. For remaining theorems, estimates of variance are made as in 
theorem 2.7 or 2.8. 
Theorem 5.1 Simple random sampling with replacement under the nazve model 
with random imputation 
In simple random sampling with replacement with random imputation under the 
naive model, an unbiased estimator of the mean f-l is 
Asrs mflm + (n - m)flr 
f-lran,na = n ' (5.1) 
where flm and flr are the mean of the responding units and of the imputed values 
respectively, with a variance of 
V( ASrS) 2[(1 1) (m - l)(n - m)] f-lran na = 0' - + - + 2' 
, n m m n 
(5.2) 
Proof: The mean estimator in equation 5.1 is written as: 
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A srs I ['\"m + ,\"m H ] i-Lran,na = :;; L..k=1 Yk L..k=1 kYk, 
where Hk is the number of times Yk is used as a substitute for a missing value Y that 
L~I Hk = 17, - m, the number of nonrespondents. Conditioning on the sampled and 
responded values, the distribution of (HI, ... , Hm) in repeated random imputation is 
multinomial with sample size 17, - m and probabilities (l/m, ... ,l/m) (See Cochran, 
1977, section 2.10). Thus, 
and for k =J i, 
E(HkIY, X, 17" m) 
V(HkIY, X, 17" m) 
(n-m),. 
m 
1 1 (n-m)(-)(l--), 
m m 
(17, - m) 
m2 
By lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 5.1 and theorem 4.1, 
E( Asrs ) 
f-Lran,na 
1 m m 
- ErEREH-[LYk + L HkYk] 
n k=1 k=1 
1 m m n-m 
- ErER-[LYk + L( )Yk] 
17, k=1 k=1 m 
1 m 
ErER- LYk 
m k=1 
ErER/lm 
To prove equation 5.2 note that 
1 m m 
VrEREH-[LYk + L HkYk] 
17, k=1 k=l 
Vr(/l) 
0"2 
17, 
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and by lemma 5.2, 
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1 m m 
- ElVREH-[LYk + L HkYk] 
n k=l k=l 
ElVR({lm) 
S2 
El(-) 
0'2 
m 
m 
1 m m 
ElERVH-[LYk + L HkYk] 
n k=l k=l 
1 m 
El ER2"VH[L HkYk] 
n k=l 
1 m m m 
- E l ER2"[L VH(Hk)Yk + L L COV(HkHi)YkYi] 
n k=l k=l i#k 
1 mIl m m n-m 
- 2"El ER[L(n - m)-(l - - )Yk - L L 2 YkYi] 
n k=l m m k=li#k m 
1 n-m m m m 
2"( 2 )E1ER[L(m - l)Yk - L LYkYi] 
n m k=l k=l i=/=k 
1 n-m m m 
- 2"( 2 )EIER[m LYk - (LYk?] 
n m k=l k=l 
-;(n - m)ElERrf Yk _ (2:k=l Yk)2] 
n m k=l m 
1 n-m 
2"( )EIER[(m - l)s~] 
n m 
1 n-m 2"( )(m - 1)El(s2) 
n m 
~(n - m)(m _ 1)0'2. 
n 2 m 
Equation 5.2 follows by lemma 5.1. 
In sampling without replacement scheme, random imputation is applicable when 
nonrespondents is less than respondents, n-m < m. This shows that if nonresponse 
rate is higher than 50 % random imputation method cannot be used. Thus random 
imputed values are selected without replacement with notation Hk = 1 or 0 according 
to whether unit k is selected. 
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Theorem 5.2 Simple random sampling without replacement under the naive model 
with random imputation 
In simple random sampling without replacement under the naive model with 
random imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean M is 
~srs (k' + l)mpm + tPt 
Mran,na = n ' (5.3) 
where n - m = k'm + t, k' is the number of times that all the response units 
are selected and t is the number of additional units selected to yield the n - m 
nonresponse units and 0 ::; t < m, Pm and Pt are the mean of responding units and 
of the t supplementary values of Y, with a variance of 
( ASrS) (1 1)S2 t( t)S2 V M = - - - + - 1 - - -. 
ran,na m N n m n (5.4) 
Proof: By the theory of simple random sampling, 
where Pt = t Lt=l Yk = t Lk=l HkYk. By lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 5.1 and theorem 4.2, 
E( Asrs ) 
MT'an,na 
where n - m = k'm + t. 
_ E1EREH[(k' + l)mpm + tPtj 
n 
_ E1ER[(k' + l)mpm + tPmj 
n 
To prove equatio~ 5.4 note that 
V1(P) 
(~_ ~)S2, 
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and by lemma 5.2, 
Equation 5.4 follows by lemma 5.1. 
liliiii 
Theorem 5.3 Stratified random sampling with replacement under the naive model 
with random imputation 
In stratified random sampling with replacement under the naive model with 
random imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean J1 is 
A st ~ ~ ( N hI) 1 [A ( ) A 1 
J1ran,na = L-t L-t N ;;- mhlJ1hlm + nhl - mhl J1hlr , 
h=ll=l hI 
(5.5) 
where flhlm and flhlr are the mean of the responding units and of the imputed values 
respectively, with a variance of 
Proof: Sampling in one stratum is independent of sampling in another stratum, so 
that the stratum mean estimators fl'h''isran na are mutually independent. By theorem 
, , 
5.1, an unbiased estimator of the population mean and its variance in equation 5.5 
and 5.6 are 
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E( ~st - H ",L Nhl E Asrs Mran na - sumh=l 61=1 -N Mhl ran na , , , 
and 
V( Ast _ H ",L (!!.hl)2V Asrs Mran,na - sumh=l 61=1 N {Lhl,ran,na 
II 
Theorem 5.4 Stratified random sampling without replacement under the naive model 
with random imputation 
In stratified random sampling without replacement under the naive model with 
random imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean M is 
~ st 0 ~ ( N hi) 1 [A ( ) ~ 1 Mran,na = 00 N -:;;- mhlMhlm + nhl - mhl Mhlt, 
h=11=1 hi 
(5.7) 
where nhl - mhl = kh1mhl + thl, khl is the number of times that all the response units 
in stratum hl are selected and thl is the number of additional units selected to yield 
the nhl - mhl nonresponse units and 0 ::; thl < mhl, flhlm and flhlt are the mean of the 
responding units and of the t supplementary values of Y in stratum hl respectively, 
with a variance of 
V(fl~~n,na) = t t(Nhl ?[(_1_ - -l-)S~1 + (~)(1 _ thl ) S~ll. (5.8) 
h=11=1 N mhl Nhl nhl mhl nhl 
Proof: Proof for unbiaseness of the mean estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that of theorem 5.3 by using theorem 5.2. 
II 
Theorem 5.5 Random Equal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
naive model with random imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability with replacement under the naive 
model and random imputation, an unbiased estimator of the total T is 
Asrs,pps _ mTm + (n - m)Tr 
Tran,na - n ' (5.9) 
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where T m and TT are the mean of the responding units and of the imputed values 
Yk = J& respectively, with a variance of 
Pk 
1 N 2 s2 
V( ASTS,PPS) - ['\' Yk 2J E Yrn E E n - m ( 1) 2 TTan,na - - L.... - - T + I- + I R 22 m - SYrn' 
n k=I Pk m n m 
(5.10) 
where T is the total of variable of interests, s~rn is a variance of Yk. 
Proof: Proof for unbiaseness of the total estimator and for its variance is similar to 
that for theorem 5.1 by replacing Yk with J& and using the results of theorem 4.8. 
Pk 
II1II 
Theorem 5.6 Random Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement under the 
naive model with random imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability without replacement under the 
naive model and random imputation, an unbiased estimator of the total T is 
STS,JrPS - (k' 1) - -Tran na - + mTm + tTt, , (5.11) 
k' is the number of times that all the response units are selected and t is the number 
of additional units selected to yield the n - m nonresponse units and 0 :::; t < m, 
Tm = ~ L~1 ~ and Tt = t L%=I~' n - m = k'm + t, with a variance of 
2 
2 Sy 2 EIn (1 - h)~ + EI ER (l - h)tsy- , m t (5.12) 
1 f m f t 2 1 ,\,m (- -)2 d 2 1 '\'t (- - )2 W lere 1 =;-, 2 = ;;;;:, SYrn = m-l L-k=1 Yk - Tm an SYt = t-l L-k=1 Yk - Tt . 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that theorem 5.2 by replacing Yk with Yk and using the results of theorem 4.7. 
Jrk 
II1II 
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Theorem 5.7 Stratified Equal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
naive model with random imputation 
In stratified random sampling with varying probability with replacement under 
the naive model with random imputation, an unbiased estimator of the total T is 
(5.13) 
where Thlm and Thlr are the mean of the responding units and of the imputed values 
Yhlk = Yhlk in stratum hl respectively, with a variance of Phlk 
H L 1 Nhl 2 S2 
V(fst,Pps ) = '" "'{ _ ['" Yhlk _ T2] + E Yhlm + E E nhl - mhl (m - 1) s~ } 
ran,na 6 6 6 hi I I R 2 2 hi Yhlm ' h=ll=l nhl k=l Phlk mhl nhlmhl 
(5.14) 
where Thl and S2y_ are the total of variable of interests and the variance of Y-hlk in 
him 
stratum hl respectively. 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and its variance is similar to 
that for theorem 5.3. 
II 
Theorem 5.8 Stratified Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement under the 
naive model with random imputation 
In stratified random sampling with varying probability without replacement un-
der the naive model with random imputation, an unbiased estimator of the total T 
is 
H L 
T:~::'~~ = L L {( k~l + 1 )mhzThlm + tThlt} , (5.15) 
h=ll=l 
where k~l and thl are the number of times that all the response units are selected and 
the number of additional units selected to yield the nhl - mhl nonresponse units and 
o < thl < mhl in stratum hl respectively, Thlm = _1_ L:~~ 11.hl!s.., Thlt = th11 L~~l :hhllkk 
- mhl - 'lrhlk " 
and nhl - mhl = k~lmhl + thl, with a variance of 
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where 
2 Eln~I(1- fhll) SYhim + E 1E R (1 - fhI2)thIS~hlJ, 
mhl 
f = mhl f =..!:.hl.. S~ = _1_ ",mhl (Y- - i )2 and hll nhl' hl2 mhl' Yhlm mhl-1 L.,k=1 hlk mhl 
2 1 ",thl (- -)2 
SYhlt = thl- 1 L.,k=1 Yhlk - Thlt . 
147 
(5.16) 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and its variance is similar to 
that for theorem 5.3. 
5.2.1.2 RHG Models in Random Imputation 
I extend and prove random imputation with the RHG model in theorems 5.9-5.12. 
To obtain the estimated variance for equal probability sampling design in theorems 
5.9-5.10 replace (]"~l for sampling with replacement or S~l for sampling without re-
I t 'th 2 - 1 ""mhl ( A)2 h A_I ""mhl d p acemen WI Shim - mhl-1 L.,k=1 Yhlk - f-thlm , were f-thlm - mhl L.,k=1 Yhlk an 
mhl is the response size in the post-stratum hl. For remaining theorems, estimates 
of variance are made as in theorem 2.7 or 2.8. 
Theorem 5.9 Simple random sampling with replacement under the RHG model 
with random imputation 
In simple random sampling with replacement under the RHG model with random 
imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of the mean f-t is 
Hs Ls N A ( ) A 
Asrs = "I\' "I\'(~)[mhlf-thlm + nhl - mhl f-thlr] 
f-tran,RHG L.. L.. N n ' 
h=II=1 hi 
(5.17) 
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where flhlm and flhlr are the mean of the responding units and of the imputed values 
in stratum hl respectively, with a conditional variance of 
Proof: The sample is post-stratified into Hs x Ls post-strata. By theorem 5.1, 
E( Asrs ) 
J-Lran,RHG 
Hs Ls N ~ ~ hi E( A srs ) 
L... L... N J-Lhl,ran,na 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls N ~~ ~1J-Lhl 
h=ll=l 
- J-L, 
and a conditional variance of mean estimator is 
V(fl~:~,RHGln, m) 
• 
Theorem 5.10 Simple random sampling without replacement under RHG model 
with random imputation 
In simple random sampling without replacement under RHG model with random 
imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of the mean J-L is 
Hs Ls N (k' 1) A t A 
A srs = ~ ~(~) Ahl + ffihlJ-Lhlm + hlJ-Lhlt 
J-Lran,RHG L... L... N n ' 
h=ll=l hi 
(5.19) 
where nhl - ffihl = k~lffihl + thl, k~l is the number of times that all the response units 
in stratum hl are selected and thl is the number of additional units selected to yield 
the nhl - ffihl nonresponse units and 0 :::; thl < ffihl, flhlm and flhlt are the mean of the 
responding units and of the t supplementary values of Y in stratum hl respectively, 
with a conditional variance of 
(5.20) 
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Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator and its variance is similar to 
that for theorem 5.9. 
III 
Theorem 5.11 Random Equal Probability with Replacement under the RHG model 
and random imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability with replacement under the RHG 
model and random imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of the total 7 is 
(5.21) 
where ThZm and ThZr are the mean of the responding units and of the imputed values 
YhZk = Yhlk in stratum hl respectively, with a conditional variance of 
Phlk 
Hs Ls 1 Nhl 2 s2 
V( ASrS,pps I ) - ~ ~{ [~ YhZk 2] E Yhlm E E nhZ - mhZ ( 1) 2 } 7 ran ,RHG il, m - L.....- L.....- - L.....- --7hZ + 1--+ I R 2 2 mhZ- SYhim ' 
h=lZ=l nhZ k=l PhZk mhZ nhZmhZ 
(5.22) 
where 7hZ and s~hlm are the total of variable of interests and the variance of YhZk in 
stratum hl respectively. 
Proof: The sample is post-stratified into Hs x Ls post-strata. By theorem 5.5, 
E( A srs,pps ) 
7 ran ,RHG 
Hs Ls 
~ ~ E(fsrs,Pps ) L.....- L.....- hZ,ran,na 
h=lZ=l 
Hs Ls Nhl 
LLLYhZk 
h=lZ=l k=l 
7, 
and the conditional variance of the total estimator is 
V( Asrs,pps I ) - ""Hs ""Ls V( Asrs,pps ) 7ran ,RHG il, m - L.ih=l L.iZ=l 7 hZ ,ran,na' 
III 
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Theorem 5.12 Random Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement under the 
RHG model with random imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability without replacement under the 
RHG model and random imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of the total 
T is 
Hs Ls 
T::~',;r;lG = L L { (k~l + 1) mhlThlm + tThlt} , (5.23) 
h=11=1 
where k~l and thl are the number of times that all the response units are selected 
and the number of additional units selected to yield the nhl - mhl nonresponse units 
1 mhl Yhlk 1 ~ Yhlk 
and 0 :::; thl < mhl in stratum hl respectively, Thlm = -- L --, Thlt = - L..t--
mhl k=l 7rhlk thl k=l 7rhlk 
and nhl - mhl = k~lmhl + thl, with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls Nhl 1 Nhl N 
V( ASrS,7Tp s I )-""""{""( -7rhlk) 2 + """,,(7rhlki-7rhlk7rhli) .+ Tran RHG TI, m - L..t L..t L..t Yhlk L..t L..t YhlkYhlt 
, h=11=1 k=l 7rhlk k=l i=# 7rhlk7rhli 
2 Eln~I(1 - fhl1) SYhim + EIER(1 - fhI2)thlS~hJ, 
mhl 
(5.24) 
where 
f =!I!:.hl f = lh.L S~ = _1_ ",mhl (Y- - T )2 and hll nhl' hl2 mhl' Yhlm mhl-1 L..,k=l hlk mhl 
2 1 ",thl (- -)2 
SYhit = thl- 1 L..,k=l Yhlk - Thlt . 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and its variance is similar to 
that for theorem 5.11. 
II 
5.2.2 Sequential Imputation 
In this section, I present sequential hot-deck imputation in two subsections. Section 
5.2.2.1 presents theorems for the naive model. The RHG models are presented in 
section 5.2.2.2. 
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To obtain the estimated variance for equal probability sampling design in theo-
rems 5.13 replace (]"2 with s~ = m~ 1 L:k=l (Yk - jlm) 2, where (tm = ~ L:k=l Yk and m 
is the response size in the sample. The estimated variances are similarly found in 
theorems 5.14 and 5.15. 
5.2.2.1 Naive Models with Sequential Imputation 
A simple random sample of size n is selected from a population size Nand m 
out of the n sample units respond. Response and nonresponse units are treated 
in a sequence, and a missing data Y is replaced by the nearest responding value 
preceding it in the sequence. If the first sample unit is nonresponse, then the value 
called the cold-deck value, Yo, is taken from the previous survey where the auxiliary 
information is similar to that of the nonrespondent. Under the naive model with 
sequential imputation method, Bailar et al (1978) give the proof of theorem 5.13 in 
the article IIA comparison of some adjustment and weighting procedure for survey 
data)). I state theorem 5.13 without proof. I extend the idea and prove for stratified 
random sampling in theorem 5.14. 
Theorem 5.13 Simple random sampling with replacement under the naive model 
and sequential imputation 
Let Yo be the cold-deck value obtained from previous surveys and let Ck be the 
number of times the kth value is used with L:k=o Ck = n. Assume y and care inde-
pendent for all observed units. Then with simple random sampling with replacement 
under the naive model and sequential imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean 
f-t is 
(5.25) 
with a variance of 
V(ASrS )=(]"2[1+{2(n-m)}{ (mn+n-1) }]. 
f-tseq,na n n (m + l)(m + 2) (5.26) 
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Theorem 5.14 Stratified random sampling with replacement under the naive model 
and sequential imputation 
Let YhlO be the cold-deck value obtained from previous surveys and let Chlk be the 
number of times the kth value in stratum hl is used with 'Lf=l 'LL1 'L~~o Chlk = n. 
Assume Yhl and ChI are independent for all observed units in stratum hl. Then with 
stratified random sampling with replacement under the naive model and sequential 
imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean /-L is 
Ast ~~ Nhl ~ 
/-Lseq,na = .L.. .L.. y::;-- .L.. ChlkYhlk, 
h=l 1=1 nhl k=O 
(5.27) 
with a variance of 
Proof: Sampling in one stratum is independent of sampling in another stratum, so 
that the stratum mean estimator Phl~seq,na are mutually independent. By thoerem 
5.13, an unbiased estimator of the population mean and its variance in equation 
5.27 and 5.28 are 
E( A st ) _ ,\,H ,\,L (!:!J:u.)E[ A srs 1 
/-Lseq,na - L.th=l L.tl=l N /-Lhl,seq,na 
and 
V(Ast )_'\'H ,\,L (Nhl)2V[Asrs 1 
/-Lseq,na - L.th=l L.tl=l"IT /-Lhl,seq,na 
III 
5.2.2.2 RHG Model in Sequential Imputation 
I extend and prove sequential imputation with the RHG model in theorem 5.15. 
Theorem 5.15 Simple random sampling with replacement under the RHG model 
and sequential imputation 
Let YhlO be the cold-deck value that can get from the previous survey and let Chlk 
be the number of times the kth value in stratum hl is used with 'L;;~1 'Lt:1 'L~~o Chlk = 
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n. Assume Yhl and Chi are independent for all observed units in stratum hZ. Then 
with simple random sampling with replacement under the RHG model and sequen-
tial imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of the mean J-l is 
Hs Ls N nhl ~ sr s '\' '\' hi '\' 
J-lseq,RHG = 66 Nn 6 ChlkYhlk, 
1,=1 1=1 hi k=O 
(5.29) 
with a conditional variance of 
Proof: The sample is post-stratified into Hs x Ls post-strata. By theorem 5.13, 
Hs Ls j7\T 
'\' '\' ~ Y hi E( ~ srs ) 
6 6 N J-lhl,seq,na 
h=11=1 
Hs Ls N 
L L j~l J-lhl 
h=11=1 
J-l. 
The conditional variance of fJ,~~~,RHG given n, m is 
5,2.3 Stochastic Regression Imputation 
II1II 
Kalton & Kasprzyk (1982) suggest that most explicit imputation methods can be 
expressed through a model linking the auxiliary data to the value of a missing item. 
If Z is the imputed value and X = (Xli> ... , XkJ is the k-dimensional vector of 
continuous or categorical auxiliary variables for the ith nonrespondent with actual 
Yi, the general imputation model, 
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can be used to describe most explicit methods, where j (.) is some function of the 
auxiliary data and ei is a specified residual [the stochastic part of the term stochastic 
regression imputation]. The function form of j(.) is almost always linear, so that 
this framework may be expressed the ith imputed nonrespondent as 
where the /3 is ordinary least square estimators. 
If ei = 0 is specified, then the case Zi is a deterministic prediction given the 
respondent data. This may distort the shape of the distribution of the Y variable or 
inflate the degree of association between the Y variable and the set of assignment 
variables, X. To solve this problem, random residuals, ei #- 0, are designed with 
zero expectation. 
Kaltan (1983) lists several ways in which a random residual, ei, can be identified. 
A first way is to take all residuals from the same distribution with zero mean and 
residual variance as estimated in fitting the assumed model to respondent data, e.g., 
normal distribution. A second way is to choose the residual by applying the first 
approach separately within certain subpopulation. A third alternative way is to 
use the residual of the fitted model from a randomly chosen respondent and the 
fourth way is the same as the third except that the donor residual is chosen from 
respondents with similar values of the assignment variables. 
Thus, stochastic regression imputation replaces missing values by a value pre-
dicted by regression imputation plus a residual which is drawn to reflect uncertainty 
in the predicted value. 
Schaible (1983) shows an application ofregression imputation with continuous Y 
variable in simple random sampling and investigates the properties of deterministic 
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regression imputation. Herzog & Rubin (1983) describe a two-stage procedure for 
regression imputation to missing Social Security income data in survey oflow-income 
aged and disabled. 
Greenless et al (1982) and David et al (1986) illustrate the use of regression im-
putation for dealing with earnings income missing from respondents to the Current 
Population Survey. 
In this section stochastic simple linear regression with the residual of the fitted 
model from a randomly chosen respondent is used to compensate nonrespondents. I 
present stochastic regression imputation in two subsections. Section 5.2.3.1 presents 
theorems for the naive model. The RHG models are presented in section 5.2.3.2. 
5.2.3.1 Naive Model in Stochastic Regression Imputation 
In simple random sampling with or without replacement scheme, a sample size n is 
selected from a population size Nand m out of the n sampled units respond. Non-
respondent samples are replaced by the imputed value from stochastic simple linear 
regression. Schaible (1983) gives the result of deterministic regression imputation. 
I extend and prove to stochastic regression imputation in theorems 5.16-5.23. 
To obtain the estimated variance for equal probability sampling design in the-
orems 5.16 and 5.17 replace (J2 for sampling with replacement or S2 for sampling 
without replacement with s~ = m~l 2::k=l (Yk - flm)2, where flm = ~ 2::k=l Yk and m 
is the response size in the sample. The estimated variances are similarly found in 
theorems 5.18 and 5.19. For remaining theorems, estimates .of variance are made as 
in theorem 2.7 or 2.8. 
Theorem 5.16 Simple random sampling with replacement under the naive model 
and stochastic regression imputation 
In simple random sampling with replacement under the naive model and stochas-
tic regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean J-1 is 
1 m r 
~srs ['" '" 1 J-1reg,na = ;;;, L.. Yk + L.. Zk , 
k=l k=l 
(5.31 ) 
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V(flsrs ) = 0'2 + (rO' )2[ (flxm - flxr)2 + ~ +~] 
reg,na n n ,\,m (x - t, )2 m r' L.,k=l k rxm (5.32) 
where flxm and flxr are the response and nonresponse sample mean of the auxiliary 
variable X respectively and flym is the response sample mean of the study variable 
y 
Proof: The estimator it is a function of random variable Y, X and Z, indicator J 
and R. fl can be written as 
Note that the properties of ek are iid N(O, 0'2) and independent of X k and Yk. 
Po, P1 are unbiased estimator of Po and Pl. Thus the expected of fl is 
E( Asrs ) f-Lreg,na E1EREz(flIY, X, Z, J, R) 
1 N N 
EIEREz-[~ hRkYk + ~ h(l- Rk)Zk] 
n k=l k=l 
1 N N A A 
-EIER[~ hRkYk + ~ h(l - Rk)Ez(Po + P1 X k + ek)] 
n k=l k=l 
1 N N 
-EIER[~ hRkYk + ~ h(l - Rk)(po + P1 X k)] 
n k=l k=l 
1 N N 
-EIER[~ hRkYk + ~ h(l- Rk)Yk] 
n k=l k=l 
1 N 
- - EI ER[~ hYk] 
n k=l 
1 N n 
- ~-Yk 
n k=l N 
f-L. 
The variance of fl can be expressed as 
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V(t1) = 
VI ER Ez (itIY, X, Z, I, R) + EIVREZ(itIY, X, Z, I, R) + EIER Vz(itlY, X, Z, I, R). 
To prove equation 5.32 note that 
VIEREz(it~~~,na) VI (it) 
(J2 
n 
1 N 
-EIVR[L hYk] 
n k=l 
0, 
and EI ER Vz(it~~~,na) 
1 N N 
EIERVZ-[L hRkYk + L h(l- Rk)Zk] 
n k=l k=l 
1 m r 
EIERVZ-[LYk + L Zk] 
n k=l k=l 
1 m r ~ ~ 
EIERVZ-[LYk + LC80 + /31 Xk + ek)] 
n k=l k=l 
r 2 A 2 ~ ~ ~ EIER( -) [Vz (/30) + itxr VZ(/31) + VZ(ite) + 2itxrCOV (/30, /31)] 
n 
Equation 5.32 follows variance expression. 
II1II 
Theorem 5.17 Simple random sampling without replacement under the naive model 
and stochastic regression imputation 
In simple random sampling without replacement under the naive model and 
stochastic regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean f-L is 
1 m r 
~ srs ['" "'] f-Lreg,na = - 6 Yk + 6 Zk , 
n k=l k=l 
(5.33) 
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V( ASTS ) = N - n S2 (rS)2[ (Mxm - MXT )2 ~ ~l /-lTeg,na 7\T + ,\,m ( A)2 + + , 
nlv n L-k=l Xk - /-lxm m r 
(5.34) 
where Mxm and MXT are the response and nonresponse sample mean of the auxiliary 
variable X respectively and Mym is the response sample mean of the study variable 
y 
Proof: Proof can be followed as theorem 5.16 except 
V:E E ( ASTS ) V; (A) N-ns2 I R Z /-lTeg,na = 1 /-ly = nN . 
Theorem 5.18 Stratified random sampling with replacement under the naive model 
and stochastic regression imputation 
In stratified random sampling with replacement under the nalve model and 
stochastic regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean /-l is 
(5.35) 
where 
with a variance of 
where Mxhlm and MXhlT are the response and nonresponse sample mean of the alL-xiliary 
variable X in stratum hl respectively and Myhlm is the response sample mean of the 
study variable Y in stratum hl. 
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Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.19 Stratified random sampling without replacement under the nazve 
model and stochastic regression imputation 
In stratified random sampling without replacement under the naive model and 
stochastic regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of the mean M is 
H L N mhl rhl 
fl:!g,na = :L :L N hi [:L Yhlk + :L Zhlk] , 
h=l 1=1 nhl k=l k=l 
(5.37) 
where 
Zhlk = ~hlO + ~hl1Xhlk + ehlk, ~hlO = flyhlm - ~hl1flxhlm and 
",mhl ( A) ( A) 
{3A _ L,k=l Xhlk - Mxhlm Yhlk - Myhlm hl1 - ",mhl ( A)2 ' 
L,k=l Xhlk - Mxhlm 
with a variance of 
V(Ast ) = ~ ~(Nhl)2[Nhl - nhl 82 +(rhI8h1 )2{ (flxhlm - flxhlr? +_1_+~}] 
Mreg,na L-t L-t j7l! N hi ",mhl ( A)2 ' 
h=11=1 'v nhl hi nhl L,k=l Xhlk - Mxhlm mhl rhl 
(5.38) 
where flxhlm and flxhlr are the response and nonresponse sample mean of the auxiliary 
variable X in stratum hl respectively and flyhlm is the response sample mean of the 
study variable Y in stratum hl. 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the mean estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 5.3. 
III 
Theorem 5.20 Random Equal Probability Sampling with with Replacement Selec-
tion under the naive model and stochastic regression imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability with replacement under the naive 
model and stochastic simple linear regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of 
the total T is 
1 m r 
fsrs,pps = _ ['" Yk + '" Zk] 
reg,na L-t L-t, 
n k=l Pk k=l Pk 
(5.39) 
where 
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,\,m 'l!..k _ (3~ ,\,m :Ek 
(3~ (3~ (3~ L.,k=l Pk 1 L.,k=l Pk Zk = 0 + 1X k + ek, 0 = ,\,m.l... and 
L.,k=l Pk 
,\,m XkYk ('\'m Xk ,\,m Yk ) j ,\,m 1 (3~ - L., k= 1 ---:;;;;- - L., k= 1 Pi: L., k= 1 Pi: L., k= 1 Pi: 1 - 2 , 
,\,m x k _ ('\'m :Ek)2j ,\,m .l... 
L.,k=l Pk L.,k=l Pk L.,k=l Pk 
with a variance of 
1 N 
V(fsrs,PPS) = _[~ Yk _ T2]+ 
reg,na n L-. p 
k=l k 
cr2 r 1 L m X2 m 
2 L m ( ~ )2 I: 2[ i=l i + X~ - 2Xkt1xm + I:(Xk - t1xm?], 
n k=l Xk - f-txm k=l Pk m k=l 
(5.40) 
where t1xm is the response sample mean of the auxiliary variable X. 
Proof: The estimator f is a function of random variable 1"; X and Z, indicator I 
and R. f can be written as 
Note that the properties of ek are iid N(O, cr2 ) and independent of X k and Yk . 
(30, (31 are unbiased estimator of (30 and (31. Thus the expected of f is 
E( ~srs ) Treg,na 
N 
- I:Yk 
k=l 
- T. 
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The variance of f can be expressed as 
V(ft) = 
VI ER E z (ftIY, X, Z, I, R) + EIVREZ(ftIY, X, Z, I, R) + EIERVZ(ftIY,X, Z, I, R). 
To prove equation 5.40 note that 
d E E T,T (~srs,pps) an I R v Z Treg,na 
T,T E E (~ sr s ,PPS) 
v I R Z Treg,na 
E T,T E (~srs,pps) I v R Z Treg,na 
1 N y -[Lh~l 
n k=l Pk 
0, 
Equation 5.40 follows variance expreSSIOn. Note that the regressIOn here IS 
weighted regression. 
II 
Theorem 5.21 Random Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement under the 
naive model and stochastic regression imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability without replacement under the 
naive model and stochastic regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of the 
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total T is 
m r 
f srs ,7rPS = [" Yk + " Zk] 
reg,na L.... L....' 
k=l 'irk k=l 'irk 
(5.41) 
where 
with a variance of 
S2 r 1 ",m 2 m 
" [L..i=l Xi 2 2 A "( A )2] 
-",-m--:(---A--:-)-:-2 L.... 2 + X k - X kflxm + L.... x k - flxm , 
L..k=l Xk - flxm k=l 'irk m k=l 
(5.42) 
where Pxm is the response sample mean of the auxiliary variable X. 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 5.20. 
II 
Theorem 5.22 Stratified Equal Probability Sampling with Replacement under the 
naive model and stochastic regression imputation 
In stratified random sampling with varying probability with replacement under 
the naive model and stochastic regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of the 
total T is 
H L 1 mhl rhl 
Ast,ppS = "" _[" Yhlk + " Zhlk] 
Treg,na L.... L.... L.... L.... ' 
h=ll=l nhl k=l Phlk k=l Phlk 
(5.43) 
where 
",mhl 'l1..!1lh. _ f3A ",mhl 'E.W.k. 
A A f3A L..k=l Phlk hll L..k=l Phlk 
Zhlk = f3hlO + f3hll X hlk + ehlk, hlO = 2:mh1 _1_ and 
k=l Phlk 
",mhl XhlkYhlk _ (",mh1 'E.W.k. ",mhl 'l1..!1lh.)/ ",mhl _1_ 
f3A _ L..k=l Phlk L..k=l Phlk L..k=l Phlk L..k=l Phlk hll - 2 , 
",mhl Xh1k (",mh1 Xhlk )2/ ",mhl 1 
L..k=l Phlk - L..k=l Phlk L..k=l Phlk 
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with a variance of 
2 rhl 1 ",mhl 2 mhl 
O"hl '" [L.i=l Xhli 2 2 A "'( A )2]} 
2 ",mhl ( A)2 L.t -2- + Xhlk - Xhlk/-Lxhlm + L.t Xhli - /-Lxhlm , 
nhl L.k=l Xhlk - /-Lxhlm k=1 Phlk mhl i=1 
(5.44) 
where /lxhlm is the response sample mean of the auxiliary variable X in stratum hl. 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 5.3. 
III 
Theorem 5.23 Stratified Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement Selec-
tion under the naive model and stochastic regression imputation 
In stratified random sampling with varying probability without replacement un-
der the naive model and stochastic regression imputation, an unbiased estimator of 
the total T is 
H L mhl rhl 
Ast,rrps = '" "'['" Yhlk + '" Zhlk] 
Treg,na L.t L.t L.t 7r L.t 7r ' 
h=1 1=1 k=l hlk k=l hlk 
(5.45) 
where 
and 
with a variance of 
H L 52 rhl 1 ",mhl X2 mhl 
'" '" hi '" [L.i=l hli 2 2 A '\'( A )2] L.t L.t ",mhl ( A)2 L.t -2- +Xhlk- Xhlk/-Lxhlm+ L.t Xhlk-j..txhlm , 
h=ll=l L.k=1 Xhlk - /-Lxhlm k=1 7rhlk mhl k=1 
(5.46) 
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where flxhlm is the response sample mean of the auxiliary variable X in stratum hZ. 
Proof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 5.3. 
II 
5.2.3.2 RHG Model in Stochastic Regression Imputation 
I extend and prove stochastic regression imputation with the RHG model in theo-
rems 5.24-5.27. To obtain the estimated variance for equal probability sampling 
design in theorems 5.24 and 5.25 replace O'~l for sampling with replacement or 
S~l for sampling without replacement with S~lm = mh~-l L~;i (Yhlk - flhlm)2, where 
flhlm = m1hl L~i Yhlk and mhl is the response size in the post-stratum hl. For re-
maining theorems, estimates of variance are made as in theorem 2.7 or 2.8. 
Theorem 5.24 Simple random sampling with replacement under the RHG model 
and stochastic regression imputation 
In simple random sampling with replacement under the RHG model and stochas-
tic regression imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of the mean f-L is 
(5.47) 
where 
with a conditional variance of 
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Hs Ls N 2 ( A A)2 1 1 L L( ~ )2(hl + (hzO"hl )2{ r!~~hlm - J-Lx:l1' 2 + - + -}], 
h=ll=l N nhl nhl L,k=l (Xhlk - J-Lxhlm) mhl rhl (5.48) 
where flxhlm and flxhl1' are the response and nonresponse sample mean of the auxiliary 
variable X in stratum hZ respectively and flyhlm is the response sample mean of the 
study variable Y in stratum hZ. 
Proof: The sample is post-stratified into Hs x Ls post-strata. By theorem 5.9, 
Hs Ls N 
'" '" hi E( A s1's ) L.. L.. N J-Lhl,1'eg,na 
h=ll=l 
E( As1's ) J-L1'eg,RHG 
Hs Ls N 
- LL ~1J-Lhl 
h=ll=l 
J-L. 
The variance of fl can be expressed as 
V(flln, m) = VI ER E z (flI Y , X, Z, I, R, n, m) + EIVREz(flIY, X, Z, I, R, n, m) + 
EIERVZ(flIY, X, Z, I, R, n, m). 
To prove equation 5.48 note that 
and 
Equation 5.48 follows by the variance expression. 
II 
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Theorem 5.25 Simple random sampling without replacement under the RHG model 
and stochastic regression imputation 
In Simple random sampling without replacement under the RHG model and 
stochastic regression imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of the mean /-l is 
Hs Ls N mhl rhl P::~,RHG = L: 'L Nnh1 [L: Yhlk + L: Zhlk], 
h=l 1=1 hi k=l k=l 
(5.49) 
where 
with a conditional variance of 
V(P~:~,RHcln,m) 
= I= ~(Nhl)2[Nhl - nhl S~I+(hlShl)2{ ~~hlm - P~hlr)2 +_1_+~}], (5.50) 
h=11=1 N nhlNhl nhl L,k=l (Xhlk - /-lxhlm)2 mhl rhl 
where Pxhlm and Pxhlr are the response and nonresponse sample mean of the auxiliary 
variable X in stratum hl respectively and Pyhlm is the response sample mean of the 
study variable Y in stratum hl. 
Proof: Proof can be followed as theorem 5.24 except 
Hs Ls N 
VI EREz(Y~:;,RHcln, m) - L: L:( ~l )2V1 (Yhl) 
h=11=1 
Hs Ls N ji\T L: L:( ~)2 :Vhl - nhl S~l 
h=11=1 N nhlNhl 
IIIlI 
Theorem 5.26 Random Equal Probability Sampling with .Replacement under the 
RHG model and stochastic regression imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability with replacement under the RHG 
model and stochastic regression imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of T 
is 
Hs Ls 1 mhl rhl ~ srs,pps = 'I\"' 'I\"' _ ['I\"' Yhlk + 'I\"' Zhlk] 
Treg,RHG L..... L..... L..... L..... ' 
h=l 1=1 nhl k=l Phlk k=l Phlk 
(5.51) 
where 
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'""' m h I 1Ll:l1.k. _ (3A '""' m h I 'E.h.lk. 
(3A (3A (3A L"k=l Phlk hll L,,1~=1 Phlk Zhlk = hlO + hllXhlk + ehlk, hlO = ,"",mhl _1_ and 
L"k=l Phlk 
,"",mhl XhlkYhlk _ (,"",mh1 Xhlk ,"",mhl Yhlk)/ ,"",mhl _1_ 
(3hl1 = L"k=l Phlk L"k=l Phlk L"k=l Phlk L"k=l Phlk 
,"",mhl X~lk _ (2:mh1 'E.h.lk.)2/ ,"",mhl _1_ 
L"k=l Phlk k=l Phlk L"k=l Phlk 
with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls 1 Nhl 
V( Asrs,pps I ) = '" "'{_['" Yhlk _ 2]+ Treg RHG n,m 6 6 6 Thl 
, h=ll=l nhl k=l Phlk 
(J2 rhl 1 ,"",mhl X2 . mhl 
hi '" [L"t=l hit + 2 2 - + "'( - )2]} 2 ,"",mhl ( -)2 6 -2 - Xhlk - XhlkXhlm 6 Xhli - Xhlm , 
nhl L"k=l Xhlk - Xhlm k=l Phlk mhl i=l 
(5.52) 
where Pxhlm is the response sample mean of the auxiliary variable X in stratum hl. 
Proof: The sample is post-stratified into Hs x Ls post-strata. By theorem 5.20, 
E( Asrs,pps I ) Treg,RHG n, m 
Hs Ls 
'" '" E(fsrs,Pps ) 6 6 hl,reg,na 
h=ll=l 
Hs Ls 
LLThl 
h=ll=l 
T. 
By the results in theorem 5.20, a conditional variance of the total estimator is 
in equation 5.52. 
II 
Theorem 5.27 Random Equal Probability Sampling without Replacement under 
RHG model and stochastic regression imputation 
In random sampling with varying probability without replacement under RHG 
model and stochastic regression imputation, a conditional unbiased estimator of T 
is 
Hs Ls mhl rhl 
Asrs,rrps = '" "'['" Yhlk + '" Zhlk J 
Treg,RHG 6 6 6 6 ' 
h=ll=l k=l 7rhlk k=l 7rhlk 
(5.53) 
where 
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with a conditional variance of 
Hs Ls Nhl 1 Nhl Nhl 
V( ASTS,7rPS I ) - '" "'['" - 7rhlk 2 + '" ",(7rh1kj - 7rhlk7rhlj) '}J+ TTeg RHG n,ffi - L...- L...- L...- Yhlk L...- L...- YhlkYhlJ 
, h=ll=l k=l 7rhlk k=l j#k 7rhlk 7rhlj 
Hs Ls 52 Thl 1 ",mhl X2 mhl 
'" '" hi '" [6i=1 hli 2 2 A '" ( A )2] L...- L...- ",mhl ( A)2 L...- -2- +Xhlk - Xhlk/-Lxhlm + L...- Xhli - /-Lxhlm , 
h=ll=l 6k=1 Xhlk - f.Lxhlm k=l 7rhlk ffihl i=l 
(5.54) 
where Pxhlm is the response sample mean of the auxiliary variable X in stratum hl. 
Froof: Proof for unbiasedness of the total estimator and for its variance is similar 
to that for theorem 5.26. 
II1II 
5.3 Multiple Imputation 
A very thorough introduction to multiple imputation is presented by Barnard et al 
(1998). The outline of this is: 
Although single imputation satisfies critical data-processing objectives and can in-
corporate knowledge from the data procedure, it fails to satisfy statistical objectives 
concerning the validity of the resulting inferences based on the completed data. 
Specifically, for validity, the resulting estimates based on the data completed by 
imputation should be approximately unbiased for their population estimates, con-
fidence intervals should attain at least their nominal coverages, and tests of null 
hypotheses should not reject true null hypotheses more frequently than their nom-
inal levels. Because a single imputed value cannot reflect any of the uncertainty 
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about the true underlying values, analyses that treat imputed value just like ob-
served values underestimate uncertainty. Thus, imputing a single value for each 
missing datum and then analysing the completed data will result in standard error 
estimates that are too small, confidence intervals that fail to attain their nominal 
coverages, and P values that are too significant; this is true even if the modelling 
for imputation is carried out carefully. 
Multiple imputation, first proposed in Rubin (1978), is an approach that retains 
the advantages of single imputation while allowing the data analyst to obtain valid 
assessments of uncertainty. The basic idea is to impute two or more times for the 
missing data using independent draws of the missing values from a distribution that 
is appropriate under the postulations about the data and the mechanism creating 
missing data. This results in two or more completed data sets, each of which is 
analysed using the same standard complete-data method. The analyses are then 
combined in a simple way that reflects the extra uncertainty due to having imputed. 
Multiple imputations may also be created under several different models to display 
sensitivity to the choice of missing-data model. 
Theoretical motivation for multiple imputation is described in section 5.3.1. Sec-
tion 5.3.2 deals with analysis of a multiply imputed data set. Ignorable nonresponse 
imputation and nonignorable nonresponse imputation techniques are described in 
sections 5.3.3 and section 5.3.4 respectively. 
5.3.1 Theoretical Motivation for Multiple Imputation 
As discussed by Barnard et al (1998), the theoretical motivation for multiple imputa-
tion is Bayesian, although the procedure has excellent properties from a frequentist 
perspective. More information on the properties of multiple imputation are in Rubin 
(1987, 1996), Herzog & Rubin (1983, 1986), Li et al (1991), Rubin & Schenker (1987) 
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and Meng & Rubin (1992), Heitjan & Rubin (1990), Nordholt (1998), Schenker & 
Taylor (1996), Schenker & Welsh (1988), Sedransk et al (1991), Sedransk & Jinn 
(1992), Shao & Sitter (1996), Zeger & Karim(1991) and Schafer (1997). 
Formally, let Q be the population quantity of interest, and suppose the data 
can be partitioned into observed values, Y obs , and missing values, Y mis' If Y mis 
had been observed, then inferences for Q would have been based on the complete-
data posterior density p(QIYobs , Y mis)' Because Y mis is not observed, inferences are 
based on the actual posterior density p( Q IYobs ), which can be expressed as 
p(QIYobs ) = J p(QIYobs , Y mis)P(Y mislYobs)dY mis (5.55) 
Equation 5.55 shows that the actual posterior density of Q can be obtained by 
averaging the complete-data posterior density over the posterior predictive distri-
bution of Y mis. In practice, multiple imputations are repeated independent draws 
from p(Y misIYobs)' Thus, multiple imputation allows the data analyst to approx-
imate (5.55) by separately analysing each data set completed by imputation and 
then combining the results of the separate analyses. 
5.3.2 Analysing a Multiply Imputed Data Set 
The exact computation of the posterior distribution (5.55) by simulation would 
require that an infinite number of values of Y mis be drawn from p(Y misIYobs)' If 
the data were complete, inferences for Q would be based on a point estimate Q, 
an associated variance estimate (;, and a normal reference distribution. When data 
are missing and there are lV1 sets of imputations for the missing data, N1 sets of 
complete-data statistics are Ql and (;1 for l= 1) ... ) M. 
Rubin & Schenker (1986) suggest the following procedure for drawing inferences 
about Q from the multiply imputed data. The point estimate of Q is the average of 
the N1 complete-data estimates, 
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- M Q Q = I:Z=l Iv}' 
and the associated variance estimate is 
T = [J + (1 + lVI-1)B, 
where [J = 'Lf!l £} is the average within-imputation variance, and B = M~l 'Lf!1 (Qz-
Q)2 is the between-imputation variance. The approximate reference distribution for 
interval estimates and hypothesis testings is a t distribution with degrees of freedom 
where r = (1 + lVI-I) ~ is the estimated ratio of the between-imputation component 
of variance to the average within-imputation component of variance. 
Ideally, multiple imputations are lVI independent random draws from the poste-
rior predictive distribution of Y mis under appropriate Bayesian modelling assump-
tions. In practice, approximations to the posterior distribution are often used and 
work well. Such imputations are called repeated imputation in Rubin (1987). 
Several important issues arise in the creation of imputation models. These in-
elude explicit vs. implicit models, and ignorable vs. nonignorable models. 
Imputation procedures can be based on explicit models or implicit models, or 
even combinations (Rubin, 1987). An example of a procedure based on explicit 
model is regression imputation. This method uses respondent data to regress the 
variable for which imputations are required on an auxiliary variable, X. The regres-
sion equation is then used to predict the values for the missing data. The imputed 
value may either be the predicted value, or the predicted value plus some residual. A 
common type of procedure based on implicit models is hot-deck imputation, which 
replaces the missing values for an incomplete case, where the matching is carried 
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out with respect to variables that are observed for both the incomplete cases and 
complete cases. 
The model underlying an imputation procedure, whether explicit or implicit, can 
be based on the assumption that the reasons for missing data are either ignorable 
or nonignorable (Rubin, 1976). The distinction between an ignorable and a nonig-
nor able model are discussed in section 2.6.3. An important issue with nonignorable 
models is that because the missing values cannot be observed, there is no direct evi-
dence in the data to address the assumption of nonignorability. It can be important, 
therefore, to consider several alternative models and to explore a sensitivity analysis 
of resulting inferences to the choice of model. Rubin (1976) point out imputation 
methods: 
In current practice, almost all imputation models are assumed to be ignorable; 
limited experience suggests that in major surveys with limited amounts of missing 
data and careful design, ignorable models are satisfactory for most analyses. 
5.3.3 Ignorable Nonresponse Techniques 
Rubin & Schenker (1986) presents multiple imputation methods with ignorable non-
response. These methods assume that the response mechanism generating the miss-
ing data is ignorable. Random, Bayesian bootstrap and approximate Bayesian boot-
strap, fully normal and adjusted fully normal imputation methods are proposed. 
Rubin (1987) also proposes the hot-deck imputation method such as sequential im-
putation and regression method for ignorable nonresponse techniques. 
There are six ignorable nonresponse techniques studied in this thesis: random, 
sequential, stochastic regression, approximate Bayesian bootstrap, fully normal and 
adjusted fully normal imputation methods. 
In this section multiple imputation theorems are not stated but the way to 
draw the imputed data from ignorable nonresponse technique procedures are pre-
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sented. Random, sequential and stochastic regression methods are used those proce-
dures from single imputation methods in section 5.2. Procedures with approximate 
Bayesian bootstrap, fully normal and adjusted fully normal imputation methods 
are presented in section 5.3.3.1-5.3.3.3 respectively. Before these procedures are 
presented, an example is given on how estimated mean and its variance for these 
multiple imputation methods are calculated by using formulae in section 5.3.2. 
For example, if multiple random imputation is used for compensating missing 
data in SRSWOR (Govindarajulu, 1999), the multiple imputation estimate of 11 is 
the average of the lvI complete-data estimates of 11, 
~s1's,M 
I-Lran,na 
1 M 
'\" ~ s1's 
lvI ~ l11'an,na,1 
1=1 
_ ~ 't (k + l)mJlm + tjlt,l 
lvI 1=1 n 
and its estimated variance is given by 
S2 V( ~s1's,l'vI) - ...l. ",1vl [(..1 _..1) 2 + i(l- ~)....!!:!:..!ll + M+1 ",M (~s1's _ ~s1's,lvl)2 
l11'an,na - ivl L.Jl=l m N Sm,l n m n ivl(ivl-1) L.Jl=l l11'an,na,l l11'an,na 
5.3.3.1 Approximate Bayesian Bootstrap Imputation 
Rubin & Schenker (1986) give the brief idea with Bayesian Bootstrap (BB) impu-
tation as follow: 
Suppose each element of the population takes one of the values d1 , ... , dK with 
probabilities 81 , ... , 8K, respectively. It the improper Dirichlet prior with density 
proportional to II~l 8k'1 is placed on the vector 8 = (81, ... , 8K), then the pos-
terior distribution of 8 is the Dirichlet distribution with density proportional to 
IIk~l 8%k-1 and K -dimensional mean vector e = (e1, ... , eK) having components 
given by ek = Qk/n1, where Q1 is the number of times dk appears in Yobs' Compo-
nents of the responding to values of dk not appearing in Yabs will be with probability 
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one. The BB method first observed a value e* of e from this posterior distribution. 
Then the components of Ymis are independently drawn from among d1 , ... , dJ( using 
the probabilities e*. 
Rubin & Schenker (1986) suggest a simple approximation to the Bayesian Boot-
strap (ABB) method that is more direct from the computational point of view. The 
ABB procedures are summarised as follow: 
Step 1. Draw the data with replacement from Yabs m times, D = (Dl' ... , Dm). 
Step 2. Draw the r = n - m components of Ymis with replacement from D in 
step 1. 
Step 3. Repeat steps (1)-(2) 1\1/ times to form the 1\1/ multiple data sets. 
The only difference between AB Band B B methods are that instead of drawing 
e from the Dirichlet posterior distribution as in the BB method, the ABB method 
draws e from a scaled multinomial distribution. The distribution used for e in the 
BB and ABB methods have the same mean vectors and the same correlations; 
however, the variances for the AB B method are m~ 1 times the variances for the B B 
method. More details See Rubin (1981). 
5.3.3.2 Fully Normal Imputation 
Assume that the data is a random sample from a N (J-L, (j2) distribution. If the prior 
distribution of (J-L, (j2) has density proportional to (j-2, then the posterior distribution 
3 2 
of (j2 is (m - 1) ~, and the conditional posterior distribution of J-L given (j2 is 
Xm-l 
(j2 
N(Pm, -) (Box & Tiao, 1973). 
m 
Rubin & Schenker (1986) summarise the fully normal (F N) procedures as follow: 
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Step 1. Draw a value (p,*, 0-*2) of (f.L,0-2) from the posterior distribution of 
8 2 
(f.L,0- 2 ): 0-*2 is drawn from (m - 1)~. 
0-*2 
Step 2. Draw f.L* from NU"m, -). 
m 
Xm-l 
Step 3. The r = n-m components of Y mis are then drawn as a random sample 
Step 4. Repeat steps (1)-(3) !vI times to form the M multiple data sets. 
5.3.3.3 Adjusted Fully Normal Imputation or Imputation adjusted for 
Uncertainty in the Mean and Variance 
Rubin & Schenker (1986) describe the normality assumption for adjusted fully nor-
mal imputation: 
If the assumption of normality is not valid, the observed data Yobs is desirable 
assumed to influence the shape of the distribution of imputed values for Y mis ' The 
adjusted fully normal imputation (AF N) method achieves this idea because the 
AF N method draws values from Yobs in place of simulated normal drawn in the F N 
method, the shape of the distribution of imputed values is influenced by Yobs' For 
example, if the values in Yabs are left-skewed, then the AF N method will lead to 
left-skewed imputation for Y mis ' On the other hand, the FN method will lead to 
symmetric imputation for Y mis irrespective of the distribution of values in Yobs 
The AF N algorithms are described as follow: 
Ste 1. f.L* and 0-*2 are drawn as in the FN method. 
Step 2. The r = n - m components of Ymis are then drawn with replacement 
from Y obs , D = (D1 , D2, ... , Dr). 
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Step 3. Compute Zk = (Dk - P,m)[(m-~)s;;'lO.5 which has expected value zero 
and variance 1 under repeated draws from Yobs. 
Step 4. Compute the missing value Yk = j.L* + J* Zk, k = 1, ... , r. 
Step 5. Repeat steps (1)-(4) !VI times to form the Mmultiple data sets. 
5.3.4 Nonignorable Nonresponse Techniques 
In practice almost all surveys suffer from nonresponse. vVhen response is unrelated 
to the values of the missing variable Y, the nonresponse is called ignorable (Little, 
1982). Multiple imputation methods in section 5.3.3 above were described for ig-
norable nonresponse techniques. However, in many cases the nonresponse could be 
related to the value of variable Y This may be the case, for example, in surveys of 
income, of alcohol consumption, and of injuries where litigation is possible (Glynn 
et al, 1993). This type of nonresponse is called nonignorable. 
Tanner (1996) summarises the ideas for using nonignorable nonresponse tech-
niques from Rubin (1987). These leads to two approaches to handling nonignorable 
nonresponse with implicit models: mixture models and selection models. Each of 
these two approaches can be use in the absence or presence of follow-up data. Only 
mixture models are used in this thesis because selection models have been used with 
response probability functions and this leads to more complications in simulation. 
Wang et al (1992) study the performance of confidence intervals for simple linear 
regression coefficients based on multiple imputation for explicit model when missing 
values cannot be regarded as MAR. 
In this thesis, I review the theory of multiple imputation on a mixture model 
without follow-up data in section 5.4.4.1 and with follow-up data in section 5.4.4.2. 
Modified Wang's regression algorithm to compute the mean estimate is presented 
in section 5.4.4.3. 
To estimate the mean and its variance for nonignorable nonresponse, the same 
formulae in section 5.3.2 is used. 
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5.3.4.1 Mixture Model Without Follow-up Data 
Rubin (1987) factors the posterior distribution of the missing values and the pa-
rameters of the model into three components. The first component is the predictive 
distribution of the missing data given the parameters. The second component is 
the conditional distribution of the nonresponders' parameters given the responders' 
parameters. The third component is the posterior of the responders' parameters 
given the observed data having specified each of these distributions. 
As discussed with consideration between a response Y and a covariate X by Tan-
ner(1996), the normal mixture model supposes that for the responders, Yk follows 
the normal distribution with mean am + PmXk and variance 0';". For the nonre-
sponders, Yk follows the normal distribution with mean a r + PrXk and variance 0';. 
For simplicity it is assumed O'm = O'r = 0'. Hence, under a noninformative prior, the 
posterior distribution p( am, Pm, O'iY) factors as the product of an inverse chi-square 
distribution and a conditional normal distribution. Note that in large samples this 
factorisation should be approximately correct even if the Yk is not normally dis-
tributed. The predictive distribution of the missing data, p(Zkiam, Pm, aT) pT) 0', Y), 
is N(ar + PrXk, 0'2). Rubin (1987) assumes that X k is observed for all units in the 
sample. 
The conditional distribution of Pr and a r given am, Pm and 0' is given by the 
product of two independent distributions. The conditional marginal of Pr given 
am, Pm and 0' is a normal distribution with mean Pm and variance CJp;", where 
CJ is the prior coeffiecient of variation in the slope of regression that specifies the 
similarity of slopes for responders and nonresponders. The conditional marginal of 
a r is specified through the average Y value at Xm for the nonresponders in the 
population, Tlr = a r + PrXm. The conditional marginal of Tlr is normal with mean 
TIm = am + PmXm and variance C;TI;", where C; is the prior coeffiecient of variation 
in intercept of regression that specifies the similarity of the expected value of Y 
for the responders and nonresponders with covariate mean equal to the covariate 
mean of the responders. Note that when C1] = C(3 = 0 these specifications imply an 
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ignorable nonresponse mechanism. 
In this way, the joint posterior of the missing data Z, TJr, f3r, TJm, 13m and 0" factors 
as: 
(5.56) 
where the components are defined above. 
To implement this normal mixture model, Rubin (1987) performs the following 
three steps to impute the missing data: 
Step 1. Draw TJ':n, f3':n and 0";. 
) D 2 f h' 2 d' 'b' (m-2)s2 h 2' h 'd 1.1 raw 0"* rom t e mverse X Istn utlOn: 2 m ,were 8m IS t e resl -X(m_2) 
ual mean square for the responders' regression. 
1.2) Draw f3':n from the conditional normal: N(;3m, 0"; (Lk=l X%)-l), where ;3m 
is the least-squares estimate of 13. 
2 
1.3) Draw TJ':n from N(ftm, ~). 
Step 2. Draw 13: and TJ:. 
2.1) Draw 13.; from N(f3':n, C~f3;;). 
Step 3. Draw r = n - m imputed missing values Z from N(TJ: + (Xk -
Step 4. Repeat steps (1)-(3) NI times to form the .M multiple data sets. 
5.3.4.2 Mixture Model With Follow-up Data 
The only way to reduce sensitivity of inference for nonignorable nonresponse is 
to reduce nonresponse or accumulate information about how nonrespondents differ 
from respondents on the outcome variables under investigation. The most direct 
method for accumulating information on nonrespondents is to follow up at least 
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some of them to obtain the desired information. Even if only a few nonrespondents 
are followed up, these can be exceedingly helpful in reducing sensitivity of inference. 
Glynn et al (1986) use multiple imputation to draw inferences from survey data 
of retired men with follow-ups using an extension of the mixture model that includes 
covariates. 
Glynn et al (1993) approach inference for means or linear regression parameters 
in mixture modelling when the outcomes is subject to nonignorable nonresponse. 
Mixture models assume separate parameters for respondents and nonrespondents; 
implementation by multiple imputation consists of repeatedly filling in missing val-
ues for nonrespondents, estimating parameters using the filled-in data, and then 
adjusting for variability between imputations. The performance of this scheme is 
evaluated by using simulated data with a 25% sample of nonrespondents followed 
up. 
Tanner (1996) summaries the the theory of mixture model with follow-up data 
from Rubin (1987) as: 
In the presence of follow-ups data, it is assumed that 
(5.57) 
where E: rv N(O, 1) and Xf is the X variable for the follow-ups. It can be factorised 
as 
(5.58) 
where Z is a missing data. 
s}(nf - 2) 
Under the noninformative prior, P(CY,/3nCtrIY) factors as 2 times the con-
X(nr2) 
ditional normal N(Sr,cy2("'£~~lx~)-1), where nf is the number of follow-ups, Sr 
is the least-squares estimate using the follow-up data and s} is the corresponding 
residual mean square. Note that in large samples this factorisation should be ap-
proximately correct even if the Y~s are not normally distributed. This approach 
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does assume that the follow-up data are a random sample from the nonresponders. 
The predictive distribution is N(Ctr + (3rXnj' 0-2 ), where X nj is the variable X for 
the nonfollow-ups. 
The following algorithms under the method of composition to (5.58) are sum-
marised to yields a missing data as follow: 
sJ(nj - 2) 
Step 1. Draw a;, (3; and J; from the inverse chi-squared 2 times 
X(nr2) 
Step 2. Draw the imputed data for the nonfollow-ups from N(a; + (3;Xnj , J;). 
Step 3. Repeat steps (1)-(2) lVI times to form the .LVI multiple data sets. 
The predictive distribution can alternatively be approximated using a hot-deck 
type approach on the follow-up data. This approach would eliminate the need to 
specify a normal distribution on the nonfollow-up responses (Rubin, 1987). 
5.3.4.3 Modified Wang's Regression Method 
Assume throughout the missing data cannot be regarded as NI AR. Wang et al 
(1992) study the actual coverage probabilities of confidence intervals of the slope 
and intercept in a linear regression. That is, they assume 
where the Ek are independent with Ek rv N(O, 0-2 ). The value of the auxiliary variable 
X is assumed to be known for each unit and the probability of a response on Y is 
To simplify the analysis, the special case of g(Rly,x) is used as 
g(RIY, X) = 1 - exp( -ay). 
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Wang et al (1992) use several multiple imputations, e.g., overall mean imputa-
tion, overall random imputation deterministic regression imputation and stochastic 
regression imputation, incorporating knowledge about the nonresponse process. The 
imputations are obtained from the unconditional distribution of the values of Y cor-
responding to the nonresponding units given the sample data. To simplify the case, 
cr2 is assumed known and take a noninformative prior distribution of (3. Assuming 
that Yl, ... , Ym are responded and Ym+1, ... , Yn are nonresponded. Thus, the imputa-
tions Ym+1, ... , Yn are taken from the density 
f(Ym+l, ... , YniYl, ... , Ym; Xl, ... , Xn; R l , ... , Rn; cr2 ) = 
J . .. J !1(Ym+l, ... , Yni(3, cr2 , Xl, ... , Xn; R l , ... , Rn) x 
(5.59) 
where R l , ... , Rm = 1 and R m+1, ... , Rn = 0 are the indicator functions for the 
respondents and the nonrespondents, respectively. 
As seen from (5.59), one of the components of this unconditional distribution 
is posterior distribution, 12 of (3 = ((30, (31)T. The distribution 12 is proportional 
to the likelihood of (3 given the data. Rubin (1987) has shown that the follow-
ing procedure provides confidence interval with (approximately) correct coverage 
probabilities. The distribution 12 in (5.59) is proportional to 
where K = IIk=m+1 ¢{ ((30 + (31Xk)cr- l - cw }¢( ((30 + (31Xk)cr- l ) and ¢ denotes the 
distribution function of a standard normal variable. In this case, ((30 + (31Xk)cr- l is 
sufficiently large so that one can set K ..:.... 1 and 12 can be reasonably approximated 
by the bivariate normal distribution. Thus, 
(5.60) 
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where 
Xl = 
r 
Y~ = (Yl, "" Ym), ~m = (X;;:Xm)-lX;;:Ym, A = (X;;:Xm)j(J'2, L; = A-I, C = 
2aIT X; with IT = (1, .. " 1) a column vector of size r = n - m and rJ = (C-
In order to obtain an imputed data from (5,60) the following procedures are 
summaried as follow: 
Step l. Select (f3o, f31) = f3'O, f3t from h in (5,60), 
Step 3, Select a random number Uj from the uniform (0,1) distribution, 
Step 4, If Uj ::; exp{ -ai)Y}, then Yj = f/j, Otherwise, repeat steps 2-4 until an 
acceptable value of Yj is found, 
Step 5, Repeat steps 2-4 independently for j = m + 1, .. " n, 
Step 6, Using Ym+1, .. " Yn and the observed data values Yl, .. " Ym, then calcu-
late 
,k = 1, .. " m 
,k = m + 1, .. " n, 
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Step 7. Compute stochastic mean p, = boc + blcXn + e where e is a residual 
drawn randomly from N (0, a-n. 
Step 8. Repeat steps (1)-(7) Ivf times to form the j\lf multiple data sets. 
Chapter 6 
Simulation Methods and Summary 
Results 
Simulations were used to study how to compensate for nonresponse in sample sur-
veys. There were three compensation methods used: nonrespondent subsampling, 
weighting adjustment procedures and imputation methods. Three major criteria 
were used to investigate the survey design and compensation methods when there 
were unit nonresponses: bias, variance and design effect. Section 6.1 describes the 
simulation methods. General results are presented in section 6.2. Summary results 
for surveys with full response are described in section 6.3. Section 6.4 shows sum-
mary results with ignored nonrespondents. Nonrespondent subsampling, weighting 
adjustment procedures and imputation methods are discussed in section 6.5, 6.6 and 
6.7 respectively. 
6.1 Simulation Methods 
The population was simulated from the income data of the 1997 Thailand summary 
industrial survey report. The population was divided into 12 strata. Stratification 
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was on the basis of four levels of business size and three levels of business type. 
These levels of business size were person engaged between 10-19, 20-49, 50-99 and 
100 or over. The business types were used with Thailand Industrial Code for Major 
Division: 31, 32 and 33. A normal distribution was used within each ofthe 12 strata 
to generate the Y variable of the population. The parameters for the normal distri-
bution within each stratum were based on the income data from the 1997 Thailand 
summary industrial survey report. The noramlity assumption is not essential to the 
conclusion in nonresponse problems as long as sample sizes are large enough. 
The population size was N = 2, 055. Strata sizes ranged from Nll = 180 to 
N34 = 169. An auxiliary variable, X, was generated for each Y. The auxiliary 
variable was correlated with the study variable. An example of an auxiliary variable 
for the Thailand industrial survey is cost of production when income is the study 
variable. 
Three different sample sizes were used, n = 15%, 30% and 50% of population 
size. Ten basic one-stage survey designs: SRSWR, SRSWOR, STWR, STWOR, 
PTWR, PTWOR, USRSWR, USRSWOR, USTWR and US TvVOR1 , were used for 
comparison of efficiencies. 
Sampling was with equal and unequal probability of selection. The auxiliary vari-
able was used for unequal probability sampling. There were two different correlation 
coefficients between the study variable and auxiliary information: low correlation 
and high correlation. The high correlation coefficients were approximately between 
0.7-0.9 and the low correlation coefficients were approximately between 0.1-0.3. The 
auxiliary variable, X, was generated from a normal distribution that was based on 
the distribution of the Y variable. The distribution for the auxiliary variable was 
such that X had the desired correlation with Y (Dagpunar, 1989). 
The simulated survey either had full response or some nonresponse. There were 
lSee appendix for notation 
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sample size n = 15% 
sample ~~P~ 
design /" / "" , _______ 
method 
~~ 
EP UEP C) UEP(LC) 
selection 
~ 
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n= 30% n= 50% 
~ ~ 
response rate full response random nonresponse (10%-90%) dependent response 
method of dealing 
with nonresponse 
ignored 
nonresponse 
~
subsampling weighitng 
/\ A 
imputation 
~ 
one two naive RHG naive RHG 
~ ~ ~ 
S P R G U single multiple 
A~ 
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 678 9 
Figure 6.1: Flow Chart of Methodology 
Note: Incomplete branches mean the tree is replicated at that node. Notations 1 to 
3 in single and multiple imputation are random, sequential and stochastic regres-
sion methods respectively and notations 4 to 9 in multiple imputation are modified 
·Wang's regression, approximated Bayesian bootstrap, fully normal, adjusted fully 
normal, mixture model with follow-up data and mixture model without follow-up 
data respectively. Post-stratified random sampling is used with equal probability 
sampling. RHG models are used in SRS. There are generally four RHG models: 
sample-based, population-based, raking ratio and general-based methods denoted 
by 5, P, Rand G respectively. bias-removal method is the fifth RHG model used in 
unequal probability sampling with replacement. There are 4,572 simulation study 
cases. 
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nonresponse rate 
fixed nonresponse rate 
................................ .... r---------
Y 
Ya Yb 
Figure 6.2: Dependent Nonresponse Pattern 
two patterns for nonresponse: random and dependent response. The model for 
random response was a uniform distribution. Response rates were: 10%, 30%, 50%, 
70% and 90%. In the dependent response mechanism model for the study variable 
Y the probability of nonresponse equalled zero if the value of Y was less than Ya . 
The probability of nonresponse equalled 0.7 if the value of Y was greater than Yb 
and it was a linear function between 0 to 0.7 if the value of Y was between Ya and 
Yb. 
When there was nonresponse it was either ignored or compensated for. There 
were three methods used for compensating the unit nonresponse: nonrespondent 
subsampling, weighting adjustment and imputation methods. The two nonrespon-
dent subsampling schemes were one-subsampling and two-subsampling. For weight-
ing adjustment procedures two response models were used: naive and RHG model. 
Imputation methods are alternative methods to use to compensate missing data. 
There were four general schemes used: the naive or RHG model in single imputa-
tions and multiple imputations. AI! = 3 was studied in multiple imputation methods. 
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Not all ofthese methods were used for all sample survey designs proposed. Thus, 
the experimental design used for simulations is not balanced. It may have never-
theless been plausible to have used the experimental design structure of the simu-
lations to find the most important factors in controlling nonresponse. For example, 
sequential imputation was not used in unequal probability sampling, and random 
imputation was not used with some random response cases for without replacement. 
For mixture model without follow-up data methods were divided into four models 
based on the difference among the estimated regression coefficients by using the 
coefficient of variation in (30 and (31 (Cf3 and C,., respectively): model A (Cf3 = 0, 
C,., = 0), model B (Cf3 = 0, CT! = 0.02), model C (Cf3 = 0.02, CT! = 0) and model D 
(Cf3 = 0.02, CT! = 0.02) (More details are in section 5.3.4.1). 
Each survey design was simulated 1,000 times. The sample mean fl and square 
root of the estimated variance of fl were computed in each simulation. These statis-
tics were then averaged to give It and sp,. The bias was computed as the difference 
between the true population mean and the average of sample mean, It - fL. The 
relative bias was fl - fL. The coefficient of variation of the estimator was computed 
fL 
S- sd 
as CV = -!!-. The design effect was calculated as dejJ = ~ where "d" means ii. -srs' 
r' S P, 
sampling design. 
A diagram of the simulation pattern is given in figure 6.1. A list of all notation 
and major symbol used in this thesis is in appendix E. 
6.2 General Results 
There were same general trends in the results consistent with all designs. These 
were 
411 Sampling with replacement had a higher CV than sampling without replace-
ment. 
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" CV decreased with increasing sample size, and as the response rate increased. 
1,11 Stratified random sampling and post-stratified random sampling had a lower 
CV than simple random sampling. 
1,11 CV was lower for sampling with unequal probability of selection compared 
with equal probability of selection. 
1,11 In unequal probability sampling, CV for the survey design with the high cor-
relation was lower than with the low correlation. 
1,11 Stratified and post-stratified random sampling had the smallest design effects. 
The following sections discuss specific results for when there was full response 
and some nonresponse. Complete results are in appendices. 
6.3 Full Response 
Simulation results are summarised in three aspects: relative bias, CV and design 
effect. 
i) All sampling designs2 were unbiased. The relative bias was at most 0.74% in 
simple random sampling with or without replacement for unequal probability 
of selection with the low level of correlation between the study variable Yand 
the auxiliary variable. More details of the relative bias are in table D.1-D.6, 
D.13-D.20 and D.29-D.31. 
ii) The CV in all sampling designs had the same trends as those described in 
section 6.2. The CV and relative bias are summarised in table 6.1. More 
details of the CV are in table D.7-D.12, D.21-D.28 and D.32-D.34. 
2 SRSWR, SRSWOR, STWR, STWOR, PTWR, PTWOR, USRSWR, USRSWOR, USTWR 
and USRSWOR 
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Table 6.1: Relative bias and CV for full response with sampling designs varying by sample 
size (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
Sample-selection Relative Bias CV 
15% 30% 50% 
srswr 0.0031 5.7400 4.0600 3.1400 
srswor 0.0031 5.3000 3.3800 2.2100 
stwr 0.0000 0.0014 0.0010 0.0008 
stwor 0.0000 0.0013 0.0008 0.0005 
ptwr 0.0000 0.0015 0.0010 0.0008 
ptwor 0.0000 0.0014 0.0009 0.0006 
usrswr:high 0.0064 2.9500 1.9900 1.6400 
usrswor:high 0.0064 2.6700 1.7600 1.2100 
ustwr:high 0.0000 0.0012 0.0008 0.0006 
ustwor:high 0.0000 0.0011 0.0007 0.0005 
usrswr:low 0.0074 2.9500 2.0500 1.6500 
usrswor:low 0.0074 2.6700 1.7600 1.2100 
ustwr:low 0.0000 0.0041 0.0029 0.0022 
ustwor:low 0.0000 0.0039 0.0028 0.0022 
iii) In general the sampling designs with the smallest deff were stratified random 
sampling, post-stratified random sampling and unequal probability of selection 
for stratified random sampling. Simple random sampling with unequal prob-
ability of selection had a smaller deff than with equal probability of selection. 
The deffs are summarised in table 6.2. 
Rank order of designs are given in table 6.3. The design with the smallest 
deff in the list was stratified sampling with unequal probability of selection 
and where the correlation with the auxiliary variable was high. This was 
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Table 6.2: Design Effect for full response for different sample designs and sample sizes. 
Designs with a deft less than 1 are considered more powerful than SRS 
Sampling Design 15wr 15wor 30wr 30wor 50wr 50wor 
srs 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
st 6.1072e-8 6.1228e-8 5.9767e-8 6.1371e-8 8.2137e-8 6.0614e-8 
pt 6.3683e-8 6.3581e-8 6.2050e-8 6.2643e-8 6.0831e-8 6.154ge-8 
husrs 0.2414 0.2235 0.2422 0.2058 0.2411 0.2441 
hust 4.808ge-7 4.3057e-8 4.9593e-8 6.030ge-8 4.8988e-7 4.7265e-8 
lusrs 0.2418 0.2209 0.2372 0.2182 0.2627 0.2294 
lust 4.873ge-7 5.2826e-7 5.2217e-7 6.3723e-7 5.3327e-7 9.6244e-7 
Note: Notations "srs" = simple equal probability random sampling, "st" = stratified equal 
probability random sampling, " pt" = post-stratified equal probability random sampling, 
"husrs" = simple unequal probability random sampling with the high correlated case, 
"hust" = stratified unequal probability random sampling with the high correlated case, 
"lusrs" = simple unequal probability random sampling with the low correlated case, "lust" 
= stratified unequal probability random sampling with the low correlated case. 
Table 6.3: Ascending order in Design Effect for full response. Rank 1 is the most powerful 
design, ie smallest deft 
Sampling Design srs st pt husrs hust lusrs lust 
rank 7 2 3 5 1 6 4 
considered the most powerful design. 
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Figure 6.3: Relative bias for ignored nonrespondents in SRSWR and SRSWOR with 
30% sample size and varying response rate 
6.4 Ignored Nonrespondents 
Three major conclusions were 
i) When there was nonresponse, and it was ignored, the simple random sampling 
gave biased results (fig 6.3). The bias was considerably worse when the non-
response was dependent on the study variable Y For example, the absolute 
relative biases for SRSWOR and 15% sample size was at most 5.03% (ta-
ble D.1) for the random response mechanism and was approximately 36.51% 
(table D.29) for the dependent response mechanism .. Stratified and post-
stratified random sampling had negligible sampling bias (table D.1-
D.6, D.13-D.20 and D.29-D.31). However, clearly stratification is critical for 
sampling efficiency. 
ii) The CV was higher with nonresponse compared with full response. The CV 
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Figure 6.4: CV for ignored nonrespondents in SRSWR and SRSWOR with 30% 
sample size and varying response rate 
was high when there was a high level of nonresponse. For example, in SRSWR 
with 30 % sample size the CVs were 12.49%, 7.33%, 5.62%, 4.89% and 4.26 % 
for the 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% of level of random response (fig 6.4). 
The CV in SRSWR and SRSWOR for the full response and ignored nonre-
spondents are summarised in table 6.4. More details of the CV are in table 
D.7-D.12, D.21-D.28 and D.32-D.34. 
iii) The sampling design with the smallest deff was stratified and post-stratified 
random sampling for both the random and the dependent response mechanism. 
In simple random sampling for both the random and the dependent response 
mechanism the deffs were larger than 1 for equal probability sampling and 
some cases for unequal probability sampling (table E.1-E.8). Rank order of 
designs when nonrespondents were ignored are given in table 6.5 for sampling 
with and without replacement. 
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Table 6.4: CV for ignored nonrespondent with five levels of random response and one level 
of dependent response in simple random sampling with or without replacement varying 
by sample size (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
Sample-selection response rate 
10% 30% 50% 70% 90% dependent! 
15-wr-full 5.73 5.74 5.74 5.74 5.74 5.74 
15-wr-ignored 18.23 10.37 8.24 6.97 6.08 6.84 
30-wr-full 4.05 4.05 4.04 4.04 4.04 4.04 
30-wr-ignored 12.49 7.33 5.62 4.89 4.26 5.09 
50-wr-full 3.14 3.14 3.14 3.14 3.14 3.14 
50-wr-ignored 9.75 6.02 4.58 3.74 3.33 3.83 
15-wor-full 5.29 5.29 5.29 5.29 5.30 5.31 
15-wor-ignored 16.84 9.54 7.61 6.43 5.62 6.47 
30-wor-full 3.38 3.38 3.38 3.38 3.38 3.38 
30-wor-ignored 10.45 6.13 4.71 4.09 3.57 4.62 
50-wor-full 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.1 
50-wor-ignored 6.83 4.52 3.23 2.64 2.35 3.20 
Note: This table is summarised from table D.7, D.8 and D.32. 1 means nonresponse rate 
up to 70%. 
6.5 Nonrespondent Subsampling 
The summary results for nonrespondent subsampling methods were: 
i) The relative bias from nonresponse was reduced with nonrespondent sub-
sampling. For example, in SRSWOR for 15% sample size the relative bias 
was at most 0.43% with the 70% response rate in two-subsampling scheme 
(fig 6.5). More details for relative bias of nonrespondent subsampling with 
equal probability sampling design are in table D.35-D.37. In general, use 
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Table 6.5: Ascending order in Design Effect for ignored nonrespondent in sampling with 
and without replacement for the average of random response mechanism. 
Sampling Design 15wr 15wor 30wr 30wor 50wr 50wor 
srs 7 7 7 7 7 7 
st 2 2 1 2 2 2 
pt 3 4 3 4 3 3 
husrs 5 5 6 6 5 5 
hst 1 1 2 1 1 1 
lusrs 6 6 5 5 6 6 
lust 4 3 4 3 4 4 
Note: Ascending order is computed from the average of five level of random response 
solutions. 
Table 6.6: Relative bias in nonrespondent one-subsampling and two-subsampling scheme 
for 50% random response rate for simple random sampling with and without replacement 
varying with sample size (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
Sampling Design 15srswr 15srswor 30srswr 30srswor 50srswr 50srswor 
one-subsampling 0.1015 0.0746 0.2693 0.0787 0.0404 0.3428 
two-subsampling 0.0269 0.0476 0.0342 0.2061 0.2942 0.3832 
of the one-subsampling scheme gave a smaller relative bias than the two-
subsampling scheme. For example, over half (18) of the 30 sample design 
combinations in equal probability of selection for SR:J3 for the one-subsampling 
scheme had a smaller relative bias than for the two-subsampling scheme. 
For the dependent response mechanism in SRS all cases with the 
one-subsampling scheme had a smaller relative bias than with two-
3two types of selection procedure (WR and WOR), three level of sample size and five levels of 
response rate: the number of sample designs = 2 x 3 x 5 
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Figure 6.5: Relative bias for one and two subsampling scheme in SRSWOR with 
15% sample size and varying response rate 
subsampling scheme (table D.53). Details of the bias for nonrespondent 
subsampling are in table D.35-D.37, D.41-D.46 and D.53-D.55. 
Sampling with and without replacement in nonrespondent subsampling did 
not affect the bias. The sample size also did not affect the size of the bias 
(table 6.6). 
ii) The CV for nonrespondent subsampling was reduced compared with when 
nonrespondents were ignored. Two-subsampling scheme had a larger variance 
than one-subsampling scheme. However, the difference variance between one-
subsampling and two-subsampling scheme were small when the response rate 
was high. For example, the CV in SRSWOR with the 50% random response 
rate and 15% sample size was reduced from 7.61% for ignored nonrespondents 
to 7.00% and 7.02% for one-subsampling and two-subsampling scheme respec-
tively (fig 6.6). The amount of CV reduction in SRSWR was approximately 
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Figure 6.6: CV for one and two subsampling scheme in SRSWOR with 15% sample 
size and varying response rate 
1% - 56% for one-subsampling scheme and 0.7% - 54% for two-subsampling 
scheme with the level of random response rate from 90% to 10%. The CV 
for simple random sampling and nonrespondent subsampling with random re-
sponse mechanism was reduced with increasing response rates (table 6.7). 
iii) The sampling design for nonrespondent subsampling with the smallest deffwas 
stratified and post-stratified random sampling for both the random and the 
dependent response mechanism (table 6.8). In simple random sampling the 
deffs for both the random and the dependent response mechanism were larger 
than 1 for equal probability sampling and some cases for unequal probability 
sampling with both the high and low level of correlation cases (table E.1-E.8). 
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Table 6.7: CV for one and two nonrespondent subsampling with five levels of random 
response and one level of dependent response in simple random sampling both with or 
without replacement varying by sample size (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
Sample-selection response rate 
10% 30% 50% 70% 90% dependentl 
15-wr-one 8.06 7.49 7.06 6.66 5.99 6.11 
30-wr-one 5.50 5.27 4.91 4.59 4.22 4.47 
50-wr-one 4.28 4.18 3.87 3.57 3.29 3.41 
15-wor-one 7.34 6.93 6.99 6.15 5.47 5.53 
30-wor-one 5.47 5.71 4.63 3.87 3.38 4.31 
50-wor-one 3.38 3.06 2.60 2.54 2.30 3.17 
15-wr-two 8.34 7.64 7.06 6.69 6.01 6.78 
30-wr-two 5.71 5.46 5.03 4.61 4.22 4.92 
50-wr-two 5.12 4.91 4.45 3.68 3.30 3.81 
15-wor-two 7.71 7.03 7.01 6.15 5.52 5.78 
30-wor-two 5.57 5.73 4.65 3.98 3.39 4.31 
50-wor-two 4.10 3.08 2.69 2.58 2.32 3.17 
Note: Notations for sample-selection 15, 30, 50, WI', wor, one and two are 15%, 30% 
and 50% of sample size, sampling with replacement, sampling without replacement, one-
subsampling scheme and two-subsampling scheme respectively. This table is summarised 
from table D.38-D.40 and D.56. 1 means nonresponse rate up to 70%. 
6.6 Weighting Adjustment Methods 
The summary results for weighting adjustment methods for the naive and RHG 
models were: 
i) The relative bias from nonresponse was reduced, compared with ignoring non-
response, with three RHG models in the weighting adjustment method in equal 
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Table 6.8: Ascending order in Design effect for nonrespondents subsampling with random 
and dependent response mechanism with varying sample sizes (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
Sampling Design 15wr 15wor 30wr 30wor 50wr 50wor depwr depwor 
srs-one 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
srs-two 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
st-one 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 
st-two 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 5 
pt-one(pt,st) 3 5 2 3 3 4 4 4 
pt-one(pt,pt) 4 6 4 7 4 5 6 6 
pt-two(pt,st,st) 5 7 5 5 5 6 8 7 
pt-two(pt,pt,pt) 6 8 6 8 6 8 7 8 
husrs-one 11 12 11 11 11 11 11 11 
husrs-two 13 13 13 12 12 14 13 14 
hust-one 7 2 7 6 7 2 3 1 
hust-two 9 4 9 4 9 7 5 2 
lusrs-one 12 11 12 13 13 12 12 12 
lusrs-two 14 14 14 14 14 13 14 13 
lust-one 8 9 8 9 8 9 9 9 
lust-two 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Note: depwr and depwor: nonresponse rate up to 70%. 
probability of selection for simple random sampling with random response. 
The three models were sample-based, population-based and raking ra-
tio methods. For example, with a 50% random response rate and 30% sample 
size with SRSWR the relative bias for ignored nonrespondents was 0.27%. 
This reduced to 0.22%, 0.00% and 0.04% for sample-based, population-based 
and raking ratio methods respectively (table 6.9). The population-based ad-
justment method was unbiased. If the sample size was large enough, 
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Table 6.9: Relative bias for the naive and RHG models with 30% sample size in SRSWOR 
varying by levels of random response (rate = 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%) 
weighting method response rate 
10% 30% 50% 70% 90% 
ignored 1.0617 1.5412 0.2735 1.3061 1.3061 
naIve 1.0617 1.5412 0.2735 1.3061 1.3061 
rhg:g 1.0617 1.5412 0.2735 1.3061 1.3061 
rhg:s 0.3687 0.1139 0.2206 0.0932 0.1441 
rhg:p 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
rhg:r 0.1647 0.0383 0.0383 0.0383 0.0383 
Note: Notations: "ignored" = ignored nonrespondents, "naive" = naive method, "rhg:g" 
= general-based method, "rhg.s" = sample-based method, "rhg.p" = population-based 
method and "rhg.r" = raking ratio method. 
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Figure 6.7: Relative bias on weighting adjustment procedure with naive and RHG 
models in srswor with 50% level of random response rate and varying sample size 
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Figure 6.8: CV on weighting adjustment procedure with RHG models in srswor with 
50% level of random response rate and varying sample size 
raking ratio was also unbiased. However, the general-based method and 
naive model did not reduce the bias (fig 6.7). For the dependent response 
mechanism with SRSWR and SRSWOR three RHG models, sample-based, 
population-based and raking ratio methods successfully reduced the bias (ta-
ble 6.10, details are in table D.89). 
For unequal probability sampling with the random response mechanism both 
for the high and low level of correlation the relative bias in USRSWR was 
reduced only with the bias-removal method and in USRSWOR was reduced 
only with the sample-based method. However in some cases the general-based, 
population-based and raking ratio methods in USRSWOR reduced the relative 
bias (table D.77-D.82). For the dependent response mechanism for unequal 
probability sampling both with the high and low level of correlation the rela-
tive bias in USRSWR was reduced only with the bias-removal method and in 
USRSWOR was reduced with sample-based, population-based and raking ratio 
methods (table D.90-D.91). If weighting methods in USRSWR were rescaled 
to give an unbiased estimator, the results in relative bias is the same as .in a 
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Table 6.10: Relative bias for the naive and RHG models with dependent response mech-
anism in SRSWOR varying by levels of sample size (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
weighting method sample size 
15% 30% 50% 
ignored 36.3907 32.4184 33.4107 
naive 36.3907 32.4184 33.4107 
rhg:g 36.3907 32.4184 33.4107 
rhg:s 0.7106 0.0725 0.0787 
rhg:p 0.0124 0.0033 0.0010 
rhg:r 0.2382 0.0383 0.0249 
Note: Notations: "ignored" = ignored nonrespondents, "naive" = naive method, "rhg:g" 
= general-based method, "rhg.s" = sample-based method, "rhg.p" = population-based 
method and "rhg.r" = raking ratio method. Nonresponse rate is up to 70%. 
bias-removal method. The relative bias with the high level of correlation in 
USRS was summarised in table 6.11. These results are included simply for 
completeness and to illustrate theorems 4.14, 4.18, 4.22 and 4.26. 
ii) The CV in weighting adjustment method was reduced with the RHG 
models compared with the ignored nonrespondents and the naive 
model (fig 6.8 and table 6.12). For equal probability sampling design the CV 
of the population-based method in SRS was the same to the CV of the naive 
model in post-stratified random sampling (see table 6.4 and 6.12). 
iii) The sampling design with the smallest deff was stratified and post-stratified 
random sampling for both the random and the dependent response mech-
anism. In some situations simple random sampling gave the smallest deff; 
the population-based method for equal probability sampling, the bias-removal 
method for unequal probability sampling with replacement and the sample-
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based method for unequal probability sampling without replacement. How-
ever, with equal probability of selection for simple random sampling with both 
the random and the dependent response mechanism the deffs were smaller than 
1 for sample-based and raking ratio methods and for some cases with general-
based method. For unequal probability sampling without replacement in some 
cases with random and dependent response mechanism the deff was smaller 
than 1 with population-based and raking ratio methods. Rank order of deffs 
are given in table 6.13. More details on the deffs are in table D.95-D.106. 
6.7 Imputation Methods 
Full results for imputation methods are given in table D.107-D.262. The summary 
results for single and multiple imputation methods for the naive and RHG models 
were: 
i) RELATIVE BIAS: 
The relative bias with the naive model was reduced if stochastic regression, 
modified Wang's regression, mixture model with follow-up data and mixture 
model without follow-up data methods had been chosen for compensating 
the missing data (fig 6.9). The relative bias was also reduced if the three 
single imputation and the nine multiple methods were used with the RHG 
model in sampling design. Compared with ignored nonrespondents, the rela-
tive bias was reduced by imputation methods and results are summarised in 
table 6.14. More details on relative bias with imputation methods are in table 
D.107-D.112, D.125-D.130, D.179-D.184, D.197-D.202, D.215-D.216, D.221-
224, D.239-D.242 and D.251-D.254. 
ii) CV in SINGLE IMPUTATION: 
ii.1) Equal probability sampling 
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Table 6.11: Relative bias for the naive and RHG models with dependent response mech-
anism in USRSWR and USRSWOR varying by levels of sample size (n = 15%, 30%, 
50%) 
weighting method sample size 
15% 30% 50% 
USRSWR 
ignored 1.8220 7.8161 4.5223 
naive 1.8220 7.8161 4.5223 
rhg:gl 94.3742 93.9902 94.0991 
rhg:sl 90.3963 91.2990 91.2210 
rhg:pl 90.4095 91.2985 91.2089 
rhg:rl 91.4223 91.3018 91.2117 
rhg:u 0.0010 0.0000 0.0000 
USRSWOR 
ignored 4.8434 7.9093 7.3811 
naive 4.8434 7.9093 7.3811 
rhg:g 36.3938 32.3852 33.5288 
rhg:s 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
rhg:p 0.2299 0.2227 0.4796 
rhg:r 0.0269 0.1833 0.4547 
Note: Notations: "ignored" = ignored nonrespondents, "naive" = naive method, "rhg:g" 
= general-based method, "rhg.s" = sample-based method, "rhg.p" = population-based 
method, "rhg.r" = raking ratio method and "rhg.u" = bias-removal method. "1" indicates 
that if estimator in this method is rescaled to get an unbiased estimator, the relative bias 
is the same as in a bias-removal method. Nonresponse rate is up to 70%. 
For the random and dependent response mechanism with the naive model the 
variance in stochastic regression was the smallest followed by random and se-
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Figure 6.9: Relative bias on imputation method with the naive model in 15% sample 
size of SRSWR varying level of random response rate 
quential methods respectively except in the case of 10% of sample size. How-
ever, if the RHG model was used with single imputation methods, the CV was 
even smaller and was at most 0.04%. The CV for the RHG model had the 
same pattern as for the naive model. More details about the CV are in table 
D.113-D.118 and D.225-D.226. 
Both with random response mechanism and dependent response mechanism, 
when there was high correlation between the auxiliary variable and study 
variable the CV for stochastic regression method was smaller than for the low 
correlation case (table D.167-D.172, D.185-D.190 and D.235-D.236). 
ii.2) Unequal probability sampling 
·With a naive model the variance in stochastic regression method was the small-
est for the random and dependent response mechanism followed by random 
imputation method. When the RHG model was used with single imputation 
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methods, the CV was decreased further and was at most 0.0036%. The CV 
for the RHG model had the same pattern as for the naive model. More details 
about the CV are in table D.203-D.208 and D.255-D.258. 
Both with random response mechanism and dependent response mechanism, 
when there was high correlation between the auxiliary variable and study 
variable the CV for stochastic regression method was smaller than for the low 
correlation case (table D.203-D.208, D.217-D.218 and D.255-D.258). 
iii) CV in MULTIPLE IMPUTATION: 
iii.1) Equal probability sampling 
For the random and dependent response mechanism with the naive model there 
was little variance difference in variuos imputation methods on the high level 
of response rate. The variance in modified Wang's regression was the smallest 
followed by stochastic regression, mixture model without follow-up data, mix-
ture model with follow-up data, adjusted fully normal, approximate Bayesian 
bootstrap, fully normal, random and sequential methods respectively except in 
the case of 10% level of random response in 10% of sample size where stochas-
tic regression, modified Wang's regression, mixture model with follow-up data 
and mixture model without follow-up data methods gave a larger variance (fig 
6.10 and table D.131-D.136). 
Comparing the CV for mixture models with follow-up and without follow-up 
data methods, model A had the smallest CV followed by model C, mixture 
model with follow-up data, model B, and model D respectively (table D.185-
D.190). However, if the RHG model were used with multiple imputation meth-
ods, the CV was decreased further and was at most 0.14%. The CV for the 
RHG model had the same pattern as for the naive model. The CV in the same 
method for single imputation was smaller than for multiple imputation. 
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Figure 6.10: CV on imputation method with the naive model in 15% sample size of 
SRSvVR and varying level of random response rate 
Both with random response mechanism and dependent response mechanism, 
when there was high correlation between the auxiliary variable and study 
variable the CV for stochastic regression, modified Wang's regression, mixture 
model with follow-up data and mixture model without follow-up data methods 
was smaller than for the low correlation case (table D.167-D.172, D.185-D.190, 
D.235-D.236 and D.245-D.246). 
iii.2) Unequal probability sampling 
As with the single imputation for random response mechanism and dependent 
response mechanism, the CV for multiple imputatiori had the same pattern 
and was larger than for single imputation (table D.203-D.208, D.217-D.218 
and D.255-D.258). 
iv) The sampling design with the smallest deff was stratified and post-stratified 
random sampling for both the random and the dependent response mechanism. 
In simple random sampling with the RHG model also gave the smallest deff. 
The efficient sampling design for simple, stratified and post-stratified random 
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sampling had the same pattern both for single and multiple imputation. Single 
imputation methods such as random, sequential and stochastic regression had 
a lower deffthan multiple imputation with the same method. However, in some 
multiple imputation methods such as approximated Bayesian bootstrap, fully 
normal, adjusted fully normal or methods related with regression procedures 
such as modified Wang's regression, mixture model with follow-up data and 
mixture model without follow-up data methods, the deff was lower than for 
single random or sequential methods with the high level of correlation between 
the auxiliary variable and study variable (table E.17-E.24). 
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Table 6.12: CV of weighting adjustment method with naive and RHG models for five 
levels of random response and one level of dependent response in simple random sampling 
both with and without replacement varying by sample size (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
Sample-selection response rate 
10% 30% 50% 70% 90% dependentl 
15-wr-naive 19.0294 11.7863 10.0569 9.0742 8.3875 8.5029 
15-wr-rhg:g 0.0050 0.0029 0.0025 0.0023 0.0021 0.0026 
15-wr-rhg:s 0.0047 0.0031 0.0025 0.0023 0.0021 0.0034 
15-wr-rhg:p 0.0045 0.0030 0.0025 0.0023 0.0021 0.0034 
15-wr-rhg:r 0.0045 0.0030 0.0025 0.0023 0.0021 0.0033 
15-wor-naive 16.8358 9.5418 7.6078 6.4293 5.6223 6.5427 
15-wor-rhg:g 0.0049 0.0025 0.0020 0.0017 0.0014 0.0018 
15-wor-rhg:s 0.0047 0.0027 0.0020 0.0017 0.0014 0.0030 
15-wor-rhg:p 0.0044 0.0026 0.0020 0.0017 0.0014 0.0030 
15-wor-rhg:r 0.0044 0.0026 0.0020 0.0017 0.0014 0.0029 
30-wr-naive 13.1130 8.3597 6.9136 6.3781 5.8855 6.4346 
30-wr-rhg:g 0.0033 0.0021 0.0018 0.0016 0.0015 0.0018 
30-wr-rhg:s 0.0034 0.0022 0.0018 0.0016 0.0015 0.0026 
30-wr-rhg:p 0.0034 0.0022 0.0018 0.0016 0.0015 0.0026 
30-wr-rhg:r 0.0033 0.0022 0.0018 0.0016 0.0015 0.0026 
30-wor-naive 10.4513 6.1334 4.7153 4.0862 3.5680 4.6282 
30-wor-rhg:g 0.0032 0.0018 0.0014 0.0011 0.0009 0.0015 
30-wor-rhg:s 0.0034 0.0018 0.0014 0.0011 0.0009 0.0021 
30-wor-rhg:p 0.0033 0.0018 0.0014 0.0011 0.0009 0.0023 
30-wor-rhg:r 0.0034 0.0018 0.0014 0.0011 0.0009 0.0023 
50-wr-naive 10.1646 6.8780 5.6091 4.8769 4.5904 4.8451 
50-wr-rhg:g 0.0026 0.0016 0.0013 0.0012 0.0011 0.0014 
50-wr-rhg:s 0.0028 0.0017 0.0013 0.0012 0.0011 0.0019 
50-wr-rhg:p 0.0028 0.0017 0.0013 0.0012 0.0011 0.0019 
50-wr-rhg:r 0.0028 0.0017 0.0013 0.0012 0.0011 0.0019 
50-wor-naive 4.2613 4.2613 3.2317 2.6567 2.3526 3.2124 
50-wor-rhg:g 0.0025 0.0013 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006 0.0017 
50-wor-rhg:s 0.0026 0.0014 0.0010 0.0008 0.0006 0.0017 
50-wor-rhg:p 0.0026 0.0014 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006 0.0015 
50-wor-rhg:r 0.0026 0.0014 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006 0.0015 
Note: Notations for sample-selection 15, 30, 50, wr, wor, naive, RHG, g, s, p and rare 15%, 30% and 50% of sample 
size, sampling with replacement, sampling without replacement, naive model, random homogeneity group model, 
general-based, sample-based, population-based and raking ratio methods respectively. This table is summarised 
from table D.74-D.76 and D.92. 1 means nonresponse rate up to 70%. 
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Table 6.13: Design effect of weighting adjustment method with naive and RHG models 
for five levels of random response and one level of dependent response in ten survey desigl1s 
varying by sample size (n = 15%, 30%, 50%) 
Sam pIe-selection 15wr 30wr 50wr 15wor 30wor 50wor depwr depwor 
srs-naive 12 11 12 18 18 18 12 18 
srs-rhg-g 9 9 9 11 11 14 11 16 
srs-rhg-s 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
srs-rhg-p 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 
srs-rhg-r 8 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 
st-naive 2 2 12 2 2 2 1 2 
husrs-naive 11 10 11 17 16 16 9 13 
husrs-rhg-g 14 19 13 10 15 17 20 15 
husrs-rhg-s 13 14 17 4 4 4 15 5 
husrs-rhg-p 17 17 16 12 12 11 14 10 
husrs-rhg-r 15 20 18 14 9 9 16 9 
husrs-rhg-u 4 4 4 - - - 3 -
hust-naive 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
lusrs-naive 10 12 10 16 17 15 10 14 
lusrs-rhg-g 18 13 14 9 14 13 19 17 
lusrs-rhg-s 19 15 20 6 6 6 18 6 
lusrs-rhg-p 20 16 15 13 13 12 17 12 
lusrs-rhg-r 16 18 19 15 10 10 13 11 
lusrs-rhg-u 5 6 7 - - - 6 -
lust-naive 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 
Note: Notations for sample-selection 15, 30, 50, wr, wor, naive, RHG, g, s, p, rand u are 15%, 30% and 50% of 
sample size, sampling with replacement, sampling without replacement, naive model, random homogeneity group 
model, general-based, sample-based, population-based, raking ratio and bias-removal methods respectively. This 
table is summarised from table D.95-D.106. Post-stratified random sampling with a naive model is considered a 
population-based method in simple random sampling. Symbol "-" means no method was used. depwr and depwor: 
nonresponse rate is up to 70%. 
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Table 6.14: Bias reduction in single and multiple imputation methods with the naive and 
the RH G model 
Sample-selection random random dependenta dependenta 
naive rhg naive rhg 
single imputation 
random 2 1 2 1 
sequential 2 1 2 1 
regreSSIOn 2 1 1 1 
multiple imputation 
random 2 1 2 1 
sequential 2 1 2 1 
regression 2 1 1 1 
Wang's regression 2 1 1 1 
abb 2 1 2 1 
fully normal 2 1 2 1 
adjusted fully norm 2 1 2 1 
mixture with data 2 1 1 1 
mixture without data 2 1 1 1 
Note: Symbol "I" and "2" mean reduce and not reduce the bias respectively. a means 
nonresponse rate up to 70%. 
Chapter 7 
ConcI us ions 
In this chapter, conclusions from the unit nonresponse simulations with the ten 
basic survey designs combined with three compensation methods are discussed in 
section 7.1. Section 7.2 presents algorithm for dealing with nonresponse. Summary 
of answers to the research questions for this thesis is presented in section 7.3. 
7.1 Conclusion 
In conclusion, 
1. If auxiliary information is available in the sampling frame, an efficient sam-
pling design should be used such as stratified random sampling where there is qual-
itative auxiliary information or unequal probability sampling where there is quan-
titative auxiliary information. Sampling error can be decreased by the use of the 
alL'Ciliary information for stratification and for unequal probability sampling. The 
quantitative auxiliary information used in unequal probability sampling should be 
highly correlated with the study variable. If the level of the correlation between 
the study variable and the auxiliary information is low, equal probability sampling 
design should be used. However, if the auxiliary information is not available in the 
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planning stage but can be obtained during the data collection phase, post-stratification 
is useful for increasing the precision of the estimator. The sample unit selection 
procedure of sampling without replacement can give more precision compared with 
sampling with replacement even if these two schemes have the same effect on bias 
reduction. These results are of course well known; see for example Cochran (1977). 
2. vVhen the survey is conducted it is inevitable that there will be some nonre-
sponse. Nonrespondent subsampling is useful during the data collection phase and 
weighting adjustment procedures and imputation methods can be used during the 
estimation phase. 
2.1) Nonrespondent Subsampling: This method can give an unbiased estimator 
with both random and dependent response mechanisms. One-subsampling 
schemes are more efficient than two-subsampling schemes. This is because the 
sampling variance at each subs ample (e.g., equation 3.2) step is cumulative as 
well as nonrespondent one-subsampling assumes full response after the one-
subsampling but two-subsampling schemes do not assume full response until 
second subsampling phase is completed. In some cases when a nonrespondent 
one-subsampling scheme is chosen for compensation, some nonrespondent data 
may not be available. Thus, two-subsampling scheme can be considered for use 
in compensating nonresponse. Both these two schemes will of course give less 
variance than when nonrespondents are ignored. Even though in theory one-
subsampling schemes are more efficient, in practice two-subsampling schemes 
are preferable because it is difficult to get full response in the first subsampling 
phase. 
2.2) vVeighting Adjustment Procedures: These methods should be used with care. 
If the response pattern is random, weighting adjustment methods with RHG 
models, namely sample-based, population-based and raking ratio method, can 
reduce the bias from nonresponse except for unequal probability sampling with 
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Table 7.1: Biased or Unbiased Estimator with Compensation Methods in Sampling 
Designs under Random Response Mechanism 
Method Sampling Design 
srswr srswor stwr stwor ptwr ptwor usrswr usrswor ustwr ustwor 
one-sub 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
two-sub 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
naive 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
rhg:g 2 2 - - - - 4 2 - -
rhg:s 1 1 - - - - 4 1 - -
rhg:p 1 1 - - - - 4 2 - -
rhg:r 1 1 - - - - 4 2 - -
rhg:u 
- -
- - - - 4 - - -
sran:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
sseq:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
sreg:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
mran:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
mseq:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
mreg:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
wreg:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
abb:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
fn:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
afn:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
mfd:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
mwfd:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
sran:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
sseq:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
sreg:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
mran:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
mseq:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mreg:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
wreg:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
abb:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
fn:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
afn:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mfd:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mwfd:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
Note: See appendix for notations. Indicators 1, 2, 3 and 4 mean unbiased (0-0.99%), slight biased (1.00-2.99%), 
more biased (3.00-4.99%) and biased estimator (2': 5%) respectively. The symbol '-' means the design does not apply 
for this method, and 'n' and 'r' mean naive and RHG model. 
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Table 7.2: Biased or Unbiased Estimator with Compensation Methods III Sampling 
Designs under Dependent Response Mechanism 
Method Sampling Design 
srswr srswor stwr stwor ptwr ptwor usrswr usrswor ustwr ustwor 
one-sub 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
two-sub 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
naive 4 4 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 
rhg:g 4 4 - - - - 4 4 - -
rhg:s 1 1 - - - - 4 1 - -
rhg:p 1 1 - - - - 4 1 - -
rhg:r 1 1 - - - - 4 1 - -
rhg:u - - - - - - 1 - - -
sran:n 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
sseq:n 4 4 1 1 1 1 - - - -
sreg:n 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
mran:n 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
mseq:n 4 4 1 1 1 1 - - - -
mreg:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 
wreg:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
abb:n 4 4 1 1 1 1 - - - -
fn:n 4 4 1 1 1 1 - - - -
afn:n 4 4 1 1 1 1 - - - -
mfd:n 2 2 1 1 1 1 - - - -
mwfd:n 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - -
sran:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
sseq:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
sreg:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
mran:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
mseq:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mreg:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
wreg:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
abb:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
fn:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
afn:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mfd:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mwfd:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
Note: See appendix for notations. 
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Table 7.3: Variance Estimation with Compensation Methods in Sampling Designs 
Method Sampling Design 
srswr srswor stwr stwor ptwr ptwor usrswr usrswor ustwr ustwor 
one-sub 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
two-sub 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
naive 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 
rhg:g 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
rhg:s 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
rhg:p 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
rhg:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
rhg:u 
- - - -
- - 1 - - -
sran:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
sseq:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
sreg:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
mran:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
mseq:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
mreg:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
wreg:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
abb:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
fn:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
afn:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
mfd:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
mwfd:n 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - - -
sran:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
sseq:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
sreg:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
mran:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
mseq:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mreg:r 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - -
wreg:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
abb:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
fn:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
afn:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mfd:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
mwfd:r 1 1 - - - - - - - -
Note: See appendix for notations. Indicators 1, 2 and 3 mean reduced variance, increased variance and the same 
variance respectively. 
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replacement design. General-based methods do not improve the bias. If the 
response pattern is dependent on the study variable, the three RHG methods, 
sample-based, population-based and raking ratio methods, are also useful for 
reducing bias. 
The RHG methods had lower variance compared with the nalve methods. 
However, if a complex survey design is used, the naive model is adequate. For 
example, stratified random sampling design with the naive model had lower 
variance than the RHG models in simple random sampling. It is noted that the 
post-stratified random sampling with the naive model is the population-based 
adjustment method in simple random sampling (Oh & Scheuren, 1983). 
2.3 Imputation Methods: In general with single imputation methods the stochas-
tic regression imputation can reduce the bias more than random and sequential 
methods especially with dependent response. However, if the three RHG 
models, stochastic regression, random and sequential methods, are used the 
bias will reduce. For multiple imputation, the stochastic regression imputa-
tion, and related methods with regression procedures such as modified ·Wang's 
regression method and mixture model with the follow-up data or without the 
follow-up data, can reduce the bias especially in the dependent response 
case. If the response pattern is random, all the nine multiple imputation 
methods can reduce the bias if these methods are used with the RHG model. 
Comparing the three single imputation methods for large samples, in general, 
stochastic regression imputation had the lowest variance followed by random 
imputation and sequential imputation. If the sample is small, stochastic re-
gression imputation can have higher variance than random or sequential im-
putation. In the case of multiple imputation, in general, modified Wang's 
regression gave the lowest variance followed by stochastic regression, mixture 
model without follow-up data, mixture model with follow-up data, adjusted 
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fully normal, approximated Bayesian bootstrap, fully normal, random and se-
quential imputation. The mixture model without follow-up data should be 
used cautiously because this method is sensitive with the CV in the slope 
coefficient (Rubin, 1987). 
The unbiasedness and variance reduction for compensation methods compared 
to ignored nonrespondents are summarised in table 7.1-7.3. For example, if simple 
random sampling with replacement (SRSWR) is used with a naive model and single 
random imputation, the relative bias is approximately between 1.00%-2.99% for ran-
dom response mechanism and greater than 5% for dependent response mechanism. 
The variance of mean estimator with a naive model and single random imputation 
in SRSWR is larger than when nonrespondents are ignored. 
7.2 Algorithm for Dealing with Nonresponse 
The optimal survey design will depend on the sampling frame, time and budget. 
The design should include consideration on how to prevent non-sampling errors 
and in particular nonresponse problems. Methods to reduce nonresponse include 
call-backs and follow-up techniques. Compensation methods such as nonrespondent 
subsampling, weighting adjustment and imputation methods should be considered 
for reducing the bias. 
The following algorithm is proposed as a method of assisting in the optimal 
design and analysis a survey. 
1) Survey Plan 
a) If a sampling frame is available and auxiliary information in the frame 
is categorical, stratified random sampling should be used. If the auxil-
iary information is quantitative then unequal probability sampling should 
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be used. If additional categorical information is available then unequal 
probability sampling should be used with a stratified design. If there is 
no auxiliary information in the frame, or auxiliary information has low 
correlation to the study variable then simple random sampling should be 
used. 
b) If simple random sampling were undertaken auxiliary information should, 
if possible, be collected during the data collection phase. If auxiliary 
information can be collected post-stratified techniques should be used, 
otherwise the survey remains a simple random sample. 
c) The survey designer should take suitable preventive methods to reduce 
nonresponse and aim for full nonresponse. For suggested methods such 
as higher-priority mailing, more call attempts, clearer interviewer assign-
ment materials, special tracing efforts, follow-up reminders, incentives, 
endorsements, lead letter, proxy respondents, refusal conversion strate-
gies, etc see for example in Lessler & Kalsbeek (1992). 
2) Once data is collected, if there is nonresponse. 
a) If there is no time and cost limitation, nonrespondent subs amp ling should 
be used. Again, nonrespondent two-subsampling schemes are preferable 
(see theorems 3.1-3.12 and tables D.35-D.70). 
b) If there is time or cost limitation then compensation methods used during 
the estimation phase should be used. In general imputation methods are 
recommended over weighting adjustment methods, because they produce 
estimates with lower bias. Further, multiple imputation should be used 
in preference to single imputation if cost and time allow. 
If the response mechanism is random then stochastic regression should 
be used when the sample size is large (see theorems 5.16-5.27 and ta-
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bles D.107-D.142, D.161-D.17S and D.197-D.220). If the sample size is 
small then approximate Bayesian bootstrap is recommended for equal 
probability sampling (see section 5.3 and tables D.125-D.142) and ran-
dom imputation for unequal probability sampling (see theorems 5.1-5.12, 
section 5.3 and tables D.197-D.214). If suitable auxiliary information (a 
continuous variable, correlated to the study variable) is not available for 
modelling in stochastic regression and imputation methods are to be used 
then approximate Bayesian bootstrap, fully normal, adjusted fully nor-
mal, random and sequential imputation methods are recommended (see 
theorems 5.1-5.15, section 5.3 and tables D.107-D.142, D.161-D.17S). 
If the response mechanism is nonrandom then modified "Wang's regression 
is recommended. Other methods that are also suitable are stochastic 
regression, mixture model with follow-up data or without follow-up data. 
(see theorem 5.16-5.27, section 5.3 and tables D.107 -D.262). 
c) Weighting adjustment methods should be considered when imputation 
methods are likely to be very costly. Imputation methods can be very 
compute intensive for large datasets. 
i) In stratified or simple random sampling with equal probability selec-
tion the naive model should be used for without replacement selction 
(see theorems 4.1-4.4 and tables D.71-D.76, D.S9-D.92, D.95-D.97 
and D.104). When equal probability sampling has been used and aux-
iliary information collected during the survey phase then the sample 
can be post-stratified, the naive model should be used (see theorems 
4.5-4.6 and tables D.71-D.76, D.S9-D.92, D.95-D.97 and D.104). As 
an alternative rather than post-stratified techniques the RHG model 
can be used. If the RHG model is used and there is information on 
the population size of the cells or classes then the population-based 
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method should be used (see theorems 4.15-4.16 and tables D.71-D.76, 
D.89-D.92, D.95-D.97 and D.104). Note this is equivalent to post-
stratified random sampling with the naive model. With the RHG 
model, only information of the cell or class marginal totals then rak-
ing ratio should be used (see theorems 4.19-4.20 and tables D.71-
D.76, D.89-D.92, D.95-D.97 and D.104 ), otherwise sample-based 
should be used (see theorems 4.11-4.12 and tables D.71-D.76, D.89-
D.92, D.95-D.97 and D.104). However, if there is no information 
about the post-sample size but known only post-response size, then 
general-based method should be used. (see theorems 4.23-4.24 and 
tables D.71-D.76, D.89-D.92, D.95-D.97 and D.104). 
ii) In stratified or simple random sampling with unequal probability 
selection the naive model should be used (see theorems 4.7-4.10 
and tables D.77-D.88, D.90-D.91, D.93-D.94, D.98-D.103 and D.105-
D.106). If additional categorical information is available from the 
survey a RHG model should be used. For sampling with replace-
ment the bias-removal should be used (see theorem 4.27 and table 
D.77-D.88, D.90-D.91, D.93-D.94, D.98-D.103 and D.105-D.106) and 
for sampling without replacement sample-based method should be 
used (see theorem 4.13 and tables D.77-D.88, D.90-D.91, D.93-D.94, 
D.98-D.103 and D.105-D.106). 
The above steps are illustrated by figure 7.1 and table 7.4. Figure 7.1 shows 
the process of choosing the survey design. Table 7.4 guides in the choice between 
weighting adjustment and imputation methods in the analysis phase. 
7.3 Summary of Answers to Research Questions 
The two research questions were stated as: 
1) Which design is best for conducting large-scale surveys such as the Thailand 
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Figure 7.1: Diagram for Deciding on the Survey Design 
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Note: SRSEP, STEP, PTEP, SRSUEP and STUEP are simple equal probabil-
ity random sampling, stratified equal probability random sampling, post-stratified 
equal probability random sampling, simple unequal probability random sampling 
and stratified unequal probability random sampling respectively. 
For the analysis recommended for each of these survey designs see table 
7.4 
Establishment Survey with nonresponse problems? 
2) Which compensation method can reduce the effects from nonresponse prob-
lems? 
The method and results of the simulation study was summarised in chapter 6. 
The detailed results are on the accompany compact disk. These results lead to the 
following answers to the research questions: 
1) Sampling Design: If the sampling frame is available with categorised infor-
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mation to make sensible strata, stratified random sampling should be used. 
However, if the frame is not available, post-stratified techniques are recom-
mended. When quantitative auxiliary information in the sampling is highly 
correlated with the study variable, an unequal probability selection process 
should be used. If there is no appropriate auxiliary information or not highly 
correlated auxiliary variable, then an equal probability selection process should 
be used. 
2) Compensation Method: Nonrespondent subsampling which reduces bias and 
variance is the recommended compensation method. Despite the higher vari-
ance two~subsampling scheme is generally preferable to one-subsampling scheme 
because of the difficulty of getting full response in the first subsampling phase. 
However, if costs for subsampling are high then compensation in the analysis 
phase need to be used. Imputation method is preferable to weighting adjust-
ment. For imputation, multiple imputation is recommended rather than single 
imputation; the variance in single imputation may appear to be lower than 
in multiple imputation, but this is because the variance in single imputation 
does not include the variation due to the imputation process. If the sample 
size is large, one of the regression methods such as modified ·Wang's regres-
sion, stochastic regression, mixture model with or without follow-up data is 
recommended. If the sample size is small, then one of approximate Bayesian 
bootstrap, fully normal, adjusted fully normal, random and sequential methods 
is recommended (see table 7.4). For weighting adjustment, if a suitable alL'{il-
iary information can be collected during data collection phase, RHG models are 
recommended, otherwise a naive model should be used. In equal probability 
sampling, if the strata population sizes are known, then the population-based 
method should be used. If the data is in a contingency table and marginal 
population totals are known the raking ratio method is recommended. If the 
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Table 7.4: Recommended compensation method during the estimation phase varying with 
survey design 
Method SRSEP SRSUEP STEP STUEP PTEP 
Imputation3 
-Random Reg1 Reg1 Reg1 Reg1 Reg1 
-Nonrandom Wang 2 Wang2 Wang2 Wang2 Wang 2 
Weighting Naive or Naive or Naive Naive Naive 
RHG if have X3 RHG if have X3 
then use P E or then use E R for WR 
RR if marginal or or use SE for WOR 
S B if nothing 
Note: 
1: If small n then use approximate Bayesian bootstrap for equal probability sampling or 
use random imputation for unequal probability sampling. 
2: Alternative use is stochastic regression, mixture model with or without follow-up data. 
3: If auxiliary information for regression is not available then use approximate Bayesian 
bootstrap, fully normal, adjusted fully normal, random or sequential. 
Notation: "Reg", "vVang", "PB', "RR" and "SB" mean stochastic regression and modified 
Wang's regression, population-based, raking ratio and sample-based methods respectively. 
marginal population totals are not known, then the sample-based method is 
recommended, otherwise if only response post-stratified sizes are known, then 
the general-based is recommended. In unequal probability sampling, the rec-
ommended weighting adjustment is a bias-removal method for sampling with 
replacement and a sample-based method for sampling without replacement 
(see table 7.4). 
Appendix A 
Thailand 
A.I Geography and Topography 
Thailand is in the heart of the Southeast Asian mainland. It covers an area of 
513,115 square kilometres. It is bordered by Laos to the northeast, Myanmar to 
the north and west, Cambodia to the east, and Malaysia to the south. Thailand 
has maximum dimensions of about 2,500 km north to south and 1,250 km east to 
west, with a coastline of approximately 1,840 km in the Gulf of Thailand and 865 
km along the Indian Ocean. 
Thailand is divided into four topographic regions: i) the North, ii) the Central 
Plain, or Chao Phraya River Basin, iii) the Northeast, or the Korat Plateau, and 
iv) the South, or Southern Isthmus. 
i) The North is a mountainous region characterised by natural forest, ridges and 
deep, narrow, alluvial valleys. 
ii) Central Thailand, the basin of the Chao Phraya River, is a lush, fertile valley. 
It is the richest and most extensive rice-production area in the country and has 
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often been called the "Rice Bowl of Asia". Bangkok, the capital of Thailand, 
is located in this region. 
iii) The Northeastern region, or Korat Plateau, is an arid region characterised by 
a rolling surface and undulating hills. Harsh climatic conditions often result 
in this region being subjected to floods and droughts. 
iv) The southern region is hilly and mountainous, with thick virgin forests and 
rich deposits of minerals and ores. This region is the centre for the production 
of rubber and the cultivation of other tropical crops. 
A.2 Government 
Thailand is governed by a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentarian form of 
Government. The Bangkok Metropolitan Administration is administrated by an 
elected Governor and is divided into 38 districts. The country is divided into 76 
Provinces, each administered by an appointed Governor, which are sub-divided into 
districts, sub-districts, tambons (groups of villages) and villages (see figure A.l and 
A.2 below). 
A.3 Local Administration 
In each province, there are three local administration areas: municipal area, sanitary 
district and out of municipal-sanitary area. 
A Municipal area is a legal unit established by the Royal Decree of the 1953 
Municipal Act. There are three categories of municipal areas: Nakon (city), Muang 
(town) and Tambon (Commune) 
I/JI A tambon municipal is established whatever it is deemed appropriate. 
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I Kingdom Of Thailandl 
I 
I I I 
I North I I Central I I Northeast I I South I 
I I I 
117 provinces 125 provinces 19 provinces 14 provinces 
I I I 
District District District District 
(Amphoe) (Amphoe) (Amphoe) (Amphoe) 
I I I 
Sub-district Sub-district Sub-district Sub-district 
(Tambon) (Tambon) (Tambon) (Tambon) 
I I I 
Village Village Village Village 
(Mooban) (Mooban) (Mooban) (Mooban) 
Figure A.I: Structure of Thailand Administration Area 
I Central Region I 
Figure A.2: Structure of The Central Region Administration Area 
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III A muang municipal is established in each area where the administrative seat 
of the Provincial Government is located or where the population is at least 
10,000 persons, with an average density of not less than 3,000 persons per 
square kilometre. The sources of tax revenue must also be sufficient for the 
execution of municipal affairs as stipulated in the 1953 Municipality Act. 
" A nakhon municipality is established in area where the population, is at least 
50,000 persons, with an average density of not less than 3,000 persons per 
square kilometre. Tax revenue must also be sufficient for the execution of 
municipal affairs as stipulated in the 1953 Municipality Act. 
A sanitary district is established by the Ministry of Interior under the provisions 
of the Sanitary District Act of 1952. Under the provisions of the Municipality 
Act, any sanitary district may be established as a municipal area. There are two 
categories of sanitary district districts: Urban Sanitary and Rural Sanitary (National 
Statistical Office, 1990). 
" Urban Sanitary district refers to the sanitary district where the population is 
at least 5,000 persons. 
Ell Rural Sanitary district refers to the sanitary district where the population is 
less than 5,000 persons. 
An out of municipal-sanitary district area is the remainder area in the country 
which is neither municipal area nor sanitary district area. 
Appendix 
National Statistical Office 
B.l Organisation of Thailand National Statistical 
Office 
In August 1993, the present organisation of the Thailand National Statistical Office 
(NSO) was approved by the cabinet. The administration of the NSO is separated 
into two parts, i.e. the central and provincial administrations. The head of the 
Office is called the Secretary General. In addition, there are two deputies to the 
Secretary General, who assist in directing technical and administration works. 
The central administration is divided into nine divisions: The Office of the Secre-
tary, Statistical Data Bank and Information Dissemination Division, Field Operation 
Division, Statistical Policy and Coordination Division, Data Processing Operation 
Division, Data Processing Techniques Division, Statistical Techniques Division, Eco-
nomic Statistics Division and Social Statistics Division. The function of the nine 
division in the central administration, within the headquarter office, are one of the 
significant components of the statistical system of Thailand. The plans of all the 
surveys and censuses, including other procedures of statistical works (except for the 
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Figure B.l: Structure of Thailand National Statistical Office 
field operation), are completed in the headquarter office by any ofthe nine divisions. 
The provincial administration consists of 76 provincial offices, of which their main 
responsibility is expanded from only the field operation (as what previously per-
formed) to the complete cycle of the statistical works. Furthermore, each provincial 
office is also expected to perform supporting and supervising roles for the statistical 
system in its own province. 
The organisation chart of the National Statistical Office is summarised in figure 
B.1 
Appendix C 
Simulation Program Outline 
The basic program structure for the simulations is outline below. There were two 
advanced steps before a sample was selected. A sampling frame was constructed 
first with a level of correlation between a study variable Yand an auxiliary variable 
X condition. Conditions for sampling were then set up such as sample size, selection 
procedure and response pattern. 
C.l Program outline for simulations 
There were nine steps for simulation in this study: 
i) Construct a sampling frame. 
ii) Set up sample conditions. 
iii) Choose a sample survey design. 
iv) Select sample units from a sampling frame. 
v) Indicate response/nonresponse unit in a sample. 
vi) Compute a mean and a variance for sample units and response units. 
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vii) Choose a compensation method. 
viii) Compute a mean and a variance when using a compensation method in step 
7. 
ix) Repeat step iv-viii 1,000 times and then average the mean and the variance 
computed from step vi and viii. 
Notes: Details for i)-v) and vii) are presented separately in section C.2-C.7 respec-
tively. 
C.2 Sampling Frame 
A sampling frame consisted of a study variable Y, auxiliary variables such as a 
quantitative variable X using for unequal probability sampling, and two qualitative 
variable Zl and Z2 using for stratified random sampling and post-stratified random 
sampling. It also included many indicators: W for post-stratified process, I for 
a sample process and the others which related to sampling unit links for sample 
designs and selection processes. 
C.3 Sample Conditions 
There were three conditions used to select a sample from a sampling frame: i) sample 
size, ii) selection procedure and iii) response pattern. 
i) Three sample size were used for this simulation study: 15%, 30% and 50% of 
population size. 
ii) Two selection procedures were used for this simulation study: sampling with 
replacement and sampling without replacement. 
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iii) Two response patterns were used for this simulation study: random response 
and dependent response with the study variable Y There were five levels of 
random response: low response (10%), medium response (30% , 50% and 70%) 
and high response (90%). 
C.4 Sample Survey Design 
There were ten basic one-stage survey design based on equal/unequal probability 
sampling, and sampling with/without replacement: SRSWOR, SRSWR, STWOR, 
STWR, PTWOR, PTWR, USRSWOR, USRSWR, USTWOR and USTWR. 
C.5 Select Sample Units 
The aim in indicating a chosen sampling unit was to distinguish between units in a 
population to show whether the unit was selected or not. This step was helpful for 
sampling without replacement scheme. There were two algorithms depending on the 
survey design: i) equal probability selection procedure and ii) unequal probability 
selection procedure. 
i) Equal probability selection algorithm: 
1) Retrieve sample indicator I, whose value is zero, from a sampling frame. 
2) Select random integer number between 1 and N, say k. 
3) Check sample indicator, h, for sampling with/without replacement 
3.1) If draw a sample first time, skip this check and go to step 4. 
3.2) Check h by using case 1 or 2: 
case 1: sampling without replacement 
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If h = 0, select this unit; otherwise back to step 2. 
case 2: sampling with replacement 
Skip this check. 
4) Replace value 1 into sample indicator h. 
5) Repeat step 2-4 until sample size equals n. 
ii) Unequal probability selection algorithm: 
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1) Retrieve sample indicator J, whose value is zero, from a sampling frame. 
2) Create two variables to use for indicating a sampling unit chosen: Amin 
and Amax. With X is an integer quantitative variable, 
2.1) Amin(j) = Amin(j - 1) + X(j - 1) + 1 for j = 2, ... , N; where 
Amin(O) = O. 
2.2) Amax(j) = Amax(j-1)+X(j) for j = I, ... , N; where Amax(O) = 
O. 
3) Select random integer number between 1 and Amax(N), then identify 
sampling unit k. 
4) Check sample indicator, h, for sampling with/without replacement. 
4.1) If draw a sample first time, skip this check and go to step 5. 
4.2) Check h by using case 1 or 2: 
case 1: sampling without replacement 
If h = 0, select this unit; otherwise go back to step 3. 
case 2: sampling with replacement 
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Skip this check. 
5) Replace value 1 into sample indicator h. 
6) Repeat step 3-5 until sample size equals n. 
C.6 ResponsejNonresponse Units 
There were two algorithms to indicate for a unit in the sample whether the response 
was random or dependent on Y 
i) Random response algorithm: 
1) Create a response indicator R, whose value is one, in a sample. 
2) Generate a random variable Uwhose distribution is uniform (0,1). 
3) Compare a value of U in sample unit k with a response rate: 
If Uk ::; a fixed response rate, then indicate response sample Rk = 1 
for k=l) ... )n; otherwise Rk = a indicating nonresponse in unit k. 
4) Repeat step 2-3 until k = n. 
ii) Dependent response with Yalgorithm: 
1) Create a response indicator R, whose value is one, in a sample. 
2) Set up two values of study variable: Ya and Yi, where Ya < Yi,. 
3) Compare Yk in a sample unit k for k=l) ... )n by using 3.1. 3.2 or 3.3: 
3.1) If Yk ::; Ya , then indicate unit k is respond, h = 1. 
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C.7 
3.2) If Yk > Yi" then 
3.2.1) Generate a random variable Uwhose distribution is uniform 
(0,1). 
3.2.2) Compare a random variable U with a fixed response rate: If 
Uk ::; a fixed response rate, then indicate unit k is respond 
(h = 1); otherwise h = 0 indicating nonresponse in unit k. 
3.3) if Ya < Yk ::; Yi" then 
3.3.1) Generate a random variable U whose distribution is uniform 
(0,1). 
3.3.2) Compare a random variable U with a response function f(Yk ) = 
a + bYk as shown in figure c.1: If Uk 2: f(Yk ), then indicate 
unit k is respond (h = 1); otherwise h = 0 indicating non-
response in unit k. 
4) Repeat step 2-3 until k = n. 
Compensation Methods 
There were three general methods used for compensating nonresponse data: nonre-
spondent sabsampling, weighting adjustment procedure, and imputation methods. 
C.7.1 Nonrespondent subsampling algorithm 
There were two nonrespondent subsampling schemes: i) one-subsampling and ii) 
two-subsampling: 
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i) one-subsampling scheme procedure 
1) Check a nonrespondent sample unit k for k= 1) ... ) n 
If Rk = 0, then generate a random variable V whose distribution 
is uniform (0,1); otherwise skip to step 3. 
2) If V < 0.5, then a sample unit k is selected for nonrespondent subs am-
pling. 
3) Repeat step 1-2 until nonrespondent subsample size = n~2' where n~2 = 
n~2 and k is an integer which is greater than 0, then return to the main 
program. 
ii) two-subsampling scheme procedure 
1) Create a subsampling indicator Sk = 0 for k=l) ... )n. 
2) Check a nonrespondent sampling unit k for k= 1) ... ) n: If Rk = 0, then 
generate a random variable Vwhose distribution is uniform (0,1); oth-
envise skip to step 5. 
3) If V < 0.5, then unit k is selected for first subsampling and replace 1 
into Sk; otherwise replace 2 into Sk. 
4) Check a number of first subsampling: If first subsampling count 2: n~2' 
then return to the main program (in this case two-subsampling scheme 
is reduced to one-subsampling scheme). 
5) Repeat step 2-4 until first subsampling size = n21. 
6) Check a second subsampling for k=l) ... )n: If Sk = 2, then generate a 
random variable Uwhose distribution is uniform (0,1); otherwise skip to 
step 8. 
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7) If U < 0.5, then a nonresponse unit k is selected for second subsampling. 
8) Repeat step 6-7 until second subsampling size = n~2' then return to the 
main program. 
C.7.2 Weighting adjustment algorithm 
Check a sample design to choose a response model as: 
1) If a sample design is simple random sampling, then choose a response model 
between naive and RHG; otherwise use a naive model (for stratified random 
sampling and post-stratified random sampling) 
2) Set up a weighting factor to response units depend on method used in equal/unequal 
probability sampling with/without replacement (more details and formulae 
used in chapter 4). 
Note: For a RHG model in simple random sampling, post-stratification technique 
is used to identify a sample unit into an exact post-stratum. 
C.7.3 Imputation method algorithm 
There were two general imputation methods used for missing data: i) single impu-
tation and ii) multiple imputation: 
i) Single imputation procedure 
1) Choose an imputation method to replace imputed value into nonresponse 
units. 
2) Compute imputed value unit k for k=l) ... )7'. 
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3) Store value unit k and repeat step 2 until k=r, then return to mam 
program. 
ii) Multiple imputation procedure 
1) Choose an imputation method to replace imputed value into nonresponse 
units. 
2) Compute imputed value unit k for k=l, ... ,r. 
3) Store value unit k and repeat step 2 until k=r. 
4) Repeat step 2-3 M times, then return to main program. 
Nine imputation methods were used to impute value; (1) random, (2) sequential, 
(3) stochastic regression, (4) Wang's regression, (5) approximate Bayesian boot-
strap, (6) fully normal, (7) adjusted normal, (8) mixture model with follow-up data 
and (9) mixture model without follow-up data. The first three methods were used 
to apply both single and multiple imputation. Methods 4-10 were used only in mul-
tiple imputation. Algorithm for random, sequential and stochastic regression are 
described here. However, algorithms in method 4-9 are presented in chapter 5. 
i) Random imputation procedure 
1) Store m response units and set up indicator, Bk = 1 for k=l, ... ,m for 
these units. 
2) Compare between size of response units (m) and of nonresponse units 
(r): If m < r, random imputation without replacement case cannot be 
applied (case random response: 10%,30% and 50%). 
3) Generate integer number between 1 and m, say k. 
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4) Check sampling with/without replacement for response unit k 
4.1) If survey design is sampling with replacement, replace 0 to Bk and 
skip to step 5; otherwise check 
4.2) If Bk = 0 skip to step 6; otherwise go to step 5. 
5) Replace value of random variable Yof unit k to imputed value i for 
i=l, ... ,r and replace 0 to Bk . 
6) Repeat step 3-5 until i=r. 
ii) Sequential imputation procedure 
1) Shuffle a sample of size n which includes response units and nonresponse 
units. 
2) Check the first sample unit (k=l) 
If Rl = I, then store value Y1 to donor register D and skip to 
step 3; otherwise average value Yof response units and replace the 
average to the sample unit 1 and store it to D. 
3) Check response units for k=2,,,.,n: If Rk = 1 then store value Yk to D 
and go to step 4; otherwise replace value D to a sample unit k. 
4) Repeat step 3 until k=n. 
iii) Stochastic imputation procedure 
1) Calculate ordinary least square regression coefficients ~Om and ~lm from 
response data. 
2) Retrieve X from a sampling frame for nonrespondents. 
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3) Randomly select the r = n - m observed residuals from {ek = Yk - bom-
,61mXk} for k=l, ... ,r. 
4) Compute the stochastic regression imputation by using Yk = bo +b1xk + 
ek for k=l, ... ,r. 
5) Repeat step 3-4 until k=r. 
Appendix D 
List of Tables in Compact Disk 
This appendix outlines the tables which summarise the simulation results. The results 
are the relative bias, the coefficient of variation of mean estimator and the design effect. 
There are six Excel worksheet files in the CD named cdl, cd2, cd3, cd4, cd5 and cd6. 
The cdl consists of 3 worksheets as: i) Sheet 1 consists of Table D.I-D.34, ii) Sheet 2 
consists of Table D.35-D.S8 and iii) Sheet 3 consists of Table D.S9-D.70. 
The cd2 consists of 2 worksheets as: i) Sheet 1 consists of Table D.71-D.94 and ii) 
Sheet 2 consists of Table D.95-D.I06. 
The cd3 consists of 2 worksheets as: i) Sheet 1 consists of Table D.I07-D.124 and ii) 
Sheet 2 consists of Table D.12S-D.160. 
The cd4 consists of 4 worksheets as: i) Sheet 1 consists of Table D.161-D.178, ii) Sheet 
2 consists of Table D.l79-D.196, iii) Sheet 3 consists of Table D.l97-D.214 and iv) Sheet 
4 consists of Table D.21S-D.220. 
The cdS consists of 4 worksheets as: i) Sheet 1 consists of Table D.221-D.232, ii) Sheet 
2 consists of Table D.233-D.238, iii) Sheet 3 consists of Table D.239-D.250 and iv) Sheet 
4 consists of Table D.251-D.262. 
The cd6 consists of 3 worksheets as: i) Sheet 1 consists of Table E.I-E.8, ii) Sheet 2 
consists of Table E.9-E.16 and iii) Sheet 3 consists of Table E.17-E.24. 
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Notation and Symbol 
The following notations and symbols are used: 
abb: Approximated Bayesian bootstrap 
abb:n: Multiple approximate Bayesian bootstrap imputation with naive model 
abb:r: Multiple approximate Bayesian bootstrap imputation with RHG model 
afn: Adjusted fully normal method 
afn:n: Multiple adjusted fully normal imputation with naive model 
afn:r: Multiple adjusted fully normal imputation with RHG model 
CV: Coefficient of variation 
d: Design 
deff: Design effect 
depwr: Sampling with replacement in dependent response mechanism 
depwor: Sampling without replacement in dependent response mechanism 
EPSEM: Equal probability selection method 
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fn: Fully normal method 
fn:n: Multiple fully normal imputation with naive model 
fn:r: Multiple fully normal imputation with RHG model 
g: General-based adjustment method 
high: High level of correlation between a study variable and auxiliary information 
husrs: High level of correlation in unequal probability simple random sampling 
hust: High level of correlation in unequal probability stratified random sampling 
IID: Independent identically distributed 
ki : a predetermined value for ith nonrespondent subsampling 
low: Low level of correlation between a study variable and auxiliary information 
lusrs: Low level of correlation in unequal probability simple random sampling 
lust: Low level of correlation in unequal probability stratified random sampling 
m: Method 
mar: Missing at random 
mcar: Missing completely at random 
meff: Misspecification effect 
mfd:n: Multiple mixture model with follow-up data with naive model 
mfd:r: Multiple mixture model with follow-up data with RHG model 
mran:n: Multiple random imputation with naive model 
mran:r: Multiple random imputation with RHG model 
mreg:n: Multiple stochastic regression imputation with naive model 
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mreg:r: Multiple stochastic regression imputation with RHG model 
mse: Mean square error 
mseq:n: Multiple sequential imputation with naive model 
mseq:r: Multiple sequential imputation with RHG model 
mwfd:n: Multiple mixture model without follow-up data with naive model 
mwfd:r: Multiple mixture model without follow-up data with RHG model 
n: Initial random sample size 
ni{ Sample size for inital sample (i = 1), first subsampling (i = 2), response group 
(j = 1) and nonresponse group (j = 2) 
n~j: Size of ith nonresponse subsampling 
na: Naive model 
nse: Nonsampling error 
NSO: National Statistical Office 
one-sub: Nonrespondent one-subsampling scheme 
opt: Optimum 
p: Population-based adjustment method 
pps: Unequal probability sampling with replacement 
pt: Post-stratified random sampling 
ptwr: Post-stratified random sampling with replacement 
ptwor: Post-stratified random sampling without replacement 
pt-one: Nonrepondent one-subsampling scheme in post-stratifed random sampling 
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pt-two: Nonrepondent two-subsampling scheme in post-stratified random sampling 
PES: Post Enumeration Survey 
PPS: Probability proportional to size 
r: Raking ratio adjustment method 
rhg:g: General-based adjustment method 
rhg:s: Sample-based adjustment method 
rhg:p: Population-based adjustment method 
rhg:r: Raking ratio adjustment method 
rhg:u: bias-removal adjustment method 
R: Response set 
RHG: Random homogeneity group model 
Rhl: Response set in stratum hl 
s: Sample-based adjustment method 
872: Sample response variance for ith nonrespondent subsampling 
8~: Sample total response variance 
se: Sampling error 
sel: Selection method 
sran:n: Single random imputation with naive model 
sran:r: Single random imputation with RHG model 
sreg:n: Single stochastic regression imputation with naive model 
sreg:r: Single stochastic regression imputation with RHG model 
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srs: Simple random sampling 
srswr: Simple random sampling with replacement 
srswor: Simple random sampling without replacement 
srs-one: Nonrepondent one-subsampling scheme in simple random sampling 
srs-two: Nonrepondent two-subsampling scheme in simple random sampling 
sseq:n: Single sequential imputation with naive model 
sseq:r: Single sequential imputation with RHG model 
st: Stratified random sampling 
stwr: Stratified random sampling with replacement 
stwor: Stratified random sampling without replacement 
st-one: Nonrepondent one-subsampling scheme in stratified random sampling 
st-two: Nonrepondent two-subsampling scheme in stratified random sampling 
S: Sample set 
82 or (]"2: Population variance 
8 hZ : Sample set in stratum hl 
two-sub: Nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme 
u: bias-removal adjustment method 
usrswr: Unequal probability selection on simple random sampling with replacement 
usrswor: Unequal probability selection on simple random sampling without replace-
ment 
ustwr: Unequal probability selection on stratified random sampling with replace-
ment 
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ustwor: Unequal probability selection on stratified random sampling without re-
placement 
var: Variance 
wor: ·Without replacement 
wr: With replacement 
wreg:n: Multiple Wang's modified regression imputation with naive model 
wreg:r: Multiple Wang's modified regression imputation with RHG model 
y: Sum of random variable Y 
Yir Sum of random variable Y for inital sample (i = 1), first subsampling (i = 2), 
response group (j = 1) and nonresponse group (j = 2) 
Y~j: Sum of random variable Y of ith nonresponse subsampling and response group 
(j = 1) or nonresponse group (j = 2) 
7rps: Unequal probability sampling without replacement 
#ptwr: Post-stratified random sampling with replacement with #% sample size 
#ptwor: Post-stratified random sampling without replacement with #% sample size 
#srswr: Simple random sampling with replacement with #% sample size 
#srswor: Simple random sampling without replacement with #% sample size 
#stwr: Stratified random sampling with replacement with#% sample size 
#stwor: Stratified random sampling without replacement with #% sample size 
#wr: Sampling with replacement with #% sample size 
#wor: Sampling with replacement without #% sample size 
#-wr-full: Sampling with replacement with #% sample size and full response 
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#-wr-ignored: Sampling with replacement with #% sample size and ignored non-
respondents 
#-wr-one: Nonrespondent one-subsampling scheme with #% sample size in sam-
pling with replacement 
#-wr-two: Nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme with #% sample size in sam-
pling with replacement 
#-wor-full: Sampling without replacement with #% sample size and full response 
#-wor-ignored: Sampling without replacement with #% sample size and ignored 
nonrespondents 
#-wor-one: Nonrespondent one-subsampling scheme with #% sample size in sam-
pling without replacement 
#-wor-two: Nonrespondent two-subsampling scheme with #% sample size in sam-
pling without replacement 
{t'!n: Sample mean of random variable Y in sampling design "d" and model "m" 
{tij: Estimated mean of random random variable Y for initial sample (i = 1), first 
subsampling (i = 2) with response group (j = 1) or nonresponse group (j = 2) 
{t~j Estimated mean of random variable Y for ith nonrespondent subsampling with 
response group (j = 1) or nonresponse group (j = 2) 
f:;;sel: Sample total of random variable Y in sampling design "d", model "m" and 
selection method "sel" 
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